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PREFACE 
Successful moo e management depends on knowledge of population dynamics. The principal population parameters 
required are size, rate of change, recruitment, sex composition. and mortality. Moose management in Alaska ha been 
everely hampered by the lack: of good estimates of these parameters, and unfortunately, this lack contributed to the decline of 
many Alaskan moose populations during the 1970s (e.g. , GIISaway et al. 1983). The problems were: ( l) populanon ize was 
not adequately c timated, (2) rapid rates of decline were not acknowledged until populations were low, (3) meaningful 
recruitment rate were not available in the absence of good population e timates, and (4) calf and adult mortality rates were 
grossly underestimated. 
Frustration of moose managers working with inadequate data led to Lhe development of aerial survey procedures that yield 
minimally biased , sufficiently precise estimates of population parameters for most Alaskan moo e management and re-
search. This manual describe these procedures. 
Development of tht.!>e procedures would have be n impo sible without the inspiration, support, advice, and cnticism of 
many colleagues. We t.han.k these colleagues for their contributions. Dale Haggstrom and Dave Kelleyhouse helped develop 
flight patterns, tested and improved early sampling designs, and as moose managers, put these procedures into routine use. 
Pilots Bill Lentsch and Pete Haggland were instrumental in developmg and testing aerial survey techniques. Their intere t in 
and dedication to improving moo e management made them valuable allies. Statisticians Dana Thomas of the Univer ity of 
Alaska and W. Scott Overton of Oregon State University provided advice on variance approximations for the population 
estimator. Warren BaUard, Sterling Miller, SuzAnne Miller, Doug Larsen, and Wayne Kale tested procedures and provided 
valuable criticisms and suggestions. Jim Raymond initially programmed a portable calculator to make lengthy calculations 
simple, fast, and error-free. Angie Babcock, U a Ingalls, Vicky Leffmgwell, and Laura McManus patiently typed several 
versions of this manual . John Coady and Oliver Burris provided continuous moral and financial support for a 3-year project 
that lasted 6 years. Joann Barnett, Rodney Boertje, Steven Peterson, and Wayne Regelin of the Alaska Department of Fish 
and Game provided helpful editorial suggestions on previous drafts. Finally, we thank referees David Anderson of the Utah 
Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit, Vincent Schultz ofWashington State University, and James Peek, E. "Oz" Garton, and 
Mike Samuel of the University of Idaho whose comments and uggestions improved this manual. This project was funded by 
the Ala ka Department of Fisb and Game through Federal Aid in Wildlife Restoration Projects W-17-9 through W-22-1. 
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&timating Moo e Popularion.s-lntroduction 
1. INTR DUCTIO 
This i an instrUction manual and field guide for estimat-
ing population parameter for moose in the circumpolar 
northern boreal fo t, the subalpine zone, and the n rth-
tal hrub z ne. Depending on th den ity of forest an-
opies in other area , these methods may require some 
modifications or may not be usable. The manual is detailed 
and designed for field pe onnel. We de cribe on et of the 
many way to estimate moose population parameter . We do 
n t argue the pro and cons of the various method availa-
ble; however. we considered many options while developing 
the procedures m this manual and elected the one best 
uited for our purpo ·e . For alternatives to these tech-
niques. we refer you to orne of the many manuals and 
publications on estimating population parameters (e.g., 
Bergerud and Manuel 1969; Jolly 1969; CaughJey and God-
dard 1972; Caughley 1974, 1977, Croskery 1975; Caughley 
et al 1976; Eberhardt 1978; Norton-Griffiths 1978; Cook 
and Jacob. on 1979; Crete 1979; Thompson 1979; Burnham 
et al. 1980; Seber 1982; White et aJ. 1982; Gasaway and 
DuBois 1987). 
Moose population parameters discussed in this manual 
are: (1) size; (2) rate of change; (3) sex and age composition 
and recruitment; and (4) distribution, i.e., patial relative 
abundance. Mortality, the remaining important population 
parameter, is not addressed here, but it can be estimated 
indirectly from the four discussed parameters (Bergerud 
1978, 1980). Population size is the most difficult of the four 
parameter to estimate . Given the method for estimating 
population size, methods for estimating other parameters 
foUow easily. Therefore, estimating population ize is a cen-
tral part of this manual. For brevity, we use the tenn popula-
tion estimate to specify an estimate of population ize, i.e., 
number of moose in the population. 
Estimating moose population size has always been a prob-
lem (Timmermann 1974), yet good estimates are essential 
for managers to understand population dynamics. In our 
view, methods for estimating population size must meet five 
criteria: (1) be unbiased, i.e., on the average not over- or 
undere timating actual population ize; (2) provide an ade-
quate level of preci 10n (as indicated by the width of the 
confidence interval) ba ed on realistic measures of major 
ampling errors; (3) be ujtable for fiat, hilly, and moun-
tainous terrain; (4) not require special maps or aerial photos 
for sampling; and (5) be affordable. 
Our method of estimating population size, based on a 
stratified random sampling desjgn modified from Siniff and 
Skoog (1964) and Evans et al. (1966), atisfies these five 
criteria as follows: (1) bias is minimized by using flight 
patterns and search efforts that provide high sightability 
(percentage animals seen) of m and by e limating a 
good sightability correction factor (SCF) for moo e not 
seen, (2) estimates of precision combine both sampling vari-
ance of estimated observable moose and ampling variance 
o the e timated SCF, (3 itability in all types of terram IS 
achieved by u ing irregularly haped sample unit (SU) and 
varyin arch patterns, and (4) pecial map · or ph t are 
a ided by using natwal te in ft tu 
t pographic map for SU boundaries. 
Estimate of the remaining population parameters rely on 
data obta.ined from either survey to estimate population 
ize or eparate application of portions of that urvey 
method Rate of population increase or decline is deter-
mined from a comparison of population estimates separated 
by one or more year . Estimates of ex compo ition and 
recruitment, obtained during population estimation surveys, 
contain little bias because of high sightability of moose and 
random samphng. Distribution, i.e., spatial relative abun-
dance. i obtained by using the stratification process of the 
population estimation urvey. 
When precise and nearly unbiased methods for estimating 
population parameter become routine, new horizons will 
open for wildlife biologists. The effects of new mllDligement 
programs, habitat changes, severe winter weather, and 
predator-prey relation hip can be evaluated with estimates 
of rate of population change. Harvest quotas and numbers of 
moose killed by hunters and predators can be more ea ily 
interpreted with good e timate of numbers of moose in sex-
age classe . Number of moose killed can be compared to 
tanding stock in ex-age classe , and rates of harvest can be 
estimated b equently. Recruitment can be weighed 
against independent e timates of mortality to achieve a rapid 
a e ment of population status and likely population trend. 
With a better grasp of the dynamics of a moo e population, 
management options become more apparent. Portions of 
this manual are specific to estimating moose population 
parameters e.g., population size; however th concepts 
used can be applied to other species. Other estimation pro-
cedures in this manual, e.g., rate of population change, are 
more general and apply directly to many pecie . 
Many of the fonnulas pre ented in this manual will be 
new to the reader. A statistician adept at sampling theory 
and methods will note that orne are not quite appropriate 
theoretically due to violations of assumptions and that many 
fom1ulas have a fonn of computation bias known as small-
sample bias. We have been aware of these problems. Unfor-
tunately, sampling theory offers no reliable, unbiased, 
computationally efficient fonnulas for many of the parame-
ter estimates that we needed. [n the statistical ense, the 
formulas we recommend are approximations. The formulas 
have been tested using computer simulation techniques and 
are reliable if lhe re ommendation on methodology are 
foll ed. 
Th.i manual i a t~p-by- wp field guid fl r conducting 
survey and e timating population parameters. Although the 
manual is int nded to be elf-explanatory. we recommend 
that prior to onduc · g a population e timation survey all 
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participants attend a workshop conducted by a person expe-
rienced with th techniqu . Exampl of cuJatio 
given to ensure corrttt treatment of data. 1b expedite calcu-
lations and reduce errors, progr.uns have been written for 
the Hewlett-Packard 97 calculator (HP 97) to cal ul te opti-
mal all · o of sampling effort of moo abun-
dance, estimates of ex and age composition, and 
confidence intervals for all estimates. Upon request, we will 
supply copies of the program on magnetic cards, or you 
may program the HP 97 directly from the program listings 
in Appendix t. With minor changes, these programs can be 
adapted for the Hewlett-Packard 41C calculator. At the time 
of this printing, a program to perform these calculation i 
in development for IBM PC and compatible computers. 
Contact the authors for availability of the program. Sample 
forms are provided for recording observations an1f storing 
resuJt . These forms may be photo-<:opied and used directly 
or modified to meet individual needs. The glossary defines 
b iarions u d in this manual. 
Suggested reading in this manual w.ri with a person' 
involvement in estimating population piU1liileters. Field 
staff involved only in aerial survey should read Section 2, 
3.1 to 3.4, 3.5.2, 3.6.lto 3.6.5.2, 3.6.6, and 6. Persons in 
charge of urveys and who calculate estimateS of population 
parameters with a preprogrammed HP 97 should read all 
sections except 3.8, 5.3. and 5.6. Persons in charge of 
surveys, but who calculate estimates of population parame-
ters without a preprogrammed calculator hould read all 
Sections except 3.9, 3.ll, 5.4, and 5.7. 
Finally, if our de criptions of methods are unclear, feel 
free to contact us for clarification. Our phone numbers are 
(9(JT) 456-5156 or 452-1531, and our address i ADF&G, 
1300 College Road, Fairbanks, Alaska 99701 
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2. REVIEW OF SAMPLING ERRO AND PRECISION 
A review of ampling error and preci ion of estimates will 
be helpful before describing lbe methods of e timating po~ 
ulation parameter . Fir t, we defm orne commonly 
terms. A population is a collection or set of individuals or 
objects whose properties are to be analyzed e .g., all SUs in 
a survey area or moose in an area. A parameter is a numeri-
cal characteristic of an entire population. A sample is a 
subset of a population, and, typically, a random sample i 
one in which every element in the population has an equal 
probability of being chosen as part of the sample. For addi-
tional reading on ampling and precision estimation see 
Whlte et al. 1982), Simpson et al. (1960), Stuart (1984), 
and Scheaffer et al. (1979). 
A population param ter (e.g. , density of moose) esti-
mated from a random sample usually differs from the actual 
population parameter. This difference i a result of each SU 
differing in density from that of the overall den ity in the 
survey area; therefore, mean den ity in a sample of n SUs is 
a function of which SUs were selected. The mean of a 
second random sample would be expected to differ from the 
first as well as from the actual parameter by a random 
amount. The difference between the timated value from 
one set of observations and the actual value is the ampling 
error. 
We can use a general formula for calculating moose pop-
ulation size to demonstrate where sampling error enters 
population estimates. The actual number of moose is calcu-
lated as 
actual number of moose = actual density X area. 
Although actual density cannot be determined. it can be 
estimated as 
estimated 
moose 
density 
estimated 
observable x 
moo e density 
estimated 
correction filctor 
for missed moose. 
The correction factor for missed moose corrects for sigbta-
bility bias. Substituting estimated density for actual density 
in the above formula, we get 
esumatcd 
number of 
moose 
estimated e tiouued 
observable x correction filctor x an:a. 
moo e density Cor missed moose 
Because each estimate has a random sampling error asso-
ciated wilb it, the above formula can be rewritten to include 
these sampling errors, where area is measured without er-
ror. 
Actual esti.mated 
number = number of 
of moose moose + E1 
estimated estimated 
observable X com:ction x area 
moose filct.or Cor 
density moose nw;sed 
+fl +EJ 
where E1 = the random sampling error for the irh estimate (i 
= 1, 2, 3). In this fonnula, the sampling error of the c ti-
mated number of moo , E1 is affected by sampling errors 
associated with both density and mis ed moo , E:z and fJ• 
respectively. 
Now, let us look at an example of how variation in sam-
pling error associated with moose density estimates affects 
population estimates. For the time being, assum 100% of 
the moose were seen in each SU searched, o that the esti-
mate of mi ed moose drops out of the density equ tion. 
Figure 1 snows the fictitious Square Mountain survey area 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
0 I I 3 4 4 I MOOSE POPULATION 
IB 9 10 II 2 13 14 ESTIMATES 
9 3 II 7 2 9 3 840 
805 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 742 3 10 I 12 3 6 12 788 
22 123 24 25 126 27 128 801 
6 II 13 22 13 35 14 62.:j 
714 
23 1-'0 
1;,23 32 133 34 13~" 677 3 36 67 24 15 733 
36 37 38 39 40 41 42 879 
12 I 17 57 49 14 3 J-J-:763 
43 44 45 46 47 48 49 
13 19 20 32 2 3 2 
50 51 52 53 54 55 56- SU111.1mber 
35 44 2 4 I 2 3- -rumberof mooseinSU 
Figure 1. The fictitious ~uare Mountain survey area has 56 sam-
ple units (SUs) of J2 mi2 each and has 763 moose. Ten sets of 32 
SUs each were randomly selected and used to calculate 10 esti-
mates. The estimator of population size = (no. of moose observed 
in surveyed SUs/ area of surveyed SUs) X total area. 
from which 10 simple random samples of 32 SUs each were 
selected and surveyed. Two important points are demon-
strated from results of the 10 surveys. First, population 
estimates are generally different (10 estimates ranged from 
624 to 879 moose) and do not equal the actual number 
because of samplmg error. Second, because sampling error 
is a random variable, it is impo stble to tell hOY! much an 
individual estimate differs from the actual value i.e., hOY! 
large the sampling error is for a particular sample, because 
the actual value is unknown 
Let us carry the idea of a sampling error of unknown size 
a little further. If a large number of random samples we:re 
taken from the Square Mountain populatiop. the population 
e umat.es would form a cbstribution around the actual popu-
lation size (p.) (Fig. 2) . However, during an ctual urvey, 
you do not have the option of calculating a large number of 
estimate . Generally only one ample of n SUs is selected 
and searched for moo . Therefore, only one of tru: ny 
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ESTIMATED POPU ATION SIZE 
Figure 2. Frequency distribution of a large number of moose population estimates from the fictitious Squnre Mountain urvey area. The 
a tual population size equals m. 
possible estimates of p. i obtained. and you cannot deter-
mine its location in the distribution of possible population 
estimates. The estimate may be very close to or fur from p.. 
Sampling error also occur when estimating sightability. 
This ampling error has an effect on population estimates 
similar to that described above for density estimate . There-
fore. the final error omponent fur the population estimate 
is a combination of the two sampling errors. Without a 
measure of the potential size of these errors, we bave no way 
of knowing how much faith to put into the population esti-
mate. 
Fortunately, there is information within a sample that al-
lows the potential size of the sampling error to be estimated. 
Tbi information is the variation among SU 
measurement -the greater the variation, the greater the 
potential sample error. A calculated measure of vanation is 
called the variance. A formula for the sample variance of a 
simple random sample of x 's is 
~(x -xi 
J j sample variance of x ~ ..:..._ _ _ 
n- 1 
where xj is the measurement in the jth SU; i is the mean of 1 
measurements in the sample of SUs, x.1 ••• x,.; n is the sam-
ple size (n -1 is the degrees of freedom) · and EJ indicates 
the sununation of the values for each K.!. Conceptually, sam-
ple variance is the average quared difference between mdl-
vidual SU measurements and the mean measurement of all 
SUs. The sample variance is a measure of the variation in 
the populauon being sampled and is used to calculate the 
sampling varianc of the . ample mean t The amplmg 
variance is an indication of the potential size fthe sampling 
error and is calculated as 
sample 
variance of x 
samplmg variance of x = 
" 
Variance is used m part to measure the precision (repeat-
ability) of estimate for density, ightability, and population 
size. Estimates of these parameters are of limiled value 
unless precision of lhe e timates can be clearly pecified. 
Although it is impossible to know the a tual value of a 
parameter (e.g., number of moose), it is possible to de-
scribe a range of values, or interval, that is likely to include 
the actual value. This interval is the confidence interval 
(Cl), and the specification of the CJ is as important as the 
estimate itself (Simpson et al. 1960). For example, to have a 
population estimate of 1 ,000 moose for a study area is of 
little intere t unle one has orne idea bow clo e tt may be 
to the actual number. 
A CI give you a known probability (1 - a) that the 
actual value of a parameter will be included within the CI . 
Another way of de cribmg lhi concept is that, with re-
peated estimates, the Cis hould include the actual popula-
tion size a known percentage of the time. The probability of 
error (a) is the proponion of Cis, from all possible samples 
and their estimates. that would not include the actual value. 
The probability of succcssfuUy mcludlng the actual value in 
a Cl is specified when calculaung the CI e.g., 0.9, which j 
equal to 1 - a where the probability of an error (a) equals 
0.1. The CI for an e. timare ha a specified prob bility of 
mcludmg the actual value, but you oo n t know for ure 
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Table 1. Population estimate and 90% confidence limits (CL) for 10 replicate surveys of 32 sample units from the fictitious Square 
Mountain survey area. The actual popula · n i 763 moo • 
urvey aumbc:r 
2 3 4 s 6 7 8 9 10 
Population 
estimate 840 805 742 788 801 624
1 714 677 733 879 
UpperCL 1,024 973 905 974 968 761 8~ 824 895 1.048 
Lower CL 656 637 575 601 635 487 558 530 572 m 
1 Confidence interval for lhls estimate does not contain the acnml populAtion size. 
that p. is within the CI or where p. i relative to ea h estimate 
of p.. To illustrate this concept, we calculated Cis for the 10 
population e timates listed in Figure 1 for the fictitious 
Square Mountain survey area (Thble 1). Each Clln Table 1 
has a 0.90 probability of including p., and as expected, 9 out 
of 10 Cis included p.. However, under actual survey condi-
tions with only one estimate of p., you wffi not know if your 
CI IS one of those that includes p.; the probability lDlply 
tells you the odds of that CI including p.. Now compare the 
10 estimates of p. with the real p.. Some e timates are close to 
p. whereas others are well above or below p.; additionally no 
two e timate are the arne. Becau e you will make only one 
population estimate for an area, the estimate will also be 
some unknown amount above or below p.. Therefore, you 
must depend on the CI to show the range in which the actual 
number may lie, and within that range, be prepared to ac-
cept the fact that p. may be near one of the CI limits or 
infrequently, beyond a limit. 
A general formula for a CI around an estimate (x) of p.. is 
CI = x ± t, ysampling variance of i ... . v 
where xis the estimate based on the mean value in SUs, and 
and to:,• is the critical t-value for the degrees of freedom (v) 
and the probability (a:) from our level of confidence (1 
a:). The fonnuJa clarifies bow the variance of the estimate is 
used to calculate the CI. 
The two major factor determining CI width are the sam-
pling vanance of the estimate and the specified degree of 
confidence you desue, 1- a:. As variance increases, the CI 
width for a specified a: increases and precision decreases. 
The CI width is also altered by the degree of confidence you 
specify for the estimate. Unfortunately, as you decrease the 
degree of confidence (1 - a) to narrow the Cl, the proba· 
bility that the actual value is within that range also de-
creases. You must decide if it is better to be nearly sure that 
the number of moose lies within a wide range, or to be less 
sure that it lies in a narrower range. It is solely up to you to 
choose the level of confidence for each case. 
We reoornm.end striving for precision equal to or greater 
than a 90% CI with a width less than ±25% of the popula-
tion estimate. Ideally, one wants a CI with a high probabil-
ity of containing the actual number of animals but that is 
also narrow in width, e.g., 95% CI with a width of ±5% of 
the estimated number of moose. However wildlife biolo-
gists cannot expect to obtain a 95% CI that narrow because 
the large sampling effort required makes it prohibitively 
expensive. Therefore, a reasonable compromise must be 
sought for moose population estimates. 
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3. ESTIMATING POPULA: 0 SIZE 
3.11NTRODUCTION 
Procedure for a survey to estimate population size may 
seem c mple at firw h ver, they are less fonnidable 
when viewed as six teps. 
1. Define th population of interest and select a survey 
area. 
2. Delineate all po ible SU on a topographic map of 
the urvey area. 
3. Stratify the survey area by conducting a preliminary 
aerial survey t determine relative m densitie . 
4. Select a random sample of SUs from each tratum. 
5. Fly surveys of selected SUs and recount some areas 
using a more intensive earch pattern to estimate the 
percentage of moose that were IDJ ed. 
6. Calculate an estimate of population size and CI 
around the e timate 
3.2 SELECTING THE SURVEY AREA 
3.2.1 Survey Area Boundaries 
The choice of survey area boundaries is determined by 
your needs. Managers often want to e timate the number of 
moose in a natural population. Th • physiographic feature 
such as major river drainage and ndges are selected a 
boundarie . In other instances, the population estimate i 
for a site- pecific management problem; here more arbi-
trary boundaries of game management areas, study areas, 
refuges, parks, or proposed industrial sites become appro-
priate. 
3.2.2 Size of Survey Area 
The ize of the survey area will influence the success or 
failure of a population estimation survey. Survey areas may 
range from 300 to 4,000 mi2; smaller survey areas can 
usually be searched in their entirety, and larger survey areas 
will u ually be impractical due to time constraints. Size of 
survey area i dictated by the folJowing variables: 
1. Precision desired.-A survey area must decrease in 
size as precision of the estimate is increa ed, as uming 
a futed co t. Precision i dlrectly related to cost (see 
Section 3.11). 
2 Weather. - Size of a manageable urvey area is influ-
enced by dominant weather patterns. Approximately 3 
and 8 days of good flying weather are necessary to 
complete surveys of 300 and 4 000 mi2, respectively. 
Large survey areas are practical only if long periods of 
good flying w ather and snow condition are predi ta-
ble. When acceptable weather conditi ns last nJy a 
few con ecutive Jay , mall areas h uJd be elected or 
larg partitioned into , everal maHer areas. The 
important point is that a urvey hould be completed as 
rapidly po ibl . If bad wear.h r halt the peration 
long enough for moose di tribution to hift sub tan-
tially, you may be forced to start over. 
3. Manpower.-Survey area ize should be adjusted to 
the available manpower. At least three experienced 
pllot-ob rver teams are required to complete a survey 
rapidly. Large survey areas (3,000 to 4,000 mi2) should 
not be attempted with le than four teams; five teams 
are preferred 
4. Logistics -Con ide rations of co t and time available 
are important when electing the size of the survey 
area Surveys in remote areas increase fuel and lodging 
co ts and may take longer to complete than ·urveys in 
less remote areas. 
5 Moo e movements.-lf moose are expected to move 
exten ively during the survey. select a small urvey area 
or re chedule the survey. 
3.3 SAMPLE UNIT 
3.3.1 Defining Sample Units 
A SU i the smallest delineated portion of the survey area. 
that has a probability of being selected and searched in its 
entirety for moose. AU moose habitat in the survey area is 
divided into SUs. Only that habitat which is clearly not 
suitable for moose is excluded. GeneTa1.1y, excluded habitat 
includes only glacier , large lake , and hlgh portion of 
mountains; define the e areas on a map prior to delineating 
SUs. 
3.3.2 Drawing Sample Unit 
SUs are the foundation for the entire survey and must be 
drawn with a great deal of forethought. SU should be 
drawn in pencil on maps of approximately 1 :63 360 scale. 
A master survey area map should be hung on a wall in 
survey headquarters for logistical purposes. Consider the 
following factors when drawing each SU: (1) proper size 
and hape, (2) identifiable boundaries, and (3) habitat and 
moose distribution. 
3.3.2.1 Sample unit size and shape 
SU size . hould range from 11 to lJ mi2, although orne 
may be out ofthi range because of lack of sufficient natural 
boundaries. Avoid making SU smaller than 9 mi2 or larger 
than 15 mi2. Consistency in SU :Jze improves pre i ion of 
population estimate using our e timators because variation 
in SU size increases variance of the population e timate. 
The hape f SUs should be conducive to aerial searching. 
Av01d drawing SU with narrow extenmons protruding from 
the maio body of the SU. After drawing ea h SU, vi ually 
timate i . ize to on 1m1 th t ' t ll 1 13 m11. A 1 r 
p1a ti template equaling l2 mi2 (3 x 4 mi) on the map c-.u1 
0e used to qui Kly ch k area. 
Our SU are large compared to SU in mo t ther am-
piing methods used to estimate numbers t se The 
reasons are: (1) easily identified natural phy iogmphic fea-
tures used lO define SUs on maps do not occur with suffic-
ient regularity to consistently describe small SUs, (2) fewer 
SUs are required if they are large than If they are small; 
therefore, the co t of flying between SUs and locating 
boundaries is reduced; and (3) for a fixed sum of money, 
sampling variance and Cl width can be reduced by using 
large SUs, particularly in low-density moose populatton . 
3.3.2.2 Sample unit boundaries 
Boundaries must be identifiable from the air; therefore, 
per ons drawing SU hould be familiar with the urvey 
area, survey procedures, and u ing topographic map JO 
f)jgbt. You will find SUs easie t to draw in hills and moun-
tains and most difficult on fiat, uniform terrain Boundaries 
of SU:. are generally trail , road , lakes, gullie • creeks, 
rivers, ridges, and contour lines defining the upper limit of 
moose habitat: however. straight lines between two identifi-
able points are used when good topographic features are not 
available. Forks or bend m creeks, lakes, and peaks on 
ridges are convenient starting or ending points for traight 
boundary lines (Fig. 3). Straight line boundarie are diffi-
cult to define precisely from tbe rur. For this reason, these 
vague boundaries should be placed in areas of very low 
moose density to minimize numbers of moose that may 
occur on or near ilie boundary. For example, dense spruce 
forest may have a very low moo e density, hence a poorly 
defined boundary through it presents little problem because 
few moose will be encountered. A compass or visual head-
ing is flown along the boundary while observation are 
made from only one side of the aircraft. This rugbt path 
e tablishes the boundary; subsequent flight lines are made 
toward the interior of the SU. 
3.3.2.3 Habitat and moose distribution in sample units 
Attempt to draw SUs that have uruform moose distribu-
tion and have boundaries that avoid habitat where moo e are 
likely to concentrate A uniform moo e distribution within 
SUs speeds and improves the accuracy of stratification, 
which results in a more precise estimate of population ize. 
Figure 4 shows a SU along a river drainage where moose 
concentrate near or above timberline. SUI (Fig. 4) was 
drawn to include the alpine from the upper limit of moose 
habirat (4,000-ft contour) on the north side of the drainage, 
through th lowlands, and up t the limits of moo e habitat 
on the south side of the drainage. SUI contairu a mixture of 
habitats with moose densitie ranging from high on the up-
per side hills to low in the lowlands. This area can be 
~drawn into two more appropriate SU , e h having more 
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STRAIGHT LINE BETWEEN 
~-8 
I 
(/ 
LAKES 
BENDS IN CREEKS 
Figure 3. Straight line boundaries between topographic refer-
ences are used to define sample unit boundaries when more promi-
nent features are not available. 
uniform habitat and moo e density, e.g., SU2 and SU3 (Fig. 
5), SU2 ts drawn to enclose mainly subalpine and alpine 
habitat where moo ·e densities are anticipated to be high, 
whereas SU3 (Ftg. 5) contains mostly lowland habitat. SU2 
and SU3 have a more uniform moo e distribution than SU 1. 
By drawing a new boundary on the 2,500 ft contour (F1g. 
5), we have created a boundary that i impossible to locate 
exactly. However, in this drainage, moose are infrequently 
found in fore ted habitat near 2,500 ft elev-cttion. Therefore, 
the unprecise boundary will cause few problems. 
3.3.2.4 Numbering sample units 
Give each SU a unique number for ea y identification. 
Numbers are color coded for rapid relocation on the master 
survey area map. Blocks of approximately 50 contiguou 
SUs should each have a unique color. 
3.3.2.5 Example: ample unit booodaries 
Figure 6 illustrates SUs in mountainous and flat terrain. 
Each SU IS between ll and 13 mi2 and can be easily distin-
gui bed when viewed from an a1rplane. Follow the bounda-
ries of each SU noting the landmarks. Moose in the 
mountainous SUs of thi. area are commonly (I und in ripar-
ian willow along small creeks and gullie : therefore, most 
boundaries follow ridges. Creeks and gullies are avoided 
except in a few ca es. In the lowland SU ·, moose are dis-
tributed aloug the maJor river bottom; therefore, rivers are 
rarely used as a boundary. Straight line boundaries pa s 
through black pruce forest where few moose are encoun-
tered 
3.4 STRATIFYING 
To improve preci ion of the population estimate, one can 
either incre~ e the number f SU urveyed or ~e a sam-
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Figure 4. Sample unil 1 (SU 1) include upland and lowland moo ·e habitat. During early winter, bigh moose densities exist in uplands and 
low den ine exist in lowlands. 
piing design that reduce varian . The stratified sampling 
design 1 a method that reduce variance. It is used to pool 
SU into Lrata of utffenng moo e density. thereby a tgning 
as much total variance as po sible to differences among 
strata. Variation among trata estimates does not contribute 
to the sampling variance of the p pt'latton estimate. In this 
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Figure 5. Sample unit 1 (SUl) in Figure 4 is rednlwn mto two new SUs, each havmg a more uniform moo e distnbut:ion. Sample unit 2 
(SU2) is upland habuat, and sample umt 3 (SU3) is lowland habatat. During early winter, moo e concentrate in upland habitat. 
way. the variance within strata is kept small. and this vari-
ance is used to estimate the precision of the population 
estimate. 
In addition to increasing preci ion, stratification allow 
one optimally to allocate .'iiDllpling effort among t.rata, 
thereby getting the mo t precision for y ur dolliu" (s~ S -
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Flgun: 6. Example of sample unit (SUs) in mountainous and lowland terrain. SU boundarie are creek • gullies, ridges, rivers. traight 
lines between rwo points, and other fearures. 
lion 3.8). In our experience, high-density strata generally 
have the greatest variance and, therefore, require the most 
ampling effort. 
Stratification of the survey area is on of the mo t impor-
tant aspects of estimating moose population ize. The field 
procedure for tratifying involves classifying each SU into 
one of several relative moose density categories during a. 
preliminary survey. Without a. reliable tratification, it may 
be financially impossible to obtain a preci e e timate. If 
tratificauon 1. done improperly SU will n t be egregated 
into group of relatively uniform den ity, causing increased 
variance, sample ize , and cost . However, even a poor 
stratification will likely improve preci ion compared to un-
stratified random sampling. 
3.4.1 Stratification Proc-es 
3.4.1.1 Number of strata in a survey area 
The number of strata within a survey area is ba ed on 
your ability to identify areas having relatively homogeneous 
densitie of moose. Generally, only three trata can be 
identified accurately. Suggested designations are hlgh, me-
dium, and low density. Occasionally, a fourth tratum will 
be found that onsbt · of'very hlgh or · y low d nsity. This 
additional stratum usually has onJy a few SUs and therefore 
i surveyed in its entirety. 
Moose densities within a stratum are relative values for 
that particular survey. For example, u high-den ity tratum 
may contain 1.8 moo /mi2 in one ·urvey area, and 3.2 
moo /mi in another. 
3.4.1.2 Pusonnel and aircraft requirements 
Stratifi ation is mo efficient with one crew consi ting of 
three ob r. cmd pil l. o rv ilting dj cnt 
the pilot navigates and ~ords ob ervations. The other two 
observers sit in backseats and search for moo and moo e 
tracks and evaluate habitat. Only one crew is used to ensure 
consistent stratum classification among SUs. Stratifying 
SUs i ubject.J.ve; therefore, two mdependent crew have 
difficulty maintaining c ntinuity of classifi ation. In our 
experience, savings in time with two crews were offset by 
larger variance resulting from inconsistent classification of 
SUs. Stratify using aircmft that fly 120 to 160 mph and 
carry three ob ervers, e.g., a Helio Courier or Cessna 185, 
206, or 2fJ7. Slaw-flying aircraft such as Super Cub . 
should be used only when faster aircraft ore not available. 
However, if a slow-flying 2-place airplane i used tlymg at 
cruising speed is best. The pilot and ob erver mu perform 
all the function of a 4-person crew. 
It can be advantageous to use a second plane for stratify-
ing when only a few SUs remain to be tratified. Specifi-
cally, a Super Cub may be used to finish the stratification, 
thereby freeing two ob ervers to begin searching SUs. The 
observer in the Cub should be a member of the original 
stratification crew. 
3.4.1.3 In-flight procedures 
Begin stratifying in those areas that you think have the 
highest and lowest densities. This allows the crew to ob-
serve and discuss the likely extremes in density. 
Although the crew members must strive for accurncr, 
they must do so while stratifying at an average of 140 mi I 
hour (12 to 13 SUs/hour). The following factor necessitate 
this rate of speed. 
1. Stratification is expensive. A Cessna 185 rented for 
approximately $185/hour in 1985, which totaled ap-
proximately $1,000 for a typical day's flying. 
2. Surveying SU cannot begin in full force until strati-
fying is complete. Delays increase the chance that bad 
weather will interrupt the survey. 
3. Moose distribution is continually changing; there-
fore, the stratification becomes le s accurate as time 
elap es between stratifying and surveying. Precision of 
the population estimate declines as the quality of the 
tratification deteriorates. 
Flight time must be used efficiently for stratification to 
progre rapidly. Be prepared, u e a fast airplane, and work 
long days. The navigator mu t locate SU boundaries on 
maps· therefore, have an accomplished map reader navigate 
o flight time is not wasted finding your location. A full day 
of map reading i exhausting when tlyin ar 140 mph and 
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200 to 400 feet above tb ground, o it help to have two 
mappers' 10 the crew. lncrea e the hetght f the ircraft 
e ground tb fi t can py becom taller The in-
creased height improves the ightabiliry of m e and 
m e tra ks in tall nmber. 
Max.umzing the efficiency of your flight path through 
each SU peeds stmtification. An efficient flight path is 
illustrated in Figure 7a; thi involves one pas along the ide 
----FLIGHT PATH-
a b 
su 
Figure 7. Examples of stratification llight path through sample 
unilS (SUs). (a) Recommended flight path that ID8X1Ill1ZeS e ii-
ciency of flight time. (b) Flight path is toO long for routine use but 
may be useful in SUs that are difficult to tratify. (c) Flight path is 
exlremely long and rurely should be used. 
of everal SUs and then doubling back through the SUs. 
This flight path requires careful navigation and note-taking 
for each SU. The flight path in Figure 7b is 1.3 x longer 
than the flight path in Figure 7a; it may be useful when a 
little extra search effort is required in a SU. Becaus each 
SU must be 'tratified, there is a tendency to look at one SU 
at a time (Fig. 7c . This method invariably results in an 
excessive amount of search effort per SU and is approxi-
mately 1.6 x the length of the path in Figure 7a. 
Spend the most time tratifying those SUs that are diffi-
cult to classify and the least time in easy SUs. Remember, 
the tratification flight is a uperficial survey. 
Stra ifi ation i based n a subjective evaluauon of moo e 
density, o use all clues that might indi te relative density. 
The following clues are helpful: 
1. Prior knowledge of moou distribution.-Thl 
knowledge il based on previous surveys and habitat 
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2 Relative number and di ftriburion oj moose seen dur-
mg srratiftcatwn.-ThLS · · lhe mo t useful clu .or 
trattfication. Remember, however, that on the average 
50 to 75% of the moose will be a erlooked during 
stratification. 
3. Moa:.e tracks -Track abundance i · u eful if maJor 
movements have not occurred since the Ia t nowfull. 
4. Habitat t_pe.-Habitat type and moo e density are 
often correlated. How ver, U shoold rarely be trati-
iied olely on habitat. Ecotones often signal changes in 
moo d nsity. 
The only time stratification f Us can be ba ~d olcly on 
habitat ic; in large. homogene u.s c. panse of poor-quality 
habitat. A p rtion of a habitat block i tratified u ing direct 
clue of moos den!>ity. whil tht. remainder of the block JS 
stratified based only on habitat. For example, a 120-mi2 
block of muskeg and black pruce fore l may be subdivided 
into 10 SUs. You may Lly over three of the SUs noting the 
poor qualily of habitat and ab ence f moose or moose 
tracks. You then place the three S s in the low-density 
tralum and su pect the remaining even SUs also have a 
compar-dble low density To help confirm tlus , you check the 
SU adjacent to better habitat and find no moose. Now 
satisfied, you classify all 10 SUs as low density, even though 
you did not fly over all of them. Some SUs would have been 
stratified based olely on habitat rather lhan on ob erved 
moose density. SUs stratified solely on habitat should be 
noted becau e thi. criterion becomes important if you re-
stratify during th survey. 
Recording the flight path, observations of moose and 
tracks, dominant habitat, and the stratum designauon for 
each SU is mandatory during the stratification flight. This 
requires good communication among observer v1a a 4-way 
intercom. Portable units can be used in any plane. The 
backseat observers and pilot simply call out the number of 
moose or moo e tracks seen to the navigator-re order who 
marks the flight route and observations on the map. Each 
SU is placed into a tratum Immediately after the SU is 
earched. If hanges in SU boundaries or stratum classifica-
tion are made later (but before sampling), the notes on 
moose. tracks, habtmt, and flight line wiU be invaluable. 
3.4.1.4 Example: stratifying an area 
Section 3 of this manual presents summary data on 10 
populatmn estimateS in the fictitious Square Mountain sur-
vey area (Fig. 1). The esurnates were based on a random 
election of 32 SUs from an un tratified population of 763 
moose. If the quare M untam ·urvey area were traflfied 
based n mt deruity, more precise population estimate 
huu d be produced llh reouced sampltng el on. Let u 
rerum to quare Mountain. ~trati the . urve. area and 
calculat 10 new populuti n estimate . 
Suppo y u re in the tmti tcati 10 crev., and y u ju 
fll! thr ugh U27 · 11 ung th lollowmg inf01rn11ti n: 
I. 10 moose were een. 
2. M derate number of tra k were pre ent. 
3 Habttat was generally good. 
4. SU27 W"ds . urrounded by SUs already classified as 
medium den ity. 
5. You expect high-den Jty U to have at least 20 
moo e. 
6. You expe I medium-den tty SUs to have le than 20 
m e. 
Whde fly mg mto the next SU, as tmllate th facts and 
consider th~ toll mg question pertaining t U27: 
1. You saw 10 moo e. Did you ee ufficient tracks to 
indicate enough additional moose to make it a high-
den ity SU? If mere were n t enough tracks to indicate 
equal to or greater than 10 additional moo ·e, perhaps 
you saw a high percentage of the moose in this SU. 
2. Should the SU be classified medium density? It is 
surrounded by medium-den. ily SUs. 
3. Is hab1tat quality the type associated with high den-
sities? 
You decide to classify SU27 as a high-density SU, and 
you stratify m remaining SU using the arne approach. 
There is orne overlap in the range of densities within each 
stratum because tratification i not perfect 
Now that the tratification is completed, let us calculate 
10 population timntes from stratified, random ample of 
20 SUs each. Each sample was optimally allocated among 
three strata to minimize variance ( ee ection 3.8 for opti-
mum allocation). The r ult ofth . e timate ranged from 
69 to 849 moo e, and prec1ston of th e timate (90% CI) 
ranged from ±7 to 12% (Thble 2). In compari on, popula-
tion estimateS from the imple random amples of Square 
Mountain SU ranged from 624 to 879 and the 90% CI 
range.d from ± 19 to 24% (Ftg. I , Table 2) . Therefore, even 
with reduced sampling effort (20 versus 32 SUs), the esti-
mates using tratification were more precise than Lho e 
wtthout stratificatJOn. 
The stratified sampling rechnique produced timate that 
had 1· averagwg ± 10% f the population esl!mate. How-
ever, if thi lev ·I t preci£i n Wl!re not needed, you could 
have sampled 1c than 20 SUs and still had better preci .ion 
than that of the on tratificd surve • resulting m · ving tim 
and m ne . 
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'Thblc 2. Tho population estimllle based on imple random sampl of 32 sample units and tratified samples of 20 sample units from !he 
fictitiou Square Mountain mrvey area The IICtua1 po~tl n i 763 m e. 
Simple random sample 
900 90'1CJ 
SUJ'\'eY ( of C'-' of 
no. Estilllllle Variance estimate) Estimate Variance estimate) 
1 840 11,727 
2 805 9,846 
3 742 9,245 
4 788 12,090 
5 801 9,694 
6 624 6,736 
7 714 8,457 
8 677 7,512 
9 733 9,046 
10 879 10,008 
Mean 760 
3.4.1.5 Redrawing sample unit boundaries before ur-
veying 
Some SU boundaries will need to be redrawn during and 
after the stratification flight but before being surveyed. The 
two situations that require redrawing of SU boundaries are: 
1. Highly variable moose densities occurring within a 
SU. -Despite the initial attempt to make density uni-
form, some SUs may have both high- and low-density 
portions. If this makes it difficult to assign a SU to a 
stratum, redraw the boundaries of it and adjacent SUs 
as described in Section 3.3.2. 
2. Concentrations of moose on or near strata 
boundariu.-Localized movement of moose may oc-
cur between adjacent SUs after stratification. The prob-
lem is most critical when moose move into lower 
density strata. Local movements generally increase the 
variance in the lower stratum more than the variance in 
the higher stratum. 
A solution to the problem of moose moving between 
strata is to redraw the SU to include some lower density area 
within the perimeter of a high-density SU. This low-density 
strip helps ensure that moo e within an adjacent medium- or 
high-density SU will be .in the SU when it is later surveyed. 
For example, imagine a burned area subdivided into SUs. 
Each SU is stratified as high density and surrounded by 
black spruce forest that was classified as low density. A 
large number of moose may wander between the bum and 
the margins of the spruce. Therefore, the best SU boundary 
is within the spruce forest rather than t the edge of the 
bum. A subjective judgment must be made to detennine 
where the influence of the edge grade into actual low 
moose density. We recommend extending !he higher density 
SU 0 .25 mi or more into the lower density area (Fig. 8). 
22 
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24 
21 
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22 
22 
22 
19 
22 
763 l '"100 9 
849 1,596 8 
733 2,533 12 
755 2,619 12 
775 1,947 w 
759 2,418 12 
782 2,315 12 
819 1,075 7 
717 2,003 11 
698 1,165 10 
765 lO 
Even though some SU will be redrawn after the stratifi-
cation, drawing SUs prior to tratification helps stratifica-
tion flights proceed rapidly. 
ometimes the ab ence of topographic features precludes 
moving SU and stratum boundaries that pass through areas 
where moose concentrate. In this case, the new strata 
boundary is moved a specified distance from the existing 
boundary. An example is where SUs from the low and me-
dium strata are separated by a creek with no other usable 
boundary for miles. Because moose tend to concentrate 
along riparian willow, many moose associated with the me-
dium SU could be on either side of the creek. To ensure 
these moose are counted in the medium SU, the entire ripar-
ian willow strip should be included in the medium SU. 
Remember, the decision to include the entire riparian strip 
must be made before searching the SU, thereby holding bias 
to a minimum. 
Th indicate this special boundary situation, color the out-
side of the new medium-density SU boundary with a trans-
parent colored marker. The colored mark indicates a 
predesignated boundary situation, e.g., the entire riparian 
strip, or a 100-yard strip beyond the creek. Adjusted SU 
boundaries are transferred to a master survey area map. 
3.4.1.6 Changes in stratification during the survey 
Restratifying during the survey may occasionally be legit-
imate. Areas incorrectly stratified might be identified while 
flying to and from SUs or while urveying adjacent SUs. 
When the initial stratification was based on observed 
moose density (i.e., abundance of tracks or numbers of 
moos~ seen), m\,;orrect stratification may be the result of 
moose movements during the survey, errors in track identi-
fication during stratification, or poor choices of SU bounda-
ries. If errors are gro s, it may be worthwhile to do another 
stratification flight for the SU in question. 
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1hble 3. R.'lnd m numbe from It 440. Numbers were gene ted on the Hewlett-Packard 97 cal Ialor. 
Column 
Rt 2 J 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 u 13 14 15 16 17 18 
I 384 225 54 142 257 104 269 92 414 Ii'O 60 ISS 209 363 272 295 414 135 
2 337 29 186 228 167 57 138 275 331 61 138 38 284 47 79 234 145 135 
3 45 136 437 427 26 146 124 393 7 92 231 257 4{)3 414 384 373 48 305 
4 143 297 420 362 252 265 284 427 150 150 334 301 67 361 153 259 276 60 
13 269 244 68 131 299 414 190 220 79 182 64 143 122 243 81 248 327 
6 432 158 160 71 2(17 384 353 165 255 198 59 394 348 267 160 310 279 341 
7 160 271 419 132 429 99 437 156 121 324 210 424 252 249 289 357 150 34 
8 401 4ff7 157 288 67 121 184 348 396 419 223 9 290 47 125 152 132 291 
9 133 326 54 326 15 27' 0 429 195 58 401 169 51 307 339 431 148 224 
10 64 134 226 178 14 301 149 74 389 393 273 41 178 373 18 15 130 320 
u 272 271 253 16 238 404 123 353 95 209 400 149 211 419 202 5 134 286 
12 154 312 139 314 68 351 206 31 224 78 400 398 295 344 89 331 422 420 
13 439 152 223 408 347 83 56 145 136 425 408 176 143 302 102 249 41 57 
14 3?0 3 8 264 91 283 118 136 205 285 27 161 180 4(T7 325 125 279 410 25 
15 196 184 332 401 349 132 210 193 350 122 113 157 361 268 223 298 64 419 
16 263 434 298 140 157 276 217 361 401 89 118 145 422 130 221 46 354 335 
17 281 -49 29 36 189 340 308 361 428 209 24" 152 34 3 433 298 150 94 
18 353 335 177 64 192 250 256 357 72 211 369 89 41 2 290 36 282 44{) 
19 159 350 45 440 354 303 262 122 ll3 396 194 20 286 367 376 215 252 35 
20 1 391 382 124 153 39 I 1 262 106 8 214 332 426 89 435 73 260 426 
21 72 260 247 137 158 149 330 352 374 328 13l 91 364 347 196 217 322 72 
22 29 75 49 79 224 208 313 109 14 260 50 285 135 58 416 405 216 322 
23 16 20 404 127 121 114 302 362 101 1 127 62 250 129 80 328 266 4{)3 
24 221 248 121 60 344 37 73 366 350 65 90 214 5 159 320 225 99 397 
25 323 21 167 37 253 225 48 328 54 213 18 329 171 86 396 336 440 264 
26 32 63 374 204 25 185 1i2 312 148 220 409 135 238 2~ 383 264 246 107 
27 3U 115 185 21 188 297 257 397 U1 193 28 126 226 46 120 244 231 277 
28 109 247 347 97 101 31 40 331 291 76 128 361 28 145 396 276 331 52 
29 405 87 355 15 206 424 120 265 351 125 261 276 73 3 6 233 115 136 225 
30 141 7 289 65 213 208 34 93 184 138 261 5 101 150 175 152 253 228 
31 247 380 296 170 249 141 403 28 46 135 74 176 349 272 312 198 338 146 
32 98 361 343 64 203 375 258 l04 379 187 75 139 91 145 392 21 397 350 
33 368 259 126 303 68 71 190 201 103 310 8 308 316 387 292 36 169 258 
34 329 44 266 274 11 392 58 31 163 250 340 178 401 245 11 370 130 317 
35 46 209 33 374 4 283 438 97 378 66 205 181 364 210 264 11 291 325 
36 252 350 62 153 222 210 230 406 16 110 273 311 96 368 129 430 119 310 
37 334 2U 252 398 59 114 297 210 213 412 10 158 150 233 176 331 102 189 
38 415 llO 17 350 276 87 195 218 331 8 291 415 388 413 330 322 84 119 
39 172 126 153 29 245 426 256 187 150 334 164 175 3 34 429 318 156 63 
40 127 371 208 215 328 243 Ul 68 198 405 205 304 95 202 105 191 179 313 
41 48 25 276 290 ]{17 235 365 220 201 303 192 66 335 337 50 247 51 14 
42 51 77 119 200 353 151 63 433 228 103 142 256 286 430 85 236 368 396 
43 59 414 375 333 I 1 432 108 3 4 104 239 109 64 22 87 326 280 124 303 
44 84 362 271 102 341 55 276 20 319 440 433 407 324 194 43 426 276 61 
45 154 383 271 l2 130 151 435 36 203 62 347 93 426 40 347 286 147 406 
46 63 292 126 98 71 390 413 321 385 263 436 367 431 47 169 163 229 266 
47 226 234 235 64 424 367 LO 221 100 427 176 255 229 403 137 67 343 354 
48 365 270 82 412 176 101 44 J61 246 281 146 420 45 166 398 169 125 92 
49 340 235 144 125 70 370 209 250 299 2 215 298 423 240 24 243 23 78 
50 1 364 262 52 70 2(17 122 193 200 83 436 216 52 293 35 262 186 161 
51 75 145 245 331 394 290 6 78 128 382 41 323 341 128 210 34 281 55 
52 423 172 282 426 16 409 202 205 346 33 363 161 101 27 255 397 424 190 
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Thble 3, Conunued. 
Column 
ROll' 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 u l2 13 14 15 16 17 1B 
53 345 417 322 56 45 380 120 130 400 8 213 259 2(J1 14 41 297 321 322 
54 153 294 351 335 332 142 U3 225 79 44 349 145 316 283 63 151 265 34 
55 82 97 381 236 216 352 283 148 144 257 184 262 355 315 284 78 334 237 
56 249 163 56 342 371 158 88 286 44 370 28 366 96 27 142 97 184 341 
57 3C17 177 324 44 230 117 218 80 197 79 ~04 :!01 106 10 128 1 159 397 
58 287 226 389 59 241 232 74 120 220 330 92 344 124 302 181 54 329 382 
59 362 348 206 154 15 2~ 123 103 143 338 399 16 159 17 259 147 16 426 
60 145 315 198 403 319 266 291 135 148 345 fl4 66 82 428 185 121 40 332 
61 27 282 329 11 54 2<Tl 243 373 4 293 374 388 139 287 136 163 258 77 
62 112 76 50 154 350 175 9 164 409 125 373 124 42 330 93 429 328 264 
63 167 121 371 19 314 399 258 46 320 212 3<Tl 211 399 319 426 321 361 72 
64 262 36 439 245 145 155 82 297 123 127 241 52 438 392 201 256 370 60 
65 191 101 151 260 401 59 49 425 220 319 437 342 38 271 13 27 271 102 
66 253 338 30 261 378 80 106 358 294 381 155 161 91 80 27 45 59 235 
67 381 191 39 2ll 314 128 138 24 406 290 167 297 104 186 211 172 131 300 
68 350 365 401 144 419 11 13 15 86 152 U3 126 213 139 58 336 132 371 
69 18 108 417 384 134 298 7 142 316 218 277 50 317 98 48 158 75 359 
~ 268 130 10 I 394 317 320 47 25 364 350 366 16 279 349 197 282 350 
71 399 428 50 274 107 88 104 339 139 18 135 250 306 60 68 318 262 365 
72 196 404 427 199 26 l92 216 360 223 315 247 200 438 2 194 48 440 286 
73 348 56 397 136 409 335 419 68 431 377 67 158 241 242 243 318 164 119 
74 217 351 267 50 52 163 46 438 346 283 268 363 212 359 82 326 71 387 
75 108 24 206 244 349 15 225 145 315 387 U4 262 135 408 197 44 243 51 
76 158 140 188 157 160 36 230 396 361 108 248 180 84 422 381 314 428 380 
77 218 127 ll 20 132 109 429 435 26 14 336 120 303 22 153 202 25 297 
78 225 93 309 39 138 264 45 360 92 403 148 381 55 295 185 188 70 ill 
79 162 19 127 102 375 366 4ll 364 332 98 101 210 284 364 341 138 406 427 
80 78 225 218 250 171 103 439 82 177 374 28 421 421 81 58 61 86 255 
81 137 379 367 236 no U7 434 426 220 206 409 136 395 80 17 220 337 11 
82 235 91 74 439 296 190 136 408 375 288 263 423 142 243 2 245 387 313 
83 269 3L"i 297 220 340 298 378 146 244 142 433 267 433 268 330 222 98 304 
84 97 265 ll 281 424 137 218 81 93 33 193 60 431 227 28 331 41 130 
85 173 337 376 266 132 68 22 397 196 338 259 2(17 380 186 100 30 361 148 
86 300 373 57 166 152 182 144 377 403 217 60 135 255 418 53 343 4 343 
87 369 335 220 179 3 423 198 247 132 6 102 89 55 2 344 87 359 129 
88 310 189 411 261 70 102 246 287 207 224 189 337 420 381 146 121 141 166 
89 340 326 244 8 366 90 223 208 135 335 2ll 424 409 305 232 292 189 387 
90 78 9 ll 432 213 363 305 60 285 294 284 167 299 J89 320 425 123 302 
91 263 326 100 140 328 323 3ll 145 5 362 232 242 132 139 428 135 3 280 
92 203 215 99 157 104 330 418 322 46 315 427 59 136 265 394 240 89 54 
93 205 331 312 138 99 lll 284 94 82 356 44 16 359 342 5 350 387 209 
94 344 207 243 382 146 106 36 ll9 284 337 221 66 352 404 148 371 343 l<Tl 
95 us 4 424 437 56 255 419 88 314 427 129 337 IU 83 296 U3 47 305 
96 350 362 231 345 178 250 99 260 222 19 20 427 262 172 286 317 328 79 
97 58 56 282 69 161 401 105 379 365 141 180 440 361 358 153 382 195 284 
98 293 175 365 101 67 12 90 395 3(17 160 355 313 340 49 227 178 370 318 
99 330 210 303 341 29 241 83 100 21 207 199 413 368 149 340 289 196 89 
100 85 172 175 26 342 162 271 440 409 195 344 147 16 69 ~78 281 235 204 
101 138 339 216 271 12 412 144 155 223 285 356 30 355 43 411 161 420 81 
102 427 329 394 47 319 306 102 126 121 303 294 134 146 181 333 421 222 245 
103 13 217 381 284 139 94 20 139 124 272 410 291 175 25 24 273 412 64 
104 361 183 79 148 104 30 21 178 85 432 115 265 44 337 151 "10 318 86 
105 317 136 189 187 381 84 397 346 377 86 295 270 124 212 63 259 136 428 
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Tab!· 3. ntinued. 
Column 
Row 2 3 4 s b 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 ]$ 16 J7 
106 426 156 311 309 151 280 169 46 180 110 332 91 73 199 128 249 319 177 
lCIT 318 187 437 306 160 151 200 177 254 279 325 251 232 357 200 2(]7 74 150 
108 246 260 87 151 103 189 391 378 236 174 189 190 432 177 34 184 198 357 
109 226 94 133 59 435 343 48 208 305 257 81 353 287 137 177 155 18 298 
llO 327 243 403 294 164 418 343 14 30 401 354 153 292 95 382 246 129 100 
lll 285 238 63 404 23 367 229 127 188 67 223 295 415 403 58 164 320 92 
112 253 425 260 76 130 147 215 3l 335 257 364 150 314 295 235 361 332 221 
ll3 57 151 370 99 130 311 83 16 200 263 154 268 313 319 162 299 322 176 
U4 295 384 3l5 24 226 127 122 199 437 105 203 415 61 180 163 38 282 35 
us 240 159 90 193 10 278 40 370 339 176 14 126 34 313 180 170 97 61 
U6 214 53 303 84 327 300 343 237 295 51 378 85 326 403 388 349 436 176 
117 247 230 257 343 238 3 294 281 279 319 417 219 227 177 285 184 2 33 
118 377 233 295 184 103 276 151 193 410 231 20 77 433 317 4J3 9 332 101 
119 6 52 208 360 112 136 159 367 40 41 399 395 376 76 20 334 81 87 
120 1 164 238 14 316 237 253 209 420 212 60 134 53 316 78 174 45 329 
121 412 425 46 39 111 28 304 130 341 26 170 323 u 192 356 283 88 316 
122 424 205 384 185 328 43 369 320 122 63 223 80 58 155 251 20 164 159 
123 64 223 258 308 256 3CIT 369 290 302 192 179 125 216 331 121 154 59 55 
124 189 10 411 366 417 233 315 348 234 74 370 125 201 26 17 335 100 430 
125 62 203 206 421 231 285 68 38 12 350 246 267 73 359 113 43 50 77 
126 324 174 376 133 429 278 2ll 189 170 386 14 396 172 355 238 360 312 348 
127 230 46 uo 64 423 56 332 241 92 258 263 245 284 294 294 104 120 420 
128 211 394 167 68 261 277 417 93 213 343 210 113 15 176 135 248 221 396 
129 357 329 362 321 86 82 57 155 73 246 l3l uo 267 174 135 80 384 184 
130 148 201 196 127 392 219 30 305 122 232 426 246 53 276 322 12 241 152 
131 241 392 282 145 265 214 193 405 72 351 262 356 255 67 223 135 389 32 
132 33 403 367 99 432 4 233 265 175 51 377 366 400 209 40 141 26 87 
J33 34 279 279 329 314 54 56 405 385 63 202 197 354 35 89 4 403 342 
J34 14 410 55 317 153 372 437 237 10 71 240 374 152 429 198 406 107 125 
135 24 166 17 380 112 56 355 285 2(]7 44 331 168 172 414 403 68 388 263 
136 157 181 424 257 197 87 156 358 123 92 324 241 130 424 260 85 66 438 
137 253 368 320 132 44 311 285 107 367 220 266 94 33 133 420 238 344 317 
138 152 224 305 301 385 20 88 54 397 146 165 338 229 376 17 256 2(]7 315 
139 351 222 129 340 190 226 137 247 201 52 137 408 440 266 281 69 171 337 
140 187 1(]7 408 165 139 224 138 267 75 l66 128 380 374 358 319 416 92 34 
141 426 326 234 185 183 259 6 272 293 221 179 43 iO 432 264 85 225 339 
142 11 300 83 283 288 246 401 96 231 197 224 86 94 154 309 439 44 no 
143 247 440 406 383 74 159 73 360 292 286 84 126 191 170 273 32 328 169 
l44 208 243 63 411 354 385 177 54 67 248 170 326 375 184 142 136 359 109 
145 216 172 42 437 387 49 258 U6 376 183 132 199 68 348 36 232 267 270 
146 251 429 158 234 96 43 123 412 285 414 34 123 4 10 291 335 172 383 
147 234 146 31 294 124 3 304 190 8 42 440 376 93 203 ll5 406 13 410 
148 68 255 187 91 94 322 64 254 133 189 121 120 250 161 276 100 20 19 
149 201 166 119 340 89 341 375 317 186 362 108 138 143 163 192 159 430 319 
150 55 307 2CIT 144 385 254 52 17 188 231 402 us 194 229 363 371 438 247 
151 244 36 312 428 370 235 417 363 1 125 378 276 400 389 369 309 289 287 
152 16 265 54 396 61 30 103 304 162 246 271 212 153 189 220 89 405 253 
153 70 157 221 369 130 327 388 382 426 316 297 363 422 37 122 163 360 212 
154 21 77 108 169 94 183 393 250 177 81 187 320 256 4 403 187 52 83 
155 40 201 136 299 45 29 356 223 260 393 391 51 38 172 395 411 281 169 
156 123 384 80 207 204 306 37 243 288 226 97 303 328 393 150 364 417 243 
157 276 82 43 330 272 203 251 1'70 203 429 9 38 72 355 234 394 331 298 
158 221 316 257 137 259 233 313 427 360 298 53 106 399 135 209 173 7 9 
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Thble 3 C ntinued. 
Column 
Row l 3 4 s 6 7 8 9 10 11 11 13 14 l5 17 18 
159 243 351 36 109 348 46 272 58 391 331 421 232 182 23 396 341 225 198 
160 20 434 417 158 257 237 367 351 432 278 380 26 382 204 324 75 115 425 
161 1 204 177 121 413 13 99 167 368 331} 400 385 ll4 375 118 341 98 391 
162 80 248 337 360 271 403 163 406 246 330 133 186 421 321 26 314 67 163 
163 275 348 56 ll5 316 83 26 176 414 265 51 47 18 39 268 303 291 327 
164 296 130 230 86 336 227 320 226 287 108 254 238 '333 192 76 291 295 415 
165 354 120 234 155 363 387 220 30 14 221 156 281 18 279 236 214 171 437 
166 271 9 242 172 187 347 262 45 9 113 383 64 300 193 95 422 190 331 
167 266 170 257 17 395 27 258 87 265 85 122 293 254 169 184 ll2 316 18 
168 74 6 145 55 347 244 65 302 241 163 335 190 359 293 95 372 309 166 
169 334 241 72 321 14 39 368 349 337 206 344 127 2 ll 400 419 188 180 
no 210 234 191 419 281 280 333 242 212 152 104 86 345 266 95 49 178 193 
171 375 178 311 8 73 156 160 317 337 119 U5 3l2 298 392 232 344 357 34 
172 37Q 162 229 276 142 153 69 131 285 7 369 328 114 322 245 151 284 424 
173 129 137 279 209 104 36 351 56 397 329 194 305 101 230 167 414 154 342 
174 377 223 410 432 218 270 429 185 112 306 81 243 72 20 279 226 278 350 
175 72 310 420 lj 149 2(JJ 41 161 3 9 200 37 10 47 259 93 313 398 
176 250 399 \60 347 157 159 70 427 9 151 54 393 361 231 167 404 217 50 
177 431 89 ll 247 UL 123 198 433 227 197 169 234 285 237 345 224 168 87 
178 314 234 385 103 250 116 416 209 83 256 168 174 175 24 2 7 313 418 132 
179 175 272 2 183 393 417 251 326 404 107 59 291 109 48 335 291 235 306 
180 382 135 278 41 267 294 7 412 104 201 116 135 130 87 105 288 247 347 
181 228 76 410 342 288 186 306 30 16 419 202 92 363 100 284 168 17 370 
182 82 86 256 234 435 276 175 235 124 63 109 97 131 321 382 375 247 422 
183 395 71 352 264 46 366 148 404 296 325 281 9 61 125 309 230 366 71 
184 252 220 366 440 407 152 237 204 225 209 210 o3 373 119 361 34 154 379 
185 278 377 326 ll3 247 47 16 79 429 205 356 364 62 123 214 158 331 171 
186 204 85 295 385 400 158 327 381 64 44 296 94 352 436 53 377 376 98 
187 396 140 116 26 402 88 49 107 429 415 143 395 201 133 129 200 87 221 
188 99 421 161 51 324 334 149 223 240 39 341 238 305 69 9 228 347 386 
189 366 310 308 161 216 277 304 68 62 253 379 342 88 404 353 264 224 139 
190 164 29 54 255 378 426 261 84 35 73 376 287 58 124 243 438 265 394 
191 357 84 242 52 146 166 235 305 LlO 215 141 326 52 430 58 304 102 136 
192 165 35 103 299 204 42 180 243 313 365 80 287 103 209 320 346 36 63 
193 8 388 332 105 295 14 369 LlO 24 386 394 146 282 253 165 408 115 436 
194 384 245 438 256 230 343 1.8 388 433 213 372 367 302 301 101 71 267 24 
195 190 223 108 269 430 88 124 180 13 286 2(17 234 96 371 268 43 251 186 
196 126 158 181 133 30 231 136 218 391 us 384 213 224 129 227 2(J7 293 23 
197 63 250 200 136 309 406 336 260 217 317 287 416 266 424 380 305 22 144 
198 194 140 257 386 190 138 364 251 209 354 420 3ll 91 244 361 400 108 267 
199 278 331 408 126 91 304 367 139 377 347 363 251 345 437 159 llO 76 60 
200 219 291 242 72 29 216 48 38 101 91 150 73 359 419 282 396 181 401 
201 379 156 42 50 369 356 103 229 148 71 40 350 49 366 240 74 416 43 
202 416 363 lO 62 200 36 152 274 8 222 299 74 354 381 85 U!i 56 232 
203 356 403 307 271 39 61 43 231 3CJ7 252 288 337 5 293 304 342 105 439 
204 276 391 161 321 112 ll6 27 82 U7 264 286 334 336 44 200 106 19 64 
205 41 330 103 366 80 277 71 97 102 219 221 186 258 234 225 127 132 136 
206 101 360 32.1 191 90 284 285 204 355 83 167 324 2 235 181 3 53 227 
207 224 258 298 320 16 139 68 418 82 266 115 402 36 37 202 155 173 112 
208 228 7 363 307 440 54 47 365 120 43 171 193 301 193 85 15 369 100 
209 39 201 427 56 436 437 432 437 355 145 362 201 154 77 218 227 l27 301 
210 374 
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Figure 8. Example of strata and ample unit (SU) boundari that accommodate moo e movements between adjacent good and poor 
habitats . Instead of using the edge of the bum as the western boundary of this SU, the boundary was moved into the unburned area about 
0.5 mi to the next identi:flllble topograph.ic feature. Now moose that wander short dislance into the poor habitat will be included in the high 
density SU. 
When the initial st.ratification was based on factors other 
than observed moose den. ity, e.g., habitat type. reasstgn-
ment of strata for the SUs in question may be accompli hed 
by assigning a different relative density to the habitat type in 
question or be based on the direct observation thal initially 
caused you to questi n the st.ratification. A restratification 
flight may also be nece ary. 
If restratification i attempted, SUs that have been 
counted prior to the decision to restratify mu t tay in the 
initial stratum category. The SUs that have not been sur-
veyed may be changed to a new stratum and sampled at the 
intensity of the new stratum. 
Restratification of SU should occur rarely and should be 
made judiciously. Restratification is reserved for a gross 
over ight or small areas where, for example, weather pre-
vented a good ini ial tratifi ation. tratifi ti n privi-
leges can be abused a ily. Legitim t tratlfying is d n 
to improve precision, but it abused, the result IS a false level 
of precismn. 
Restratification invariably detracts from lhe true random-
ne of a random sampling cheme, which results in bias in 
the e timates and que ttons about the truenes of confidence 
mtervals around the estimates. Because you cannot reclas-
sify SUs that have been earched, the improvement in pre-
cision re ulting from restratification may not be worth the 
effort required to restrattfy. Proceed with caution. 
3.4.1. 7 Timing of stratification 
St.ratific.ation should be conducted ju t prior to the urvey 
of SU • Wait for proper condition (ad quate snow, little or 
no wind, and good light) and then rapidly tratify the area. 
Timing f matt} moo popul11ti n e llmation survey· co-
in id ilh routin trend d c mpo.llion urvey during 
October-December. Unfonunately. the number of good fly-
ing days i limited, and biologj are t mptcd t condu l 
other survey and ·tmtification flights imultaneously. How-
ever, each type of urvey i unique, and they should not be 
flown imultaneously. Ifboth type of survey are heduled 
for early th tim , m pping group o m 
tlight routes during composition or trend surveys will 
stratification for that area. 
3.5 SELECTING SAMPLE UNITS 
3.5.1 Selection Process 
A simple nmdom sample of SUs is selected from each 
stnttum using a table of random numbers (Thble 3). Be sure 
to vary the starting point in the random number table with 
each survey o that rhe same sequence of numbers is not 
continually reused. Sampling is without replacement i.e., a 
SU can be selected only once. Vertically lisL SU m the 
order of selection on Form 1 (see Appendix 2 for blank 
form). C SUs off the list after their first appearance. 
Select 80% or more of the SUs in each stnttum so that you 
wm not have to return to the random number list. Indicate 
rhe stratum classification of each SU by placing a symbol 
(L, M, H) be ide each SU number. On Form 2, List all SUs 
by stratum in the order of election from Form 1 (see Ap-
pendix 2 for blank form). 
3.5.2 Ensuring A Random Sample 
The order in which selected SUs are searched is impor-
tant to ensure randomnes . The first five SUs elected in 
each stratum can be searched in the mo t efficient order. 
However, after the first five (or a greater predetennined 
minimum number), SUs should be searched in nearly the 
order of selection. By doing so, the survey can be tenni-
nated whenever adequate precision of the population esti-
mate is attained and nmdomness wHl be assured. 
Practically speaking, a SU that was selected may be 
skipped because of localized hazardous :flying weather on 
the last day of the survey or because of poor snow cover. 
Omissions such as these should be rare. Simply replace a 
SU with the next one on the random number list from that 
stratum. Do not omit SUs for other reasons, e.g., long 
distances from airports. Subjective omission of SUs de-
stroys the nmdom selection process. 
3.6 SURVEY METHODS AND ESTIMATING 
SIGHTABILITY 
3.6.1 Timing of Survey 
Estimating moose population size in early winter (Oct-
Dec) is preferable to late winter becau e sightability is 
greater in early winteL Thl , of course, is dependent on 
good snow cover in early winter, a condition that often does 
not occur in ourhem portions of North American moo e 
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Thble 4. ightabiJjty of 
Covmge Snawnmkins 
Fresh Complete Good 
Some low egetation showing Moderate 
Bare ground or herbaceous 
vegetation hawing Poor 
Moderate Complete Good 
Some low vegetation showing Moderate 
Bare ground or herbaceous 
vegetation bowing Poor 
Old Complete Moderate 
Some low vegetation showing Poor 
Bare ground or herbaceous 
vegetation showing Poor 
range. Sightability is higher during early winter because 
moo e form larger groups (Peek et al. 1974, Mytton and 
Keith 1981, Novak 1981) and have stronger preferences for 
vegetation with low, open canopies (Lynch 1975, Peek et al. 
1976. Mytton and Keith 1981). However regardless of time 
of year, there are some habitat types that are too dense to see 
an adequate proportion of the moose during any type of 
survey, e.g., coastal spruce-hemlock forest in Canada and 
Alaska. 
Survey methods in this manual were primarily de.signed 
and tested in early winter. If urveys cannot be conducted 
until late winter, alterations in the methods must be made. 
We have made recommendations for this period, but they 
are largely unte ted (Section 3.{i.4). Recommendations are 
based on two late winter surveys in southwest Alaska, our 
late winter ightability experiments using radio-collared 
moo e, experiments using penned moo e on the Kenai Pe-
ninsula Alaska (LeRescbe and Rau ch 1974), and experi-
ences in Canada (Novak and Gardner 1975, Thompson 
1979). 
3.6.2 Required Snow Conditions 
Ensure atisfactory snow conditions exist throughout the 
survey area (good and moderate by our mnking in Table 4) 
before starting a survey, because snow conditions have a 
major influence on moo e sightability. To help track chang-
ing snow conditions during lhe survey, snow conditions in 
eacb SU should be ranked good, moderate, or poor based 
on ubje tive evaluation of snow age and snow cover. 
Rankings are recorded on Form 3 at the time the SU is 
surveyed (see Appendix 2 for blank form). Subjective snow 
age and cover categories used in Table 4 are defmed below. 
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Form 1. Simple random sample of sample unit numbers drawn from a random number 
tabl , List numbers n the order of selection w1thin columns. Place L, M, or H 
after each number to ~ndicate the ass~gned stra urn. 
Game Management Unit(s) ____ ~'----------------- Subunit(s) A --~----------------------
Range of su Numbers \ .. $(Q 
·-----~---~--------------------
Column 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
-ssL 
Sbl 
4'L 
~C)\\ 
'l!.'\M 
H:>M 
1L 
'"- L 
~0~ 
""" 
'' M 41o~ 
3aH 
- -
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Form 2. Strat~fied random sample of sample units by stratum. NUmber are listed in 
order of selection within strata. 
survey Are . __ ..~....:..;:;;..a...a....::...:u.~O~U..:~:.....-~-~U.;:;O..=..;:~--t-\~oo.=~";_~~·,.;...:t\:....:_ _________ _ 
Game Management Unit(s) ____ \~--------------------Subunit(s)~J\~------------------
Date Range of SU numbers \-SiD 
Stratum 
Low Medium High Other 
-s-s- ,a\ 4-o 
'5'~ \0 ~0 
"'' " ~\ , " '4 4b 
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Form 3. Moose survey data gathered during 
standard or intensive searche of sample un ' t 
su no. 3i Date Ho't/ 1 A'!t ~ Page_l _of .1_ 
survey area t:",~-\\ -\\0'4~ ~'fe. ~OV..f\...,.,\1\ 
Pilot/obs. G\a~'~ ~~l:c\~ Est. area ll.O ID.l.2 
Type of search: Standard (e.g., 4-6 min/mi2}~ 
Intensive (e.g., 12 min/mi 2) 0 
Dominant habitat ~ ~<t'u.'e- cl.&"''~W ~"' 
STANDARD SEARCH DATA SUMMARY 
Strata H !i!l"' , M 0 , L D , 0 0 
Total moose seen 1~ -...:...:'------
Min. searched ~ 
Measured area ~(-mi~z~)~--,t~.o--
Seareh effo tmin/mi 2) .S.S" 
Obs. dens~ty (moose;mi 2 l 1.4 
INTENSIVE SEARCH DATA SUMMARY 
No. moose std. search ~ 
No. moose int. search~~-'-----
Int. search time (min) o 
WEATHER: Clouds Precipitation Temperature Wind Turbulence 
0\le.YCA,., 1\0t\t. -\:l. ~ o-~ "' 1\0PII.. LIGHT SNOW AGE . AND COVER SEARCH TIME 
TYPE INTENSITY Fresh lid'" Complete [id-
BrightO High 0 ModerateD SOme low veg. Stop time 1\~~, 
nat H Med. lia"" Old 0 showing 0 
Low 0 Bare ground showing 0 Start time 1 o·. !.\ 
REMARKS 
In Cows and calvesjActiv. Unk. 
scr Group Bulls/Activ. i/1 'l/2 Lone sex- Total Habitat moose 
plot(f) no. Yrlg Med Lge 'l calf calf calf age moose are in 
1 lJL g H LS TS D ss s L 
2 'IL ~ H LS TS D ss S L 
3 '/L. ~ H LS TS D ss s L 
v 4 '/L .-1 H LS TS D ss s L 
5 '/L 'I~ 4 H LS TS 0 ss s L 
6 '/L ·J~ ;J H LS TS 0 ss S L 
7 ~~~L o..i' .:l H LS TS 0 ss s L 
8 H LS TS D ss 5 L 
9 H LS TS 0 SS 5 L 
10 H LS TS 0 ss 5 L 
11 H LS TS D ss s L 
12 H LS TS 0 ss s L 
13 H LS T5 0 ss 5 L 
14 H LS TS D ss s L 
Sex-age totals Y= I M=l L= ~=4 ~= * !i= I Ca- u ... l'l Ca=4 Ca=,a. = Total Moose 
Table 5. The influen ·e f habitat lection and search intensity on 
the ightabillry of moo durin ruu "lb good, 
moderate, and poor &llOW condiuon~. Dam for erul) ond 
late winter are combined. 
n during >UI.Ddard 
Habitat el ted Good now 
Moderate 
snow Poor snow 
87 
60 
83 
30 
68 
0 
a Includes herbaceous, low sllrub, tall shrub, d iduou forest, nd lareh 
forest. 
b 
Includes spruce forest and sparse spruce forest. 
Snow Age 
1. re ·h.-Generally l than or eqoaJ L 1 w ek mce 
snowfall of greater than 3 inches. Old tmcks are cov-
ered, 
2. Moderote.-Generally greater thanJ andleS$ than or 
equal to 2 weeks since fresh snow conditions. Newly 
fallen snow of less than 3 inches often i inadequate to 
renew the snow urface o that it appears mooth and 
eli turbance-free; therefore, hallow new now may be 
eta ed as moderate-aged ba ed on appearance. 
3. Old.-Generally greater than 2 weeks since fresh 
snow conditions. However, newly fallen snow subjected 
to melting conditions can rapidly appear like old snow, 
i.e., depre sions around trees and hrubs, irregular sur-
face, and enlarged ani:maltracks. Therefore, new now 
may be classed as old after only 2 to 3 days. 
Snow Cover 
l. Complete.- Low vegetation covered. Generally 6 to 
12 inches of snow are required. 
2. Some low vegetation .showing.-Tops of ome 
grasses, forbs, or very low shrubs protruding through 
snow. Snow cover has a brownish cast. 
3. Distrocting amounts of bare ground or herbaceous 
vegetation showing.-Distinct brown patche exist that 
reduce observer efficiency. Stump and fallen trees in 
bums have the same effect if not snow covered. 
Snow conditions may d teriorate durmg a survey, so be 
sure that SUs have satisfactory now conditions when 
earched so tba high ightability i maintained throughout 
the survey. Sightability decreas as now conditions deteri-
orate (Table 5). 
Occasionally, surveys are started when a few SUs contain 
poor now. Waiting for good or moderute snow throughout 
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large areas is often impractical. For example, localized 
winJ4 urio o snow · routinely cause poor Jghtabtl4 
ity in me mountainou SUs. lf a SU with poor now 
conditi ns is selected for earching, increase the ·earch ei~ 
fort, or if need be, omll Jt and move 1.0 the next randomly 
}~; su. 
3.6.3 Early Winter Surveys (Oct-Dec) 
3.6.3.1 Search effort 
Search ef ort (min of searchlmi2) largely determines 
s1ghtability. High ·ightabilrty m the open canopy forests of 
Ala k:a i as ured by mamtaining ltigh minimum earch 
effort that compeo ates for variation in urvey conditions 
among SU and from day-to-day. The b erver must ensure 
adequate earcb time is put into each SU. In interior Ala k:a, 
earch effort of 4 1.0 5 min/mi2 was required to see m t 
moo ·e during early winter (Fig. 9). The mimmum accept-
0/o Of 
Moose 
Seen 
100 ~-;:::::----~ 
! 
0 
• early Winter 
o late winter 
50 
0 ~ 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 co 
Search Effort 
(min/mi 2 ) 
Figure 9. The influence of search effort (min/mi2) on sight.abiliry 
of moose during early winter (Oct-Dec) and late winter (Jan-Apr) 
aerial surveys. 
ble time in interior Ala ka i 4 min/mi2, and om Lim 6 
to 8 min/mi2 will be required if unusual circumstance oc-
cur, e.g., deep snow, which encourages moose to select 
pruce forest more fre~uently, or high moose density 
(greater than 4 moose/mi in a SU), which require ub ran-
tial time to lly circle around each group of mo e. Sighta-
bility will vary among area of North America, and 
corre ponding adjustment in search effort will be required. 
Search time must increase as the canopy increases in height 
and density. Examples of habitat found in interior Alaska 
are included (Figs. 10-14) for use in comparing habitats of 
other areas. 
Appropriate search time per SU is calculated by estimat-
ing area in mi2 from a map and multiplying by 4.5 mlnlmP 
(or a greater value if required) plu 1 min of circling per 
group expected in the SU. Therefore, a 12 mi2 low-density 
SU where no moo e were llpected would require 54 min to 
search at 4.5 mmlmi2• A 12 mi1 high-den ity SU with eight 
groups of mool:ie expected w uld require 62 mm to search at 
a base rate of 4.5 rnio/mi2• Practice L required to gauge the 
flight pattern to complete the survey in the prescribed time. 
Both pilots and observers should practice prior to urvey . 
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Figure 10. Shrub-dominated alpine habitat in interior Alaska. 
3.6.3.2 Flight pattern 
The major detenrunant of search pattern in the SU is 
topography. Minor variation in arch inl ·nsity is a hiev d 
by altenng the di tance b tween flight lin and varying the 
numb r ot circles mad f Uaghl lin s. 
Flat Land.-Parallel ts flown a1 0.25-mi inter-
vals to a hieve approximately 4.5 minlmt"" of earch effort 
when few moos are present . Fly at 60 to 70 mph nd 200 t 
00 ft above gr und. Height hould be real ·t when tl ing 
over tail timber Fly tran ects on a compa ·sheading parallel 
to the short axis of the SU. Thi allows better orientation 
and minimizes mis~mg or duplicating areas. Estimat the 
number of transects to be flown by multiplying SU length in 
miles by 4. Make sure no fe\\~:r than lhh number are flown 
(Fig. 15, SUl). Whill: lhe plane turru; into nother t.rarui t 
mark th appr imate I auon ot the transect on the map. 
Thi h ·Ip w e s tran. ect interval . Mark th location of 
m e group n th map if time rruit · Fly ne or more 
Figure 11. Shrub-dominated bum in interior Alaska. 
circles around each group of moose or single moose to look 
for more moo e and to classify moose by sex and age. 
Hills And Moumains.-The f11gbt path, flown at60 to 75 
mph, generally follow 10pograph1c features and consists of 
contour routes, Clrcles, and tligh along ridges and reeks. 
1be interval between tlightlines 1 less than or equal to 0.15 
ml Circles are very effective -at heads of valley and over 
end f ridg (Fig. 15, SU2 . Con ent.rate arch effort 
from on ide of th plan ; gcn .Ill) th dm n l>lope ide of 
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the plane 1. preferred because it provides a more vertical 
view of tree and lhe be t view of heads of valleys during 
turns. Occasionally, however, viewing the up lope side will 
be more effective e.g. very tcep ~I pes and lhe ends f 
gently rounded ridges The height above ground varies be-
cause you are viewing slopes. Fly dr(;ies over all group of 
moose or ·ingle m o ·e 
Th pilot mam re ponsJbliJtJes are •o fly the appropnate 
earch pattern and t ·eep the plane oriented with respect to 
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Figure 12. Shrub-dominated furest in interior Ala ka. 
SU boundari • Pilotl mu t have a map hawing SU bound-
aries. Expect pilots to al o look for moo e when they can. 
Most survey pilot pot many moose. 
3.6.3.3 Taming of sample unit sea reb 
Generally, begin earching SUs the day aft r they are' 
tratified. U y u re c nfid nt fi SU b undaric will b 
t d durin .stratili ti n, SU h t.ratili tion 
can b gin on the arne day-but in different ponions of the 
urvey area. Keep planes w 11 cparnted to avoid midair 
colh ·ions! lf SU · are earched bcfor stratification, the 
. !ratification crew must not be told the.; re ult until the SU is 
trat1t1ed. Wh n the stratllkauon crew chang boundaries 
of a U that ·a~ pr i usl urveyed lh urvey data 
should be discard l nd the new U of the arne number 
bou1d be surveyed. Thi h price paid for urveying 
be ore ~tmti fi lion 
Figure 13. Deciduou tree-dominared forest in in[erior Alaska . 
3.6.4 Late Winter urvey Methods (Jan-Apr) 
Becau e moose move to areas with taller and denser forest 
canopie and occur in smaller groups during late winter 
compa{ed to early winter. moo e becom more difficult to 
see during late winter (Fig. 10) (Lynch 1975, ovak 1981). 
This poses a serious problem because making an unbiased 
and precise estimate of ightability becom incre:i!iingly 
difficult as sigbtability declines. Greater vanauon m ighta-
bitity among habital type · at ects bias and precision of the 
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estimated SCF (sightability correction factor). The problem 
i not ea ily overcome, but increa ing search effort and 
using maller SUs can help. 
The degree of change in sightabihty will depend on the 
type of habitat mailable to moo . The simplest case is m 
area having little or no coniferous forest, e.g., the extreme 
n rthem and northwestern coast of Alaska, and northern 
Canada. High sightabilny can be obtamed with little or no 
increas in search effort; Lherefore. use procedure de-
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Figure 14. Spruce-dommaled forest in interior Ala ka. 
scribed for early winter surveys (Section 3.6.5). 
Areas with coniferous fore t are more dif:ficuJt to urvey. 
The ability to precisely estimate sightability with minimum 
bias deteriorates rapidly as the coruferous canopy increases 
in height and den ity. The re ult is an underestunate of 
moose abundance, a widening CI, and a CI that has a lower 
than specified probability of containing the actual number 
of moose because the CI i centered on a biased estimate. 
Estimates made •ith th conditioru; will n t be u ful 
as one obtained when s1gbtability is high However, moo e 
occur in eltpan ive comferous forests m portions of North 
America, and one must ither work with this constraint or 
make no populalion e timate . So we offer a few brief sug-
gestiom on late w1nter survey in areas c nt:aining conifer-
ous fore t The approach vanes wuh the opennc s of Lhe 
comterom. canopy. we a. urn lat v.inter us fthe conif-
erous forest by moo ·e. 
Closed Canopy - R ·tim· tin number· of moo e in areas 
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Figure IS. Example of tlight path while ·earching ample units (SUs) in flat land hills, and mountains. The night path in the flats is a set 
of transects spaced 0.25 mi apart. The flight path In the hills and mountains generally follows contours and includes circles along ridges 
and creeks. 
dominated by closed canopy coniferou forest i. futile. 
Sightability of moose is imply too low. 
Semi-Open Canopy.-Thi type of vegetation (Fig. 16) 
will require a high search intensity (probably greater than or 
equal to 30 min/rni2) and small SU of l to 3 mP Unfortu-
nately, an unbiased and precise e. tim ate of sightabi lity prob-
ably cannol be achiev d through intensive searches. A 
correction factor for missed moose must be developed inde-
pendent of the survey method by using radi -collared 
moose. This is expensive, sire- pecific information. 
Open Canopy.-This is the only coniferou canopy type 
in which we are optimi tic about obtaimng late winter popu-
lation estimate (Fig 12-14). Thi.l canopy is 'mil r to Lhe 
type in which we conducted our experimenlal ighlability 
tudie . SU of 8 to 12 rni2 and a search in nsity f at I t 
6 to 8 min/mP on the initial s arch are recommended. An 
bserved CF ( ecuon 3.6 . . 1) can be esttmated from a 
more Intensive earch immediately following the tandard 
search (Section 3.6.5.2). However, an unbiased overall SCF 
cann t be estimated by this 2-stage earch method because a 
large percentage of the moose are not observed during the 
more intensive search. Therefore, the population estimator 
will underestimate abundance unless an additional correc-
tion factor can be independently e timated using radio-
collared moose. 
If late winter populauon estimates in area with conifer-
au· ore t are generally low because of the inability to esti-
mate an appropriate SCF, can these low estimates at least 
provide an accurate population trend? Probably not, and the 
an wer becomes more emphatically no as sightubility dete-
riorates. The rwo principal reasons are that large unknown 
bia s cannot be held constant among year and precisiOn of 
the estimated SCF will be poor: therefore, the pulation 
e timate wtll have a large variance. 1n general. precision 
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Figure 16. Semi-open coniferou canopic~. like this example. reqw 
declines as s.ightability de lin . 'fiends can only be deter-
mlned from preci e e tima~ corrected for ightability or 
rom precise estuuate where SJghtabllity error is held con-
a ht h search intensity to ~occ a rugh percentage of moose present. 
tant: during late win r r where moose extensively use 
coniferous fore t, neither condition can be accomplished 
well . 
3.6.5 Estimating Sigbtability of M se 
3.6.5.1 Defining and applying i btabillty esUmat~ 
Sightabillty is defined as the percentag of mo se seen in 
the area earchcd (Caughley 1974 and a CF must be 
esumated to produce an esumate of populauon tze w th 
minimum ightability bias. The estimator of population ize 
i the foUowing: 
no. of moo e = no. moo e e timated from tandard earch 
X SCF. 
The SCF is the product of an ob erved SCF (SCF 0 ) and a 
correction factor constant (SCF ,) for moo e mi sed whJJe 
estimating SCP(l SCFc is a constant value for a set of condi-
tion (e.g., location, habitat, season). and its value i · de-
rived e perimentaUy u ing radio-collared moo e. 
F r an early winter urvey where sightability IS high, the 
SCF0 i estimated by urveying moo e in a 2-mi
2 portion of 
a SU during the tandard earch (4 to 6 min/mi2) and imme-
diately resurveymg the 2 mi2 with an intensive ear h ot 12 
min/mi2• The SCF0 is calculated as follows: 
co~oon 
------- ------ + for small-
sample bi 
Detailed formulae for calculating SCP0 and V(SCFJ are 
in Section 3.6.5.3. 
We used radio-collared moo ·e to estimate the bias associ-
ated with the SCP0 , i.e., SCFc. Our experiment howed 
that during early winter in interior Alaska, 98% of rhe 
moose were seen with intensive searches averaging 12 minJ 
mi2 . Therefore, SCFc = 100 + 98 = 1.02, and the SCF = 
SCF0 X SCFc = SCF0 X 1.02. Using the same urvey 
conditions but in late winter, sightability of radio-collared 
moose dropped to 89% producing a SCP 0 = 100 + 89 = 
1.13 . These are site-specific SCF cs . 
Estimating a SCF for late winter or ·anytime the forest 
canopy is dense and tall is difficult because many moo e 
may be missed during intensive earcbes. Depending on the 
canopy cover, the standard search intensity in late winter 
may have to equal or exceed that of an early winter intensive 
search. Several options exist for estimating the SCF in late 
winter. First, as in early winter, e timate a SCF 0 during the 
survey and use an existing estimate for SCF0 if survey con-
ditions are similar to those where the SCFc was estimated. 
Second, estimate a SCF 0 using a ve~J high search effort for 
the intensive search (e.g. , 30 min/mi ) and assume that SCF 
= SCP0 • In this case, no estimate of SCP0 exists for the 
high intensity search. Third, search effort f the standard 
search equals that of an intensive search; therefore, the SCF 
= SCFc. If habitat and snow conditions were similar to 
those used to estimate a SCFc, then use a previously esti-
mated SCFc. In owst case , howe er, yuu will not have an 
appro riate CF0 , therefore, either ume it equals 1.0, 
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which i clearly an underestimate, or gues b ed on experi-
enc in other area! . either option i · ppealing. 
Regard( of haw sightabilily i · e timated. hen the 
number I moo e een on an inten ivc urvey is not close to 
100% , CF are subject to large and unm UIBble errors. 
Size f the errors directly affec moo e populanon esti-
mate. 
3.6.5.2 Survey procedures for imating sightabllity in 
early winter 
The SCF 0 is calculated from moose seen in 2 mi
2 plots in 
high and medium trata, as uming the average density ob-
erved in ea h stratum is greater than or equal to 1.0 moo e/ 
mi2. No plot are earched in the law tratum because few 
moose are present, and it i unlikely a moose will occur in 
plot Nothing can be learned about sightability if no moose 
are pre ent. Our expenence how it · not e onomically 
fea ible to e timatc ightability where density i le than 
1.0 m e/mi2 nor i it feasible lo e timate a SCF for each 
·tratum or for ea h pilot/observer team. Therefore, a smgle 
SCF., i ebtimated and applied to the pooled survey data. 
Begin the population estimation survey by flying an inten· 
sive search plot in every surveyed medium- and high· 
density SU. You may be able to reduce this rate later in the 
urvey, but 11 i generally necessary to fly intensive searches 
in 50 to 100% of the surveyed medium- and high-density 
SU to a hieve a preci e p pulation estimate. The number 
of inten tve survey plots is determined by the optimal allo-
cation procedure (Section 3.10.3) and is directly related to 
the SCF0 and variance of SCF0 • Intensive searches are ini-
tially flown in every medium- and high-density SUs sur-
veyed because (1) they allow you to assess sightability early 
in the survey, and (2) the optimal allocation procedures 
(Section 3.10.3) may require intensive searches in each 
medium- and high-density SU. 
To select the portion of the SU to search intensively: 
1. Divide each medium- and high-density SU into 
roughly four quarters on the topographic map and ran-
domly elect one quarter from each SU. 
2. Draw a plot of approxunately 2 mi2 within these-
lected quarter. Plot boundaries should be terrain fea-
tures identifiable on the map (Fig. 17) The search time 
required is approximately 0.5 hours. 
3. If intensive search plots are flown iDle s than 100% 
of medium· and high-density SUs. randomly select 
those SUs that will receive plots. 
Identify exact plot boundaries from the air immediately 
before beginning the tandard search of the SU if plot 
boundaries are difficult to identify. Moo e observed during 
the standard search must be mapped accurately with refer-
ence to the plot boundaries. If possible, survey the SU o 
that th 2-mi" sightability plot is flown near the end of the 
standard search. Immedtately upon complebon o the tand-
• 
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Figure 17. Example of a sample unit (SU) divided into 4 quarters for the purpose of randomly electing the quarter thal will contain the 2-
m.i_2 intensive search plot. Quarter nllmber I was selected, and the plot was drawn as shown 
ard search of the SU, intensively s arch the plot a minimum 
of 12 min/mP and record the number of moose seen in the 
plot during the intensive search. This procedure reduces the 
time between the two searches and the ume moose have to 
redistribute themselve . Occasionally, identifiable group of 
moose will move into or out of the plot between the two 
searches. !f moose move into the plot, do not record them 
during the intensive search. Jf moo e move out of the plot 
and are een during the intensive search, record them on 
both earches. If moose move out of the plot and are not 
seen on the intensive search (but the exit was confirmed by 
tracks in snow), delete the observation from the standard 
earch for sighLability calculatiorlb. Moo e not ob ·erved 
dunng in ten ive earche are compen ated for by th SCF c 
Do not search the plot with different effort dunng the 
standard search than is nonnally u ed for tandard searches 
1b help ensure tandard earch intensity, do n t lnfonn the 
pilot that a plot will be resurveyed until it i time for the 
high-intensity search However, the observer must know the 
boundaries of the plot during the standard search o that 
moose can accurately be mapped and tallied. The ob erver 
must al o guard against changing the effectivene of his 
search in the ·ightability plot during the standard survey. 
Search inten ities of greater than or equal to l2 min!mi2 
use a different flight pattern than th e described in Section 
3.6.3 for low-intensity searches. 
Flat Land.-A series of slightly overlapping circles or 
ovals are flown (Fig. 18) at 200 to 300 feet above the ground 
and at 60 to 70 mph. The radii of circles are 0.1 to 0.3 mi, 
and the radu hould decrease ~ anopy height and density 
in ase Obs rvati n are rna from the low wing ide of 
the plane. 
Hills and Mountaim.-Ay close contours and make fte-
qu nt ·ircles over 1h h ds of canyor and over the ends of 
/ 0.1 - 0.3 mi radius 
Figure 18. Fligl]t pattern used over flat terrain during interu;ive 
earches of 2-mi2 sightability plots. 
ridges at 60 to 75 mph. This earch pattern is similar to that 
used for the tandard search of SUs (Fig. 15, SU2) except 
contours are clo er and circling is more frequent. Height 
above the ground is variable because you are looking at 
slopes. 
The SCF0 hould be calculated daily, and we recommend 
maintaining a mean vaJue of less than or equal to 1.15. If 
SCF0 is greater than 1.15, increase the standard search ef-
fon in future SUs. lf standard search effort needs to be 
increased, the decision to do o should be made as early in 
the survey as possible. Changes in standard search effort 
will increase the variance of the total population estimate, 
so it is necessary to find and maintain an acceptable level of 
effort as early as possible. 
SCF0 s as low as 1.03 have been achieved in shrub-
dominated survey areas in Alaska, but the expense required 
to produce a low SCF 0 in areas dontinated by coniferous 
forest is prohibitive. 
3.6.5.3 Estimating the observed sigbtability correction 
factor and its sampling variance 
The following symbols will be used for the calcula-
tion of SCF0 and V(SCF0): 
n0 = the number of 2-mi
2 plot surveyed with an 
intensive search 
uk the number of moose seen during the inten ive 
search in the krh sightability plot; k= 1 .. . 110 
vk = the number of moose seen during the standard 
search in the k!h sightability plot; k= 1.. .n 
Calculate the CF0 as follows: 
correction 
lor maU-
pl bi 
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or 
SCF 
0 
where 
and 
The sampling variance of SCF 0 is 
where 
l:u2k- 2(SCF )Lu v
1 
... SCFl •l:v,~ 
k 0 k"- { 0 k ... 
n - 1 
0 
The formula for estimating the sightability correction fac-
tor i a ratio formula with a correction fur small-sample 
bias. We use the bias correction because we found that the 
empiricaJ distributions used in our i:mulations for ightabil-
ity caused the standard ratio formula to yteld estimates with 
a substantiaJ small-sample bias. Tbe correction for small-
sample bias isba ed on Cochra11's (1977) discussion of bias 
in ratio estimators. Our simulation srodies indicated that, in 
addition to reducing bias, the corrected formula consi tently 
yields an estimator with a smaller ampUng variance than 
the standard formula. For small sample izes (less than or 
equal to 5) the reduction in variance may be greater than 
40%, wherea with large ample sizes, the variance reduc-
tion is negligible. 
3.6.5.4 Example: calculating the observed igbtabillty 
correction faetol' and i ampUng varian e 
The HP 97 calculator has been programmed to caJculate 
SCF0 and V(SCFJ a1> part ofth~ progrnm designed to calcu-
lat<. the populauo estimate (S lion 3 9). 
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Thble 6. ightabtlity daw. for 10 sample units in tb fictitious q~ Mountam survey area . 
1btal moose 
NIIJIIber moose ~ in 2-m? ~een dunng ighlllbility plor search 
Standard earcb 
effon (v!f) 0 3 14 s 0 
Intensive search 
effon (ut) 0 3 15 6 
The following example is a step-by-step guide for the 
band calculation of SCF0 and V(SCF0 ) . The function of this 
example and others in the manual is to demonstrate to the 
reader how to correctly us the formulae. Other data. can 
then be substituted for the example data with the assurance 
that calculations are correct. Assume that the data used in 
the calculation were collected during intensive searches of 
plots in 10 SUs during the Square Mountain survey (Thble 
6) When performing these calculations 1t i 1mporta.nt to 
use the number of dectmal places indicated in this example 
to reduce problems with rounding error. Refer to Section 
3.6.5.3 for fonnulae while working through alculations in 
this section. 
SCF0 .-First solve for s!v and s~ . 
2 
y 
= 409 
10- I 
= 19.888888. 
384 
10 - 1 
384 
9 
::: 19.155556 .. 
50 X 46 
10(10 - 1) 
10(10 - I) 
2116 
90 
Use the values of s~ and~ to solve for SCF0 • 
SCF = SO moose + n 
46moosc 
[0 X 19.888888 
462 
= 1.086957 + 0.09 993 - 0.098 99 
= 1.082551. 
V(SCF0).-Fir t solve for s~, . 
10 X SO X 19. 155556 
463 
2 
2 
7 
7 
= 
8 6 46 
8 7 50 
438 - 885.526718 + 450.016001 
10- 1 
= 0.276587 . 
Use the value of !a to solve for V(SCP J. 
10 
462 
X 0.276587 
= 0.0013(17. 
3.6.5.5 EstimatJng ightabllity in low-density popula-
tions 
Sightability estimates, as described in Section 3.6.5.1, 
are not economically feasible in low-density moose popula-
tion . Put tmply, one cannot afford the time or dollar to 
sample the very large number of plots required to precisely 
estimate the SCF 0 • The probability of moose occurring in a 
2-mi2 plot is low, and moo e mu t be present or sightabiliry 
cannot be estimated. This is the same logic used to omit 
ightability plots from the low-density stratum in high-
den ity populations. 
Two options exi t fore timating the SCF0 for low-density 
population . Fir t, ightability estimates made in hlgher 
den ity populations, but under irnilar habitat and snow 
condition , can be applied to low-density populations. How-
ever, applying a SCFa from imilar, nearby areas is risky. In 
Ala ka, early winter SCF (i.e. , SCF., x SCFJ from four 
widely differing survey areas rnnged from 1.05 to 1.18 
when survey techniques described in this manual were used 
(Thble 7) . These data may reflect the range of potential 
errors. To apply SCFs from other areas, select SCFs with 
the mo t comparable survey conditions. If more than one 
comparable area exists, use the mean SCF or (SCF), i.e., 
sum f SCF + n . of SCF , the corre ponding variance is 
approximated as 
mean variance of the SCF s 
- D 
V( CFO)~----------------
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Thble 7 Observed sigbtability correction factor (SCP0). aightability com: tion facto onslallt (SCFc), variance [V(SCF0)), and deg 
offrecdomofSCF0 [vJc..,timatedduringmoo urvey inAI . lnndan:l an:heffon about4to.Sminlm.? pt 
where noted. 
Season and Oomiruuu 
urvey area SCF0 SCFc V(SCFJ v habitat Thnain 
Early winter 
(Oct-Nov) 
Upper 
Su itna 1.027.53.5 1.02 0.000411 9 Subalpine hrub, Mountains 
some spruce 
forest 
Upper 
Nowitna 1.069074 1.02 0.001379 12 Mixed forest, Hills 
shrub-dominated 
h.igh ridges and 
a few small bums 
Tanana 
Flats 1.148780. 1.02 0.004061 30 Mixed forest Lowland 
interspersed flats 
with large 
area of early 
era! hrub 
I.n.ver 
Nowitna 1.1.55249 1.02 0.006667 u Mixed forest, Hills 
shrubs along and 
ponds and lowland 
streams, some Oats 
lowland bogs 
Late winter 
(Feb) 
Alaska 
Peninsula 1.082446 1.02 0.002212 10 Shrub dominated, Flats, 
no coniferous hills , 
forest and 
mountains 
Nushagak 1.198800 1.13 0.008020 7 Mixed forest Flats, 
with shrubs hills, 
along treams and 
and in the mountains 
h.ighlands 
• Standard search intensity averaged 6 min!mi2. 
f[V(SCF 
0
)] 1 .;- n ance of 0.00401 and 1.14 with variance of 0.00602 . The 
mean values are calculated as 
n 
1.10 + 1.14 
Y(SCF ) SCF = =1.12 
0 2 
n 
and 
where n is the nwnber of SCFs used to e timate the mean 
SCF and i = 1... n. 0.01003 1 
For example, assume the following two CPs are appro- V(SCF0 ) = X_ =0.00251. 
priate to apply to a low-density survey area· 1.10 with vari- 2 2 
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The CF and V(S J are used in the c n en ional manner 
for stimating population iz and cr. pc ti 1 ( 
tions 3.7.3, 3.7.4, and .7.5). 
The second approach is to intensively search only those 
plots in which moose were ob erved during the standard 
h. Plots in 1 N denslty must jncr; ·cd in IZe 
ro increase Lhe probabihty of plots containing moo e. We 
recommend 4-mj2 plots, i.e., double Lhe ize normally 
used. Using thjs method, tin1e and dollars are pent inten-
i ely searching only plots where there i ome known 
siglltability information. The SCF0 and V(SCFJ are calcu-
lated as in Section 3.6.5.3. However, the formulae are 
biased estimators of SCF0 and V(SCF0). with each parame-
ter bemg underestimated Therefore, this procedure should 
only be used where moose densities are too low to use the 
unbiased method described in Section 3.6.5.1. 
Our experience iodi ates the bia for the SCF 0 will be 
small because sightabiliry during the standard survey i high 
(Thble 7). Calculating biased SCF0s for six survey in Thble 
7 reduced the estimated mean SCF" by only 1%. However. 
the mean V(SCF0 ) for thee six estimate!. declined by 27%, 
resulting in C1s being underestimated by an average of l5% . 
Because of the small bias, this method is preferred to the 
first option, unless you are confident that a SCF 0 e ·timated 
in other area is an appropriate ubstitute. 
3.6.6 Recording urvey Observations 
3.6.6.1 Recording data for standard earches of sample 
units 
All data are recorded on Form 3. Routine data are re-
corded at the top. Only a few items require explanations. 
Habitat descriptions for SUs are useful if you are inter-
ested in correlating habitat with moose density, sex and age 
composition, or sightability. You may have your own habitat 
classification system. We classify dominant habitat in the 
SU as one of two major types (shrub-dominated or forest-
shrub mixture), each of which are further subdivided as 
follow : 
l. Shrub-dominated habitat (equal to or greater than 
80% shrub cover) 
a. Recent bum (Fig. 11) 
b. Subalpme (Fig. 12) 
2. Forest- hrub habitat (less than 80% shrub cover) 
a. Shrub-dominated forest (50 to 80% shrub)(Fig. 
12) 
b. Deciduous tree-dominated forest (greater than 
SO% forest)(Fig. 13) 
c. Spruce-dominated fore t (greater than 50% 
forest)(Fig. 14) . 
Snow conditions H ted on Form 3 are defined in Section 
3.6.2. 
Sex and age composition of moose in each group is re-
corded on a single line of Form 3. Three categori of bull 
are ideotifi d b sed on antler shape and 5ize: yearlings, 
m · ium bull r aL r than y arling but les~ than 50 in he 
antler ·pread), and large bull (equal to or greater than 50-
inch antler spr ad). Sub titute categories that may be appro-
priate for your tudi ·. Cow and calf designations are 
s lf planatory. Group f moo c ecn m th~ int nsa re 
search plot during the standard search must be cb ked off 
(...-)on the form during the tandard search so that there is a 
clear record of moo e een during the tandard earch. 
Moo e behavior data can b rc orded on Form 3 if de-
sired Activity of moo e ( tanding or lying) can be indicated 
by S or L below the number of moo e recorded in ex-age 
category (e.g., 4/L). 
Habitat use by moose is easily recorded on a check list for 
each group of moose (Form 3). Any habitat classification 
system familiar to the observer will work, so long as it is 
imple. We use the seven categories on Form 3: herbaceous 
(H), low shrub (LS) is Jess than 2 m tall, tall shrub (TS) is 
equal to or greater than 2 m tall, deciduou forest (D), 
sparse spruce forest (SS). pruce forest (S), and larch forest 
(L). 
Collecting behavior and habitat data takes time that could 
be spent looking for moose and is of value only if there is a 
planned use fur the data. A tape recorder could be substi-
tuted for the fonn, bot mechanical failures can cost time and 
money. 
3.6.6.2 Recording data for intensively searched plots 
Record data from inten ive searches on a separate copy of 
Form 3. To di tinguish intensjve data from standard 
searches, check(...-) the box labeled intensive search on the 
form. Clearly mark moose or groups of moose not seen 
during tandard searches with "NEW." Occasionally you 
may mjss a moo e on the intensive search that was seen on 
the standard search. Try to find the reason-was the moose 
missed or did it leave the area? Make notes if there are 
problems, e.g., a moose seen on the standard search walked 
out, or a new moo. e walked in between the standard and 
inten ive search. 
Keep complete record of moose seen on lhe standard and 
inten ive earch if the SCF i to be accurate. Check all 
forms for completeness while flying to the next SU, 
3.6.6.3 Daily sUIJliJUlry of survey data 
At the conclusion of each day of urveying, transfer SU 
data from Fonn 3 to Form 4, whkh was designed to summa-
rize SU data by stratum (see Appendix 2 for blank form). 
Daily summaries will allow efficient daily calculation of the 
SCF0 and populauon esumate. 
3.7 CALCULATING THE POPULATION ESTIMA1E 
AND CONFIDENCE lNTERVAL 
Calculation of the total population estimate involves esti-
mating the o serva le m se populati n, correcting it for 
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Form 4. Daily tally of count data by stratum for oose population 
estimation survey. 
Survey Area 't u~. t l +·o~ ~ ~ I,).O..t' e. K 0 U..'t\ ~-Q..-~-=-"....;..__ ______ _ 
Game Management Unit(s) ____ \~-------------- SUbunit(s) ____ )\~---------------------
Stratum MeA\~W\ Stratum Area ~a.\ D mi 2 Total sus In Stratum cQo 
--=:;;..;.;:~----
su 
no. 
~~ 
Date 
searched 
~O't/ 4 ' I! 
No. 
moose 
in su 
'" 
su 
area 
(mi 2 > 
ll.,.O 
Search 
effort 
(min/mi 2 ) 
s. '!..-
su 
density 
(moose/mi 2 ) 
'·" 
No. moose in 
SCF searches 
Std. Int. 
~ ~ 
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moo no seen, and calcul ting the precision of th wtal 
tim . Th culati a m y 'lhm c and 
statistic and can be performed on a hand calculator. These 
calculations are divided below into five major step . 
3.7.1 tep 1.-Cal ulaling the 0 rvable tratum Pop-
ulatio Estimate and I Sampling Variance 
The ob erved stratum population is the number of moose 
that could have been n if the ntire stratum had been 
searched With the standard search effort (e.g., 4 to 6 mio/ 
mi2 in early winter). 
3. 7 .1.1 Definition of symbols 
A1 =area (mi
2
) of a particular stratum i="h", 
Yj = number of observed moose in the jth SU 
xJ = number of mi2 in the jth SU 
xi = mean mi2 of all SU urveyed in the ilh tra-
tum 
n1 = number of SUs surveyed in the ith stratum 
Ni = total number of SU in the i.Jh tratum 
d1 = ob ervable density (moo e/mi) in the ith 
tratum 
t, = observable population timate in the i.Jh 
stratum 
v(i'j) =sampling variance of observable population 
estimate in the ith tratum . 
3.7.1.2 Observablestratuni population estimate <i;) 
The observable stratum population estimate is calculated 
as 
T1 = density of moose x area of stratum 
or 
Ti = diAi. 
Moose density in a stratum (moose/ml) IS calculated as 
d· = total no. m se seen in all surveyed SUs 
I 
total surface area of all surveyed SUs (mi2) 
or 
Area of a stratum (AJ i calculated by summing the area 
of each SU in the stratum. The area of each SU (xi) should 
be measured with a computer-driven digitizer or a polar 
compensating planimeter (purch ed at graphics bop for 
about $200.00). A preliminary estimate of area for each SU 
is made from a map by counting the number of 1-mi2 blocks 
withm a SU plus the partial blocks along the SU bounda-
ries. 
3.7.1.3 pUng variance of the stntum populatJon es.-
Um lVODJ 
To estimate v(i',), calculate the stratum sample variance 
(s!J as 
s'2 -
ql 
j yf - 2d,fxJyJ + elf rX: 
n
1
-1 
~n iosen the value of !. into the formula and compute 
VCI;). 
ample variance measun:s the devia ·on in number of 
moose counted .in a SU from the number expected based on 
its ize. The tratum sampling variance formula also con-
tain a finite population correction factor (1 - n/N1), which 
reduces the variance of the estimate as the number of SUs 
urveyed increases. 
3. 7.2 Step 2.-Calculating the Observable Population 
Estimate and Its Sampling Variance for the Sur-
vey Area 
The observable population estimate is the number of 
moose that could have been seen if the entire survey area 
bad been searched with Ule tandard search effort. It is 
uncorrected for s.ightability. 
3.7.2.1 Ob ervable population estimate (T0 ) 
T0 = E observable strata population estimates 
or 
T0 = Tb + Tm + Ta 
where h, m, and f indjcate high-, medium-, and low-density 
strata, respectively. 
3. 7 .2.2 SampUng variance of observable population esti-
mate [VUJJ 
V('T ) - ~ variances ot observable strata population 
0 
estimates 
or 
where h, m, and! mdicatehlgh-. medtum-, and low-density 
'trata. respectively. 
3. 7 .l.J Degrees of freedom (vJ for the ob ervable pop -
lation estimate 
[V(Tm)] 2 fV(Te)f1 
+ + 
nm- 1 ne - 1 
where 11h, ~.and n, are the number of SUs flown in high-, 
medium-, and low-density trata, respectively (Sat-
terthwaite 1946). 
3. 7.3 Step 3.-CaJculating the Expanded PopulatJon Es-
timate and Its SampUng Variance 
The observabl population estimate corrected for ob-
erved sightability is referred to as the expanded population 
estimate. A new variance is also calculated that combine 
th sampling variance of the ob rved sightability CO!l"eC-
tion mctor with the sampling variance of the observable 
population estimate. 
3.7.3.1 Definition of symbols 
Te = expanded population estimate for the en-
tire survey area 
SCF 0 = observed sightability correction factor 
(deflned in Section 3.6.5.1) 
V (SCF 0 ) = sampling variance of the observed ighta-
bility correction factor (defined in ection 
3.6.5.3) 
V(Tc) = ampling variance of the expanded popu-
lation e timate 
n0 = number of 2-mi2 plots resurveyed with an 
intensive search for estimating SCF 0 
ve = degrees of freedom for the Tc 
v
0 
= degrees of freedom for the observable 
population estimate cT0 ) (defined in Sec-
tion 3.7.2.1) 
v, = degrees of freedom for SCF 0 • 
3. 7 .3.2 Expanded population estimate ri'J 
t = e 
or 
observable 
population 
estimate 
ob erved sightability 
X correction factor 
3.7.3.3 SampUng variance of the expanded population 
estimate [Vrfe)] 
A sampling variance approximation [Vrfe)] for the ex-
panded population estimate combines sampling variance of 
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the b ervable populati n e tima [Vft,)] with the am-
piing ot the b · cd ightability ti n fa r 
[V( CFJ] (Goodman 1960) as follow · 
VcQ = SCFa [V(i'J] + i;, [V(SCF0 )) - V(SCF0 )[V{iJ]. 
For low-d nsity populations \\he SC 0 canuo be e ti-
ma.ted, substitute SCF &nd V(SCF) for SCF and V(SCFJ, 
respectively (see Section 3.6.5.5). 
The formula for the sampling variance of the expanded 
population estimate is based on the theoretical assumption 
that observable moo e and the ightability correction are 
estimated independently. Th.is is clearly not the case in our 
ampling methodology. We tested the formula using com-
puter simulation under two sets of conditions. For the first 
condition, the sightability of an individual moo e was inde-
pendent of moose density. For the second condition, the 
sightability of an individual moose was dependent upon 
group size in the population. Specifically, if the probability 
of an individual moose (group size = 1) being een with 
regular search effort wasp, we simulated the probability of 
moose being missed t regular earch effort for groups of 
size 1, 2, 3, 4 ... as being (1 - p , (1 - p), (1 - p)2 , (1 -
p )3 .... Group size distribution in sample units was based on 
unpublished data. We believe that the two conditions repre-
sent the oppo ite extremes in possible relationships between 
sightability and moose density. We found thai the sampling 
variance formula provided a very good approximation of 
variance for our methodology under both sets of conditions, 
despite the lack of independence of the estimates of observ-
able moose and sigbtability correction factor. While we rec-
ommend the fonnula for our methodology, we do not 
recommend the application of the formula for the product of 
other nonindependent estimators. 
3.7.3.4 Degrees offreedom (vJ 
The number of degrees of freedom for our observed 
sigbtability correction factor (SCF J is 
Then, the number of degrees of freedom for our expanded 
population estimate (Te) is the maller of the two values v0 
and v5 
ve = minimum of [v0 , vJ. 
3.7.4 Step 4.-CaJculating the Total Population Estimate 
and Its SampUng Variance 
3.7.4.1 Total (M.lpulation estimate <i'> 
t = 
or 
expanded 
population 
e timatc 
x sightability correction 
factor constant 
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3.7.4.2 Sampling rnrian e of total populat n timate 
[V{i'] 
V(T) = VCfr)·SCF~. 
3. 7.5 t p 5.-Calcul Ling the Confidence Interval of the 
otnl Popu1atJon timale 
3. 7.5.1 Defmition of symbol 
Cl = ·onfidence interval 
CLu =upper confidence limit 
CL1 = lower confidence limit 
t =Student's t-statistic (discu ed in Section 2) 
l - () = pecified probability for the CI 
~·c =degrees of freedom (defined in Secuon 3.7.3.4). 
3.7.5.2 Confidence interval 
variance of 
CI ""' total population estimate ± tcx v 
'I! 
total population 
estimale 
or 
01 - 1' ± to:,v .jV{11 
The degree of freedom (ve) were calcuJated in Section 
3.7.3.4. Student's c-values for confidence intervals of speci-
fied confidence levels (l - ())are found m Table 8. 
The CI i commonly expressed as a percentage of the total 
population e timate because the percentage clearly shows 
the relative CI width (precision). This expression of the CI 
is calculated as 
or 
CJ as ± %or population estimate 
(
total lower ~ 
population - confidence 
estimate limit 
100 
total population estimate 
(T - CLl)lOO 
CJ as±% ofT = 
t 
The final expressionisT± CI%, e.g., 1,000 moose ± 
20%. 
The formula for the confidence interval is generally reli-
able; however, our simulation studies demonstrated cenain 
conditions where it can be inaccurate. This formula is sensi-
tive to the quality of the estimate of SCF Th reason for thj 
is that the type of data in SCF 0 estimates does not lend itself 
to the alculation of confidence intervals using Student' t-
values particularly with small sample ize . Thi · negative 
aspect of estlmating SCF 0 is buffered by the way that the 
lllble 8. Cr•ucal valu of Student ' 1-diatribution fi rcc.nficknce inlCMll 
rcn. and two-tailed (a) ~~ 
Degn:e Cl (l-a ) 0~ 90% 9.5'l 
of 
freedom 
h·) Q - .'20 -10 .0.5 
1 3.07ga 6.314 12.706 
2 1.886 2.920 4.303 
3 1.638 2.353 3.182 
4 1 533 2.132 2.776 
5 1.476 2.015 2.571 
6 1.440 1.943 2 .447 
7 1.415 1.895 2.365 
8 1.397 1.860 2.306 
9 1.383 1.833 2.262 
10 1.372 1.812 2.228 
Jl 1.363 1.796 2.201 
12 1.356 1.782 2.179 
13 1.350 l. 771 2.160 
14 1.345 l.761 2.145 
15 1.341 1.753 2.131 
16 1.337 1 746 2.UO 
11 J 333 1 74() 2. LlO 
18 1.330 1.734 2.101 
19 1.328 1.729 2.093 
20 I. 25 1.725 2.086 
21 1.323 1.721 2.080 
22 1.321 1.717 2.074 
23 1.319 1.714 2.069 
24 1.318 1.711 2.064 
25 1.316 1.708 2.060 
26 1.315 1.706 2.056 
27 1.314 1.703 2.052 
-8 1.313 1.701 2.048 
29 1.31 1 1.699 2.045 
30 1.310 1.697 2.042 
40 1.303 1.684 2.021 
60 1.296 1.671 2.000 
120 1.289 1.658 1.980 
00 1.282 1.645 1.960 
a Tl\ese values were extracted from Appendix Thble n of Simpson et al . 
(1960). 
sampling variances of SCF 0 and T0 are c mbined to ap-
proximate the sampling variance of Te. Under most condi-
tions, this buffering effect is adequate to ensure that the 
formula for confidence intervals around Te and T are accu-
rate. 
The formula for the confidence interval around T should 
not be taken literally unles you have performed at least 
eight intensive searche (n0 equal to or greater than 8) to 
estimate sightability. But ratber tban use this rule of thumb, 
we recommend that you apply tbe procedures in Section 
3.10.3 wh1ch will help .illocat sampling effort between 
·tandard and intensive searches If tbe number of inten ·ive 
earche i · nearly equal to or greater than the opumaJ allo-
cation, the formula of confidence intervals will be accurate. 
If the number of intensive searches flown j considerably 
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'lbble 9. Data from a population e timation urvey in the fictitious Square Mountain survey area. 
Law 
st:ralliiD 
No. 
No of moose su lltea 
sus• seen (mi2) 
1 2 12 
2 2 12 
3 1 12 
4 4 12 
5 1 12 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Sample 
total 10 60 
rea of uh 
stratum (Ai) 276 
Total SUs 
in ith stratum (N) 23 
a SU equals sample unit. 
less than the optimal allocation, your confidence intervals 
may not be accurate. 
3. 7.6 Summary of Calculations for the Total Population 
Estimate and Confidence Interval 
Step I.-Calculate observable stratum population esti-
mates (i;) and sampling variances [Vrfi))(Sec-
tion 3.7.1) 
Step 2.-Calculate ob ervable poeutation estimate (i'0), 
sampling variance [V(T0)], and degrees of 
freedom (v.,) (Section 3.7.2) 
Step 3. -Calculate expanded population estimate <i'e), 
total sampling variance [V('t)J, and degrees 
of freedom (Ve) (Section 3. 7 .3) 
Step 4.-Calculate total population estimate ('i) (Section 
3.7.4) 
Step 5.-Calculate confidence interval of total popula-
tion e timate (Section 3.7.5). 
3.8 EXAMPLE: CALCULATING THE POPULATION 
ESTIMATE AND CONFIDENCE INTERVAL 
The foUowing example is a step-by- tep procedure for 
calculating a population estimate and confidence interval. 
Data u ed in the example are coUected from a stratified 
random sample of the Square Mountain urvey area (Thhle 
Medium High 
t.ratom lnUUm 
N. No. 
moose su~ moose SU area 
seen (mi~ seen (mi2) 
9 
14 
22 
10 
17 
12 
84 
12 49 12 
12 57 12 
12 41 12 
12 23 12 
12 32 12 
12 6 l2 
35 12 
35 12 
19 12 
72 297 108 
240 156 
20 13 
9). Wben performing these calculations, it is important to 
use the number of decimal places indicated in the example 
to reduce rounding errors. Refer to Section 3. 7 for formulae 
while working through calculations in this section. 
3.8.1 Step 1.-Calculating the Observable Crata Popu-
lation Estimates and Their Sampling Variances 
3.8.1.1 Low-density stratum estimates 
Density estimate: 
10 moose observed in low-den ity SUs 
dt = -------:------------
60.0 mi2 surveyed in low-density traturn 
= 0.166667 moo e/mi2• 
Observed tratum estimate: 
T1 = (0.166667 moose/mi2)(276 mi2 in low-density 
tratum) 
= 46 moose. 
Samplmg variance e timate: 
Fir. t compute ~-
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26 - 2(0 166667)120 + 20.000160 = 155 observable moose. 
2 = = 1.500020. 
5 - 1 ampling variance estimate: 
2 A 
Use the value of s111 to compute V('Jt). vri;,) = 123.405 low tratum + 1094.28~ medium stra-
tum + 1384.962 high tratum 
[ 
1 1.600020 ( 5 )~ V(1'r) ~ 276.0" -- x 1 - - = 2602.652. 
12.002 6 23 
Degrees of freedom: 
• 76,176.00(0.0069 X 0.300004(0.782609)] 
- 123.406. 
3.8.1.2 Medium-density stratum estimates 
Density estimate: 
d.n = 1.166667 moose/mi2• 
Observed population estimate: 
Tm = 280 moose • 
Sampling variance e timate: 
s!n, = 23.600019 
V(T.J = 1094.285. 
3.8.1.3 IDgb-density slratum estimates 
Density estimate: 
Observed population estimate: 
Tb = 429 moo e. 
Sampling variance estimate: 
s!11 = 241.250000 
v(i'") = 1384.962. 
3.8.2 Step 2.-Calculating the Observable Population 
Estimate and Its Sampling Variance for Survey 
Area 
Ob erved population estimate: 
T0 = 46 in low stratum + 280 in medium stratum + 
429 m nigh stratum 
v = 
(2602.662)2 
- ------------- 3:: 14. 
0 
(1384.962)2 (1094 .285 )2 
+ 
9- 1 6 - 1 
+ 
(123.405)2 
5-1 
3.8.3 Step 3.-Cal ulating the Expanded Population Es~ 
timate and Its Sampling Variance 
For this example, let us assume that 10 (nJ intensive 
earche were flown during the Square Mountain survey and 
resulted in an SCP0 = 1.08 and V(SCFo) = 0.003400. 
Expanded population estimate: 
't = 755 observable moose x 1.08 observed sighta-
bility correction factor 
= 815 moo e. 
Variance estimate: 
vrt> = t.o8 2(2602.652) + 7552(0 .003400) 
- 0.003400(2602.652) 
= 3035.7333 + 1938.0850 - 8.8490 
= 4964.969. 
Degrees of freedom: 
Fir l, calculate V5 for SCF0 • 
v = 10- I = 9. 
Degrees of freedom (vJ i then used for calculating the CI 
which i. the minimum of V0 and v : 
vc. = minimum of [14, 9] = 9. 
3.8.4 Step 4.-Calcolatlng the 'Thtal Population Estimate 
and Its. ampling \'Uriance 
Total population estimate: 
T = 815 moo e x 1.02 SCF" = 831 moose. 
Sampling variance estimate: 
V(t} = 1.022 X 4964 969 = 5165.554 . 
3.8.5 Step S.-Calculating the 90% Confidence Interval 
for the Thtal Population Estimate 
Confidence interval: 
CI - 831 ± 1.833 ..J 5165.554 
= 831 ± 132 moose . 
Confidence limits: 
c~ = 699 moo e 
and 
CLu = 963 moose. 
Confidence interval a a percentage of population estimate: 
CI as± %ofT= 831 ± (831 - 699)lOO 
831 
= 831 moo e ± 15.9%. 
3.8.6 Data Summary for Population Estimation Surveys 
Form 5 is used to list estimated values for strata and for 
the survey area (see Appendix 2 for blank form). 
3.9 HEWLETT-PACKARD 97 PROGRAM: CALCU-
LATING THE POPULATION FSl'IMATE AND 
CONFIDENCE INTERVAL 
3.9.1 Program Instructions 
HP 97 program 1 in Appendix I estimates population size 
and confidence interval. Program instructions are in Table 
10. The calculator di play, which appears after a function 
key is depressed, indicates the step in the program and 
indicates the calculator is ready for data or an action appro-
priate for that step. For example, when the calculator dis-
play is "0.", you are at step 2 and need to press function key 
A. 
3.9.2 Program Printoat 
The HP 97 printout format shown in Ftgure 19 use data 
from the example in Section 3.8. The HP 97 prints only 
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number and asterisks. Three asten ks are normally printed 
at the right f each number; asteris have been omitted in 
this example to conserve pac • Symbols were added in this 
example to facilitate the identification of ea h number. 
3.10 OPTIMALLY ALLOCATING SAMPLING 
EFFORT 
Optimal allocation of sampling effort is the process of 
distributing sampling effort to produce the mo t preci e 
population estimate, i.e., how to get the most preci ion for 
your dollar. The sampling effort is distributed among strata 
and between standard and intensive searches. Skip this sec-
tion if your budget is infinite; however, study it carefully lf 
funds are in short supply. Cochran (1977), Stuart (1984), 
and Scbeaffer et al. (1979) present discussions on optimally 
allocating effort among strata. We use their methods of 
allocation among strata and a heun tic extensjon of their 
methods for allocating between standard and intensive 
earch cffi rts. 
Optimal allocation must be considered a oon as five 
SUs or orne other predetermined minimum greater than 5) 
have been searched in each tratum. We consJder five SUs 
to be the minimum for estimating a variance; u ualty more 
than five SUs are urveyed in each stratum. Despite the 
need to optimally allocate early in the survey, its di cussion 
follows the calculation of the population estimate because 
·trata variance are u ed in the allocation proce s. 
3.10.1 Basis for Optimal Allocation 
Conventional procedure is to allocate search effort prior 
to the survey and base search effort on expected ample 
variance among trata; i.e. , the greater the expected sample 
variance the greater the proportion of SU that must be 
searched. Also, the size of strata influences search effort 
with larger strata generally requiring more search effort. 
The survey is concluded when these SUs are searched. lil 
lieu of specific variance estimates, relative density estimates 
are commonly used along with known strata sizes 10 allocate 
effort becaose den ity and variance are generally directly 
related. If unexpected variances occur, the allocation is, in 
the end, not optimal.ln fact, variances commonly behave in 
unexpected ways because they are dependent on bow weU 
stratification partitioned the variance among all SUs. 
To overcome the inaccuracy of estimating relative vari-
ances prior lo sampling, we allocate sampling effort among 
strata on a daily basis during the urvey and base th alloca-
tion on the observed ample variance e timate of the strata. 
In addition, by using observed sample variance , we allo-
cate effort between standard and mtensive searches. 
We will first di cu s allocating effort am ug trata. ThlS 
will provide the basi for allocating effort among strata for 
tandard searches and between tandard and intert$ive 
searches. 
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Form 5. Moose population estimation survey--data summary. 
SUrvey Area;____~.;_\..;..~;::.~.;_\:.....\"=-\=ou:....;._~=---~-'\;~ua __ -'(_e.. __ M_o_u._"_t_a.._'_n ______ _ 
Game Management Unit(s)_~------------ Subunit(s)_...:..A...!.------
Date of Survey N 6'4 lt:f1 0 Survey Supervisor ~Ot'\Q.~ 
DATA SUMMARY FOR STRATUM 
STRATUM POPULATION 
ESTIMATE 
A
1 
:o area (mi 2) 
N
1 
,. total SUs 
Low 
stratum 
.j.1f..o 
il~ 
.s 
Medium High 
stratum stratum 
~4o.o '~'·0 
.ao I~ .. q n
1 
= no. SUs searched 
d = obs. density 
Ai 0.\~~~~~~ l· l~lllf2.1 ~.]..50000 
T
1 
= est. no. moose 
(uncorrected) 
V(T
1
) = variance of T
1 
'i(..o 
I ~4-. ~00 
,.,o.o ~l"t.O 
II 0 I I~~~ ~~~ ~ ·'~ 
DATA SUMMARY FOR SURVEY AREA 
SURVEY AREA INFORMATION 
Total area (mi
2
) 
Total No. SUs = -s<D 
Total No. SUs searched = ;l() _:::..:..;;:;;..... __ _ 
OBSERVED POPULATION ESTIMATE 
T
0 
= obs. pop. est. 
(uncorrected} = 1S'~.Q 
V (T ) = variance obs. est. = llo \4\. 4~ 
0 
v
0 
= degrees of freedom=--~'~~---
SCF 
0 
= obs. sight. correction 
factor = 1. Oi 
V (SCF ) = variance of SCF = Q.()O~a\00 
0 0 
n = no. SCF plots searched = 10 
0 
v = degrees freedom of SCF = q 
s 0 
EXPANDED POPULATION ESTIMATE 
SCF 
c 
sight. correction 
constant = f.o~ 
T = expand.Apop. est. 
e (T x SCF ) = , \ S: 
0 c 
V (T ) = variance of T 'SOO ~ 
e e 
v degrees of freedom = ~ 
e 
TOTAL POPULATION ESTIMATE 
T = total pop. est. (T x SCF ) =-~ 
e c 
d = density 
90\ CI as \ of T 
CL = upper confidence limit =9 to4 
u 
CL1 = lower confidence 
limit = 1.29Cl 
SCF = sight. correct. factor 
{SCF X SCF ) - 1.10 
0 c 
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Thble lO. Hewleu-Packard 97 prognun instructions for calculating a moo e population estimate and confidence interwl. 
Display Printout 
value value 
Step equals Instruction equals 
0.00 LOAD both sid af ard l 
2 0. PRESS A 
3 -Ill. Choose either: 
(I) 1b enter SCF0 (obsenred sightability correction 
factor) data, go to step 4; or 
(2) 1b enter previollllly calculated SCF0 , V(SCF0), and V1 
(degrees of freedom for SCF.J, go to tep 8 
4 -Ill. PRESSB 
5 0 or no. ENTER Ut (no. moose seen on intensive searcll) uk 
data ets 
entered PRESS R/St 
6 uk ENTER Vt (no. moose seen on standard searcll) 
PRESS R/St 
vk 
Repeat steps 5-6 until all SUs in 
stratum entered, then go to step 7 
7 No. data PRESS C n0 (no. intensive searches) 
sets SCF0 (observed sigbtability 
entered correction factor) 
V(SCF0 ) (variance) 
v 5 (degrees freedom of SCF 0 ) 
Go to Step 12 
8 -Ill. PRESS D 
9 -222 . ENTER SCF0 (observed sjghr.ability correction factor) SCPO 
PRESS RIS 
10 SCF0 ENTER V(SCF.J (variance of SCF.J V(SCFo) 
PRESS RIS 
11 V(SCF0) ENTER v, (degrees freedom of SCF0 ) vs 
PRESS R/S 
l2 -333 . Cboose either. 
(I) 1b enter density data, go to step 13; or 
(2) 1b recalculate SCF 0 go to step 4 
13 -333. PRESS E 
14 -444. ENTER Aj (total nrea for stratum) A; 
PRES R!Stt 
15 A. ENTER N, (total SU 
PRESS R!Stt 
for Lratum) N. 
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'Dible lO Con11IDJed. 
Step 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
Dis pill)' 
valu 
equals 
0.0 or no. 
data ets 
entered 
Yi 
No. data 
entered 
-444. 
- 555 
-555. 
-666. 
-777. 
END OF PROGRAM 
Insttuctioa 
ENTE Yj no. moose co 
PRESS RJstt•ttt 
ENTER Xj (area of SUJ) 
PRESS RIS tt ·ttt 
Repeat steps 16-17 until all SUs in stratum are entered, 
then go to tep 18 
PRESS f, c 
Choose eitha: 
0) 1b enter more SI.IBta, go to step 14, or 
(2) If all strata are entered, go to step 20 
PRESS f. d 
LOAD both ides of card 2 
PRESS A 
ENTER SCFc (sightability correction factor constant) 
PRESS R/S 
Choose: 
(1) To enter n w SCFc• PRESS B, and return to step 23; or 
(2) Th calculate 90% CI, PRESS D; or 
(3) Th calculate 95% Cl, PRESS E 
1b rerun the program, return to step I and reload card l 
Printoot 
value 
eqiiAI.s 
ni (no SUs surveyed in stratum) 
" (stratum density) 
T 1(stratum population est.) 
v<f ,) (variance) 
... 
T 0 (observed population est.) 
V(T 0 ) (variance) 
V0 (degrees freedom ofT 0) 
... 
T eiexpanded population est.) 
V (T J (variance) 
Ye (degrees freedom ofT J 
SCFC 
T (total population est.) 
V (t ) (variance) 
% CI selected 
C1f Oower confidence limit) 
Clu (upper confidence limit) 
CI as±% ofT 
(i.e .. T ± %) 
t If an error is made entering uk or vir, finish entering both uk and vk until po itioned at step 5 again, then PRESS f, b. ENTER mitial uk 
(whether erroneous or correct), PRESS RIS, and it will be printed. ENTER vk, PRESS RIS, and it will be printed. Now you have removed 
the pair of values for sightability plot k that contained the error, and you are positioned again at step 5. Notice that the display value has 
decreased by I because the erroneou pair has been extracted. Proceed with step 5 and enter correct uk or v~;; . 
tt lf an error is made entering A1 or N t• or if the entry of y1 's and x1' is in a hambles, all information fur current strata can be retracted by 
pressing E. All previous slnlta {strata for which f and c were pressed m step 18) will not be affected. 
t If an error ts made m entering Y· and X.·, finish entering both Yj and Xj unill positioned at tep 16, then PRESS f and b. ENTER 
erroneous YJ and xJ data t, PRESS JUS, ~ it will be pnnted. You wtll be postt!oned again at tep 16. N nee that the dt play is 1 less in 
value than previously. Proceed with step 16 and enter correct Yj and x1. 
Printout 
1.08 
0.003400 
9. 
276.0 
23. 
2.0 
12.0 
2.0 
12.0 
1.0 
12.0 
4.0 
12.0 
1.0 
12.0 
Symbol 
SCF 
0 
V(SCF 
0
) 
J) 
5. "t 
0.166666667 dt 
46 . 0 t f 
124.200 vd'tl 
240.0 A m 
20. N m 
9.0 yl 
12 . 0 xj 
14.0 
12.0 
22.0 
12.0 
Printout 
10.0 
l.t..O 
17.0 
12.0 
12.0 
12.0 
6. 
1.166666667 
280.0 
1101.333 
156 . 0 
13. 
49.0 
12.0 
57.0 
12.0 
41.0 
12 . 0 
23.0 
12.0 
32.0 
12.0 
6.0 
12.0 
35 . 0 
12.0 
35.0 
12.0 
19.0 
12.0 
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Symbol Printout Symbol 
9. "b 
2.750000000 dh 
429.0 Th 
1393.889 V(th) 
755.0 to 
" 2619.42 V(T ) m 0 
d 14. u 
tm 0 
m 
V(if'm) 
815. T e 
4984. V(T) 
e 
An 9. v e 
Nb 
,.J 1.02 SCF c 
XJ 832. t 
5186. V(t) 
90. 90% CI 
700. CLt 
964. CL u 
15.9 Clu l:~t 
95. 9~Cl 
669. CLt 
995. CL u 
19.6 Clas±%1' 
Figure 19. Example of the Hewlett-Packarrl 97 printout of the program for calculating the population estimate and associated confidence 
interva1. The tape printout bas been divided into three columns; complete column 1, proceed to column 2, and finally to 3. 
3.10.2 Optimally AIJocat.lng Among Strata 
The adju tment of sampling effort among strata is accom-
plished by using the sample variance of each stratum (s!i 
calculated in Section 3.7.1.3), stratum area (Ai), and mean 
area of SUs surveyed in a stratum to date (X~ to calculate a 
relative variation factor (RVFJ for each stratum. 
AI 
RVF = - ~ 
1 qt 
ii 
Optimal allocatioll of search effort is hicved by solving 
tb pproximate equation 
and 
. -n = m 
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wh rc n~ 1S the plimal number f SU to be earcbed in the 
illt atum, j = t m, h. 
The e equations are powerful tools that can be used ro 
uplimally aUocate sampling effort as the survey progres es. 
1b do this, allocate the remaining ampling effort o that 
th rian i JruillllllZ Wh n alvin th e equations, 
you mu t accept integer valu s for the ni that atisfy the 
equations a nearly as possible becau e you only ample 
whole SU . Also realize that there are practtcal b und for 
n;. That i , n~ cannot be less than the number of SU that 
have been sampled to date in the ith tratum, and at can be 
no larger than the total number of SU in ·tratum i (Ni). 
A numerical example to further explain the optimal allo-
cation equations follows where RVF1 = 26.73, RVFm= 
79.93, and RVFb = 93.21, and yuu have sampled five SUs 
in each strab.m:L Compute 
and 
RVFm • 79.93 
111 = -- n1 = 2.99 n1 
RVF1 26.73 
RVFh 
RVF, 
• 93.21 • 
n1 = - - n1 = 3.49n; 
26.73 
• RVFb • 93.21 • 
nh - --- nm =--11m = 1.17 n:. 
RVFm 79.93 
The first two equations indicate that the medium- and 
lrigh-density strata will require more of the remaining 
search effort than the low-density stratum. Because five 
SUs have already been flown in the low-density tratum, 
~d it has the smallest variance as demonstrated by RVF1, let 
n1 = 5 to determine optimal allocation in the medium- and 
high-density strata. 
Compute 
n~ - 2.99 n; 
. 
"m - 2.99 X 5 SU surveyed in the low-density stra-
tum 
and 
nm = 15 
nb _ 3.49 X 5 SUs surveyed in the low-density tea-
rum . 
n11 = 17. 
Gi n that fiv SU have been flown in the low-den ity 
tum. th m l p i p pulaliun tima will be 
achieved if a total of L5 and l7 SUs are flown 111 the medium-
nd hlgh-density trata, re pe lively. 
Notice that the allocation equation, 
was not used to determine optimal allocation in this exam-
ple. The three equation are redundant, and it i only neces-
ary to u e the frr t two equation when all lhree strata are 
being ampled. If the allocation equations indicate that sam-
pling i ufficiem for one stratum, then use the one equation 
ppropriate for the oth r two strata. 
In our exampl , the medium- and htgh-den ity trata need 
to be . am pled much more intensively than the low-density. 
but uppo e there i not enough money to do a total of 15 
and 17 SUs in the medium and high-den ity strata. Then 
use the third allocation equation and ample proportionally 
1.17 high-den ity SU to one medium-den ity SU until you 
have exhausted the money. 
3.10.3 Optimally Allocating Effort Between Standard 
and Intensive Searches 
The proportion of SUs searched intensively affects the 
variability in the expanded population estimate rfJ. There-
fore, the allocation of effort between standard and intensive 
searches can be optimized in a manner similar to allocation 
among strata (Section 3.10.2). 
It is recommended that the allocation of effon between 
standard and intensive searches be monitored throughout 
the survey, but it is not advisable to update this allocation 
daily as is done with allocation among strata for estimates of 
observable moo e. When the proportion of Us to be inten-
sively searched i changed in the middle of a survey as-
sumptions may be violated concerning the random selection 
of units to be intensively searched. Further, the equation 
offered below for determining the optimal number of SUs to 
inten ively search are subject to the same on of variation 
over the cour e of the urvey as tho e equations pre ented in 
Section 3.10.2. 
1b determine the optimal number of SUs to intensively 
earch, fir t follow lhe procedures in Section 3.10.2 to de-
termine n~ n~. and ,;, where these value are the actual 
numbers of SUs you decide to earch in each stratum. In 
addition, retain the RVF1 from ection 3 10 2. Follow pro-
edures in Se tion 3.6 5.3 It obtam Lh SCF
0 
and those in 
Section 3.7.2.1 ro obtain the estimate off.,. 
From these values, calculate 
RVF 0 - 1' ..J n • V(SCF J 
• 0 0 0 ' 
and 
RVFb = SCFO ·RVFb, 
RWm = SCF0 ·RVFm, 
R¥11 = SCF o • RVF1• 
It i generally le expensive to fly a 2·mi2 intensive 
earch than to fly a l2·mi2 standard search. Therefore, in 
your detennination of the optimal number of SUs to inten-
sively search, consider the relative costs of the two types of 
searches. Relative costs are easily expres ed in units of 
time. Determine for your urvey 
and 
C~ = the number of minutes required to fly an inten-
sive search of a 2·mi2 sigbt.ability plot, 
C1 = the number of minutes required to fly a standard 
earch of a SU. 
With the cost figures, calculate 
RVF0 - rc 
s v "t 
-----n~ 
RVF0 - rc 
s v "t ~ ~ n• m ----- m' 
and 
RVF~~ * 
ne :::: ne 
RVF(~ 
The optimal number of SU to intensively search, ,o, i the 
smaller of the three values, n~, "~· and n~. 
o · · f(o o o n = m1mmum o nh, 11m, n1) 
The value n0 can now be used as an index to determine if 
the ~vision of effort is near the optimal allocation between 
tandard and intensive searches, by calculating 
% difference = 100 
lno - no / 
where n0 i the number of SU you would intensively search 
at the current allocation of effort. If the difference JS great ·r 
than 25%, y u will probably ee a cost aving by reall at-
ing effort between standard and inten ive earches lf the 
difference is les than 25% consideration fa change in 
allocation should be po tponed untH more infonnation i 
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colt ted. If it was advantageous to reallocate effort between 
tandard d intcn ·1ve ·h s, it may be n ·ssury to 
recompute n w vatu for ni ( ection 3.10.2) and n° everal 
ume to arnve at a chcme that tay within your budget. 
Cheer up! Thi can be easily · compli hed with the HP 97 
program in Section 3.11. As with the oc uon cheme 
among strata, th value of n° will vary a · more data are 
collected but will stabilize toward the end of the survey. 
3.10.4 Example of Optimal Allocation 
An e~ple from th Square Mountain urvey area will 
help illustrate optimal allocati011. The goal i to produce the 
most precise expanded population estimate pos ib]e with 
30.4 hours (1,825 min) of survey time. It takes 75 min of 
flight time to . earch a SU at 6 min/mi and 30 min to 
perform an intensive search on a 2·mi2 area. 
At the out et, you anticipate, based on previous popula-
tion e timate m tht area, that intensive earches will be 
required in about 50% of the SU chosen from the high and 
medium trata. 
Day 1 of the survey results m data from three high-, two 
medium-, and two low-density strata (Thble ll). No attempt 
is made to allocate search effort for day 2 because at least 
five SUs in each stratum have not been searched. The objec-
tive of the survey crews for day 2 is to survey at least two 
SUs from the high tratum, three from the medium, and 
three from the low. 
After the econd day of surveying, data ex.ist for five SUs 
in each tratum (Thble 11). From these data, the observable 
number of moose (f0 ) was estimated to be 846. You also 
intensively searched five 2·mi2 sigbtability plots (n0 = 5), 
yielding SCF0 = L053 and V(SCF0) = 0.002862. These 
values must be taken from the HP 97 program or hand 
calculations for population estimates (Section 3.6.5.3 and 
3.9.2). 
You used 1 ,275 min of the time and need to allocate the 
remaining 550 min. Calculate RVF; for each tratum (Thble 
11), and the optimal allocation equations are 
* 79.93 * * 
nm == 26.73 nr = 2.99 nr. 
and 
* 93.21 • • 
n .::::--n = 1.17n 
b 79.93 m m 
The fir t two equations indicate that strata m and h will 
require more effort than strarum l. U wg n; = 5, we get nm 
= 15, and 11h = 17. However, bec.:au e the high stratum only 
has 13 total U , nh can be no larger than 13. There~ re, use 
n;; = 13 Becau e five S s have already been ampled in 
each strata and only 550 min remain to allocate. y u cann t 
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Thble U. Data needed for calculating th optimum allocation of sampling effon fur a population e timation survey in the fictitious 
Square M nW.n rvcy D ta p for th fi days of ling. 
No. 
moose 
seen 
2 
2 
4 
Area of 
illl tratwn 
(AJ) (m.i2) 
Thtal SUs in 
ilh stratum (N 1) 
Mean SU area 
in ith stratum 
(ij) 
iJh stratum A 
variance (V (T J j 
Sample variance 
in iJh stratum 
2 
(sq;) 
Relative 
variation factor 
[(A/xi)~1 ] 
Low 
tralll.m 
stt 
liRa 
(mi~ 
t2.4 
10.9 
12.9 
13.1 
11.3 
1 
SU equals sample unit. 
Medium 
tratum 
No. su 
Stratum moose liMa 
value seen (mi2) 
9 11.5 
14 11.2 
22 14.3 
10 11.0 
17 12.0 
277.7 
23 
12.12 
111.828 
1.3609 
26.73 
expect to approach satisfaction of the first two equations. 
This situation periodically occurs. If the remaining effort i 
distributed within the high and medium trata, and if you 
wish to continue flying intensive searches in 50% of the 
high and medium SUs then the 550 min could be propor-
tioned into six standard and three intensive earches. The 
six standard and three intensive earches would require 450 
and 90 min, re pectively. 
Now you mu t determine the be t allocation of th ix 
remaining SU between the high and medium trata by com-
puting 
11h + nm = 16 total SU to be flown, 
H1gb 
tratum 
No. su 
Stmtnm moose ~ Stratum 
wlue SCiell (mi~ value 
49 14.7 
57 15.0 
41 12.0 
23 10.7 
32 10.3 
240.2 158.9 
20 13 
12.00 12.54 
958.283 1069.250 
15.9448 54.1()66 
79.93 93.21 
or 
1 17 ~ + n~ = lb 
where 
n~ = 1.17 n~. 
Two of the remaining six SUs are subjectively allocated to 
the medium stratum, for a to!al allocauon of seven medium 
SUs Enter seven medium SUs in the allocation equation 
and compute 
1.17 (7) + 7 = 16 
8. 19 + 7 = 16 
15 = 16. 
By urv in a total of seven SU · in the medium , tmtum, 
you have come very clo e to the optimal allocation, i.e .. 
there is one additional SU which you decide to allocate to 
the high stratum. Eight medium SU would mean mne highs 
hould be sampled, which would exceed the budget of 16 
total SUs in the medium and high trata Therefore, the 
allocation becomes nt = 5, n: = 7. and n~ = 9. Maintain-
ing your 50% rate of intensive searches in the high and 
medium stratum make· n0 = 8. 
Now determine if the allocation of effort between stand-
ard and intensive earche is optimal. To check thi alloca-
tion, calculate 
RVF: = 846 ..j 5 x 0.002862 ~ 101.2, 
RVFb = 1.053 X 93.21 = 98.15, 
RVF~ = 84.17, 
and 
RVI) = 28.15. 
The cost figures (in urtits of survey time) are C, = 30 min 
for intensive earches and C1 = 75 min for standard 
searcbe . 
Calculate 
no~ h -
101.20 ...;75 
----- X 9 ~ 14.7 ::!!: 15, 
98.15 y'30 
13.3 === 13, 
and 
ni ~ 28.4 ~ 28. 
Thus, 
n° minjmum of (15, 13. 28) = 13 
and 
j13 - sj 
00 
13 
38.5%. 
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Th high percenta e differen e indicate that the current 
llocari n d iat consid rably from th optimum, hen 
con. ider adjusting it. A mpl t int iv ly urv y 2-mi2 
plo in nearly 100% of th ub equently rch d SU to 
nunimize the variance of the expanded population e timate. 
A· you cann t afford to do int n ive searche in all of 
high and medium SU to be searched, try n; = 5,n: = 7, 
and n: = 8. This allocation among strata will use 375 min 
of the remaining air time and leave enough to perform an 
inten ive earch on all five of the remaining SUs. Recalcu-
lating nh will till yield n° = 13. The best allocation of the 
remaining resource from current data i n; = 5, n~ = 7, 
nh = 8, and 11° = 10. 
On the third day, you have poor weather but are able to 
perform a Standard and intensive search on one SU in each 
of the high- and medium-density strata. Data fi r tanda.rd 
earch effort appears in Table 12 with an estimate T0 = 783. 
Data for intensive earches with 110 = 7 yield SCF0 = 1.042 
and V(SCF.J = 0.002703. 
The equation for allocation among strata give n, = 5-, 
nm = 6 and nh = 9. o. h1ft the remaining effort to the 
high-density stratum and perform both types of search on 
each SU surveyed. 
Again, checkulg the allocanon between tandard and in-
tensive searches· 
RVF: = 783 ..j 7 x 0.002703 = 107.70, 
RVF~ = 1.042 X 171.51 = 178.71, 
RVF':n = 77.21, 
RVF~ = 27.85, 
and 
nb = 9, 
"m = 13, 
0 31. lit = 
s 
n° = minimumof(9, 13, 31) = 9. 
Your planned effort of finaln11 = 10 deviates little from 11° 
= 9. So, complete th urvey on the fourth day by earching 
three SUs in the high tratum, With each SU getting a stand-
rd nd intensive arch 
This e:xample dem nstrates how the optimal allocation 
may vary during a survey. The equation never upply n 
ab ·olute optimal allocation at any point in a survey. becau e 
the ample variance ( ~1) is only an e imate of the overall 
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Table 12. Data needed for calculating the optimum allocation of sampling effort for a population e timation survey in the fictitious 
Squ re Mountain urvey ate Data re pre n r the fi t th duy of 'Ullpling. 
Low Medium 
l.nltum tnrum 
No. stf No. su 
moo lin:a Stmtum moose a.rea 
seen Cmi1 value seen (nli, 
2 12.4 9 u 5 
2 10.9 14 11.2 
12.9 22 14.3 
4 13.1 10 11.0 
U.3 17 12.0 
12 11.6 
Area ofirh 
stratum 
(A1) (mi~ 277.7 
Total SU · in 
ilh strarum (Ni) 23 
Mean SU area in 
iJh stratum (xJ 12.12 
ith strarum 
variance (Vcf,)) 111.828 
Sample 
variance in 
iJh stratum (s~i) 1.3609 
Relative 
variation factor 
[(A/ilh/~] 26.73 
•su equals sample unit . 
variation in a strarum. However, the equation do provide a 
best estimate of optimal allocation based on accumulated 
urvey data and improve with the inclusion of each day' 
data. 
3.10.5 Optimally Allocating Search Ellort in Ar of 
Low Moose Density 
Estimating a SCF0 for a low-density moo e population is 
not feasible (Section 3.6.5.5), h n you will not be .flymg 
intensive searche . Therefore, allocating search effort be-
tween ·tandard and intensive earches is mapplicable. Un-
der these circumstances, simply allocate effort among strata 
by solving for n, Section 3.10.2) . 
High 
tnnum 
No. su 
Stnltum moose area Stratum 
value CC1l (mi~ value 
49 14 7 
57 15,0 
41 12.0 
23 10.7 
32 10.3 
6 9.9 
240.2 158.9 
20 13 
11.93 12.10 
640.618 2639.885 
13.5528 170.5707 
74.10 171.65 
3.11 HEWLETI'-PACKARD 97 PROGRAM: CALCU-
LATING THE OPTIMAL ALWCATION OF 
SAMPLING EFFORT 
3.11.1 Program Instructions 
HP 97 program 2 in Appendix 1 estimates the optimal 
sampling effort among strata and between standard and in-
ten ive searches. Program inslruct.ions are in Thble 13. Us-
ing this program. etther (l) base the allocation on budget 
and get the best allocation ithm budgetlirrutauons, or (2) 
disregard budget limitations and get the be t allocation 
based on the variance of the population e timate . The calcu-
lator display which appea after a function key is de-
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'Jllble 13. Hewlett-Packard 97 program instructions for calculating the optimal allocation of sampling effon. 
Step 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
0.00 
0. 
-211. 
-222. 
-211. 
-211. 
-233. 
V(SCFJ 
0.0 
Tnst.ruction 
LOAD both sides of card 1 
PRESS A 
Choose: 
(1) 1b enter low stratum data, PRESS B t; or 
(2) 1b enter medium t:ratum data, PRESS ct; or 
(3) Th enter high stratum data, PRESS ot 
ENTER v(i' J (variance of stratum population estimate) 
PRESS R/Stt 
ENTER N1 (total no. of SUs in stratum) 
PRESS.RJStt 
ENTER ni (no. of SU SUJ"Ve}'ed in Sl.Tatnrn) 
PRESS R/Stt 
Choose either: 
(1) 1b enter more strata, go to step 3; or 
(2) If all stata are entered, go to step 8. 
PRESS E 
Prin I 
value 
eq 
A 
V(Tj 
lit 
RVFi (relative variation factor) 
ENTER V(SCFo) (variance of observed sightability correction V(SCFJ 
factor) 
PRESS RJS ttt 
ENTER n0 (no. of intensive searches flown) 
PRESS R/S ttt 
ENTER T0(observed population est. 
PRESS R/S ttt 
ENTER SCF0 (observed sightability correction factor) 
PRESS R/Sttt 
ENTER <1 (no. of min or dollars for standard search) 
PRESS RJS 
ENTER C (no. of min. or dollars far intensive search) 
PRESS RIS 
SCF0 
RV~ (relative variation factor 
between standard and 
intensive searches) 
RVJ1 
~ 
RVFb 
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Thbl 13. Continued. 
D•sp1ay 
valu 
Slep equals 
15 -244. 
16 -255. 
17 -255 
18 -277. 
19 - 255. 
20 -266. 
21 -255 . 
Instroction 
LOAD both sides of card 2 
PRESS A 
Choose either. 
(1) To calculate optimum allocation 
based on budget, go to step 17; PT 
(2) Th calculate optimum allocation by entering hypothetical 
111 and disreganl.ing budget, go to step 19. 
PRESS E 
ENTER maximum budget (must be arne 
units as C1 and CJ nt1 
PRESS R/S (~ral min. may be 
required for computation) 
END PROGRAM or go to step 16 
Choose: 
(I) To use low tratum as ba e, PRESS B; or 
(2) To use medium stratum as base, PRESS C; or 
(3) lb use high stratum as base, PRESS D. 
ENTER a hypothetical n; base (This n1 may be fractional. less 
than ihe current''" or greater ihan Ni. Program wiJJ ensure 
that final allocation ha! reasonable integer values.) 
PRESS R/S 
Choose: 
(l) To compute an allocation with a different ni base, go to 
step L9; or 
(2) Th compute an allocation based on m rimum budget, go ro 
step 17; or 
(3) END PROGRAM 
Printout 
~ue 
Max. budget 
n~ (optimum no. of standard 
earches in low stratum) 
. 
''h 
n° (optimum no. of intensjve 
searches) 
Total cost with tb:i 
allocation ttttt 
n1 ba e (hypothetical no. 
SUs to survey in tratum) 
n* (optimum allocation in low) 
nh 
n° (optimal no. of intensive 
searches) 
Thtal cost 
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Thble 13. Continued. 
t The HP 97 program must receive data for three tnlta in 1ep 3. If your survey area has only on or tv.u strata, you DlUilt enter the 
following data for the nonexistent natwn: 
(I) For Vcfi) in tep 4, ENTER 0.0001 
(2) For N1 in tep 5, ENTER I 
(3) For n1 in step 6, ENTER 1 
The nonexistent st:nltnm will be allocated one SU, and the program will also charge the cost of that SU to your maximum budget. 
Therefore, you can llfford one more SU than indicated by the program. 
tt If an error is made enrering data for a particular stratum, press the corresponding function key in step 3 and ree.nrer all data for that 
stratum. 
ttt If an error IS made entering data in steps 9 to 12, return to step 2 and begin again. 
tttt During the ftrSt few days of a population estimate survey, do nor enter the maximum value of your budget in Ibis step. Instead, enter 
the value of your anticipated expenditures for the next 2 to 3 days. Because stratum variances and allocations change as the survey 
progresses, entering your maximum budget early in the survey may cause you to calculate and attempt an allocation that will subslantiaJly 
differ from what you will calculate with more data. 
ttttt The program may produce an optimal allocation that does not use quite all of the available budget. You may have enough money left 
over to search one or 1m) more SUs or fly an intensive search. If the total co t printed in step 20 does not use all of your budget, use the 
following steps to optimally allocate the rema.i.uier: 
I. PRESS DSP 
2. PRESS 4 
3. PRESS RCL 
4. PRESS4 
The calculator will now display the ooninteger value of n; in your final allocation. Wrire this number down. 
5. Go to step 19 and PRESS B 
6. Go to step 20. By increasing the size of noninteger n; in small increments ( < 0.01) and sub&ti!Dting it for n1 base in step 20, 
you can allocate the remainder of your budget. Continue pressing B and entering slightly larger values for ni base until 
total cost equals or exceeds your budget. 
7. The following printout results : 
n;. base (hypothetical no . SUs m sttannn) 
ni (optimal allocation in low stratum) 
n:, (optimal allocation in medium stratum) 
nh (optimal allocation in high stratum) 
n° (optimal no. inrensive searches) 
Total cost (minutes or dollars) of this allocation 
8. Choose either: 
(1) 'lb repeat the procedure, PRESS 8, C, or D· or 
{2) Th continue allocation program at tep 16, PRESS E 
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Optimum allocation Optimum allocation Attempt to allocate unused 
at end of day 2 at end of da~ 3 Eortion of budget 
Printout Symbol Printout Symbol Printout Symbol 
111.828 V<i'r> 111.828 V<i'r) 1.4810 n1 base 
23. Nt 23. Nr • s. "t 5. "• 5. "! 26.72932223 26.72932223 RVFt 6. • RVFf "m 
10. • "h 
958.283 V('fm) 640.618 V(t ) 9. 
,.o 
m 
20. N 20. Nm 1845. Total Coat m 
5. n 6. n m 0\ 
79.92842632 RVF 74.10135914 RVF 1.4801 n1 base m m 
1069.250 V(tb) 2639.885 V('tb) 5. "t 
13. Nh 13. N 6. • "m 
5. "h 6. "b 9. "b 
93.20759759 RVF 171.5105286 RVP 9. ,.o m m 
1170. Total Cowt 
0.002862 V(SCF
0
) 0.002703 V(SCF 
0
) 
5. n 7. n 1.4805 '\ base 
0 0 
T 783. if 5. • 846. "I 
0 0 ,.• 1.053000 SCF 1.042000 SCF 6. 
0 0 
m 
9. ,.• b 
101.2022527 RVFg 107.7044891 RVF~ 9. ,.o 
28 . 14597631 nVF! 27.85195376 RV r 1770. Total Cost 
84 . 16463291 RVF~ 77.21361622 RVFO m 
98.14760026 RVF0 
b 
178.7l39708 RVFg 
75.0 ct 75.0 ct 
30.0 c 30.0 c • • 
1825.0 M11.'t. Budget 1825.0 Max. Budget 
• 5 . • 5. "t "I • 7. n• 6. "m m • B. n• 9. "h b 
10. ,.o 9. ,o 
1800. otal Cost 1 770. Total Cost 
Figure 20. Example of the Hewlett-Packard 97 printout of the program for calculating the optimal allocation of sampling effun during 
population estimation ·urvey . The tape printout has been divided into three columns; complete column I, proceed to column 2, and 
finally to 3. 
pressed, indicates the step in the program and indicates the 
calcu1ator is ready for data or an action appropriate for that 
tep. For example when lhe calculator display is "-2 U ." 
you are positioned at tep 3 and need to press lhe fun tion 
key corresponding to the stratum data being entered. The 
calculator printout does not list e-ach step in the arne order 
as the optimal aUocation example in Section 3.10 4. 
3.ll.2 Program Printout 
The HP 97 printout format shown in Figure 20 uses data 
from the example m ecuon 3.10.4. The HP 97 prints only 
number· and asterisks. Three asterisks are n rmally printed 
at the right of each number; a terisks have been omitted in 
this example. Symbol w re added m thi example to facili-
tate the id ntification of each nom I . 
3.U UMMING POPULATION E TIMATES 
OMAD 
TWo or more population estimates from djacent areas 
can be ummed to estimate numbers of moo e in the entire 
area. The ummed population estimate <T. ) is calculated 
"t = Tt + T2 + ... + T0 
where t. is one of the estimates, i = l.. .n estimates 
Th ampling variance of T 5 is 
The degrees of freedom associated with the summed e ti-
mate (Satterthwaite 1946) is 
[V{1' 1 ) + V{1''2) + ... + V(1n)]
2 
II 
ea 
+--+ ... + _ _ 
J) 
en 
The confidence interval for the summed estimate is calcu-
lated as in Section 3.7.5.2, except f •. Y('f"), and ves are 
substituted forT, YcTe.) , and ve. 
3.13 SURVEY COSTS 
Survey expenses can be divided into the following catego-
ries: (l) materials, (2) stratification, (3) standard SU 
searches, (4) intensive searches for estimating sightability, 
(5) ferry time, and (6) food and lodging. The following cost 
estimation procedures provide crude estimates, at best. 
3.13.1 Materials 
The cost of materials such as topographic maps, acetate, 
and other supplies is a very small proportion of the total 
expenses. Buy enough upplie to keep the urvey progres -
ing efficiently. The price can be high if planes are grounded 
because of depleted supplie . 
3.13.2 Stratification 
Stratification costs can be lfproximated a follow : size 
of urvey area (mi) + 150 mi stratified per hour X hourly 
air charter cost. In addition, you will have to include esti-
mated cost of ferry time (Section 3.13.5). U e Form 6 to 
monitor air charter expenses during a survey (see Appendix 
2 for blank form). 
3.13.3 Sample Unit Searches 
Costs per SU searched include the flight time to locate the 
SU boundarie and flight time to survey the SU at 4 to 6 
minlmP. Approximately 3 to 20 min are required to locate 
SU boundari~ , de-pending on the terrain. Search time is 
dependent on the num r of moo e in th SU. pproxi-
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mately 1.0 hours is required to search a SU if few group of 
re ob~>erved. wh 1.2 hour or more are re-
quired if 10 to 15 group are observed. 
Cost of ·earching SUs is esttmated follows; approxi-
mate number of SU to be rched x 1. 3 hours of air 
haner r SU X hourly air chart r co t. 
3.13.4 Intensive Searches of Sightability Plots 
Sightability plot boundaries can generally be located in 
le than 5 min because you are already familiar with the 
entire SU. Flying the intensive search takes approximately 
0.5 hours. Estimate the cost of the SCF0 as follows: 0.5 
hour flight tbne X number of intensive earches expected 
x hourly air charter cost. 
3.13. Ferry Time 
Ferry time is the time required to fly from the base of 
operations to the cenler of the urvey area and return, plus 
the time required to fly between SU during the day. Ferry 
time increases with the size of the urvey area and its di -
tance from the base. Ferry time to and from the survey area 
is estimated as follows: round trip flight time in hours to 
center of urvey area x number of round trip per day per 
aircraft x number of aircraft used per day x hourly air 
charter c sl X number of days required to complete the 
survey + a safety margin equaling th cost of one extra 
round trip per aircraft during the survey. Ferry time between 
SU i e timated follow : (number of SU a plane will 
search per day - 1) X 0.25 hours X number of aircraft 
flying per day X number of days required to complete the 
survey x hourly air charter co t. 
Ferry time between the urvey area and the base may be 
reduced by placing fuel caches in the survey area, thus 
allowing aircraft to remain in the survey area all day. How-
ever, aircraft equipped with long-range fuel tanks save more 
time and dollars. Ferry time between SUs can be minimized 
by assigning a tight cluster of SUs to each aircraft. 
3.13.6 Food and Lodging 
Cost of food and lodging is quite variable. If personnel 
return home each day, these expense are zero, but costs can 
exceed $2,000 if people are lodged in commercial facilitie . 
Form 7 will help monitor food and lodging expenses during 
a survey (see Appendix 2 for a blank form). 
3.13. 7 Survey Costs in SmaJI Areas 
Surveying small area costs proporti nately more than 
large areas. For example, to produce population e timate 
of comparable precision, 20 to 25% of a large urvey area 
may have to be sampled versus 50 to 90% of a mall area 
(300 to 700 mh. In mali area , it may be neces ary to 
ample mo t, if n t alL SUs in a tratum, particularly high-
and medium-densi~ strata. We recommend survey areas 
smaller than 300 mi· be ·urveyed in their entirety, saving the 
eq>ense of tratification. 
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Form 6. Daily aircraft charter expenses during a moose population estimation survey. 
Game Management Unit(s) ' Subunit(s) Date 
"1-\113 t\ I ~/'!a I I I I I I I I 
Air taxi No. hrs No. hrs No. hrs No. hrs No. hrs No. hrs 
Hourly rate Cost Cost Cost Cost Cost Cost 
'-o.A ,...~ ,..,,.. t,.a '-·~ 
e.-\t~ ~*.,,-I"-. i 10'1$ 
'" b'!a ~ k ~f\J\11,& ~~ 
~·''. * \~0( \\.- ~ .. ,! 
-
' 
Daily costs \\o\tS '.l~q .. 
CUmulative ~\'>\.; '~''-' daily costs -
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Form 7. Daily food and lodging expenses during a moose population estimation survey. 
Survey Area:_ __ f;:...,_e.;;;_~;;_\;...\:_\....;t)_~....;~.;;...._ _ ~__._wa.-r __ e; __ "'_~_""_"\cl....;_~_~...;_ ________ _ 
Game Management Unit(s) \ . ____ ..._ ___ , Sub nit(s)_~~~-------------
Date 
\\ Ia\ ~! \\/'S -"! I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Room Room Room Room Room Room Room Room Room Room 
Person Board Board Board Board Board Board Board Board Board Board 
~~ \ ~~ 
~~0 - --- -- -- - -- -- -~~ ~~ 
~e ~ ~0 
~ .;)t) 
'~ - -- --- - -- -- - - -'.-:as ~~ 
't ~0 ~~ 
~~ -- - -- -- -- -- -- -- -~~S' ~d~ 
, ~0 i~c 
~ - - - -- -- -- - -- -.\, .:\S' \.;)S 
- - -- - - -- -- -- - -
- - - - - -- - - -- -
- -- -- -- -- -- - -- - -
- -- -- -- - -- -- - -- -
- - - - -- --- -- -- -- -
-- -- - -- - -- - -- -- --
- - - - -- -- - -- -- -
- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - -
Daily Costs ~,~0 '~ 
CUmulative 3 ,,t) ~ '!A:IO Daily costs 
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3.14 MATERIALS LISJ' 0 POPULATIO ESTIMA-
TIO SURVEYS 
The following materials are re uired for P9J>Uiation ur-
veys. Numbers in parentheses indicate minimum quantity 
needed; th quantity of other items requim:l will vary •ith 
the number of pilot-observer teams used in the urvey. 
Topogmphic maps (7 sets of 1:63,360 scale and 4 sets 
of 1:250,000 scale) 
Number 2lead pencils 
Colored pencils 
Grease pencils (3 colors, 3 each) 
Large erasers (4) 
Large cissors (3 pair) 
Large felt-tip marker (2) 
Transparent colored markers (3) 
Clear tape (8 rolls) 
Masking tape (1 roll) 
Heavy gauge acetate at least 40 in wide (enough to cover 
a 1:63,360 scale map of the entire survey area) 
Expandable file folders for torage of map and 
data sheets (6) 
Clipboards 
Survey data 
Watch 
Inter ms and head l.l. 
Spare batterie for intercoms 
Survival gear 
Foam pads to sit on in plane 
Air ickness pills and bags 
Sunglasse 
Yellow glasse for overcast days 
Ear plug 
Hewlett-Packard 97 (HP 97) calculator and 2 sets 
of programs 
Extra batteries and paper for HP 97 
Instrucuon manual for HP 97 
Polar compensating planimeter (1) 
Tracing paper to be u ed with the planimeter 
Pad of writing paper 
Spare battery-powered calculator that can perform the 
required calculations in case the programmed 
HP 97 malfunctions 
3-ring notebook to store all forms, calculations, and notes 
4. DETECTING CHANGES IN POPULATIO 
4.11NTRODUCTION 
Detecting changes in number· and estimating the rates of 
growth r d lin vi for ting y ur t 
programs, formulating bunting regulation , or evaJuating 
filctor that control moose populations (Gasaway and Du-
Bois 1987). However, population e timates are, by defini-
tion, not exact measures of population size, ·o we rely on 
tatistical procedures to calculate th prob bility that 
change occurred and the probable rate of that change. Our 
ability to identify a change in population size is directly 
related to th precision of the timates; the greater the 
precision, th smaller the change that can be detected. 
4.2 DE1ECTING CHANGES IN POPULATION IZE 
4.2.1 Detecting a Change in Populalion Size from Two 
Independent Estimates 
4.2.1.llntroduction to Student' t-test 
Student' t-test is u ed to determine the probability of two 
populations differing in size. Before proceeding with a sta-
ti tical test, you hould have in mind the three value , a, {3 
and CD, which are defined as follows: 
a-The acceptable probability of error (from a prac-
tical point of view) if you were to conclude that a 
change in number had occurred when in filet it 
had not changed i.e., a Jype I error. 
{3-The acceptable probability of error (from a prac-
tical point of view) if you were to conclude that 
no change in numbers larger than CD had oc-
curred when in fact it had changed, i.e., a Type 
n error. 
CD-The consequential difference of interest. i.e .. the 
minimum change in popu1ation size that would 
probably cause some change in management 
. trategy. 
A change in population ize smaller than CD might be 
statistically significant, but the knmYiedge that the differ-
ence is statistically significant would be of little practical 
value. The CD needs to be established before values for a 
and {j are considered. 
Green (1979) explain a and (3 in the following way. The 
test of a null hypothesis (H0) results in accepting or rejecting 
the hypothe i , ba ed on some e timated ri k of being 
wrong. The probability of rejecting H0 when it is true (Type 
I error), I.e., concluding change occurred when 1t did not, 
is usually f most concern. The largest acceptable rh of 
committing a Type I error is commonly set at a = 0.05: 
however, the 5% I e of ignificance i only a convention 
[f H0 ( • • th populati n size did not chan e • tested at a 
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= 0.05, then a significant re ·ult means that, based on th 
evidence, there is less than a 1-in-20 chan e that a ignifi-
ant change did not occur, and that i an acceptably low ri 
of being wrong. Thsting at a = 0.01 means the risk of 
Jype I error must be 1-in-100 or lower to be acceptable. 
However, for any given ampling and statistical anaJys1 
design, lowering the 1)rpe I error level (a) will increase the 
l)'pe D error level (fJ), which is the probability of conclud-
ing that H0 is true when in fact it is not. Here you falsely 
conclude that no change occurred. There i always a tra-
deoff; you will have to determine the consequence of mak-
ing each type of error. For example, if you cry to increase a 
moo e population by decreasing the rate of harvest for 3 
years you want to be sure the trategy was effective before 
concludmg so. Therefore, specify an a to guard against a 
Type I error. lf the harvest ·trategy was effective, you want 
to have a good chance of detecting it; therefore, you must 
guard against making a Type II error (1.e, n t detecting a 
change when it occurred) . If a significant change is not 
detected, then you conclude the new harve t strategy had no 
effect and further reduction in harvest may be required. A 
1)rpe U error results in unnecessary los of hunting opportu-
nity for moo e hunters, whereas a l)'pe I error maintains a 
harvest trategy that is not resuJting in real population 
growth. Both errors have management implication , o con-
sider both when testing hypotheses. The only way to reduce 
one error level without increasing the other i to improve the 
design. For eJWDPle, increasing the number of samples 
would reduce either Type I or Type n errors or both. 
Student's /-statistic is used to make two types of tests that 
detect if changes in population size are statistically signifi-
cant. U e two-tailed tests when there is no preconceived 
idea whether the population increased or decreased. Two-
tailed test detect a change, if it occurred, in either direc-
tion. The critical values for two-tailed tests are presented in 
Thble 8. In contrast, one-tailed tests detect change in a spe-
cific direction. For example, you may want to detect an 
increase in moose number following predator reduction. 
The critical values for one-tailed te ts are presented in Thble 
14. Differences in application of one- and two-tailed tests 
are apparent in the statement of their associated alternative 
test hypothesis. Zar (1984: 126) discusses using the t-test to 
test for differences in population means, which we will 
extend to testing for differences in population size. 
When testing for differences in two population estimates, 
both estimates must b corrected for ightability bias to 
ensure differential ightability between years doe not ne-
gate test results. For example, two e t.unat.es may be equal 
before correcting for ightability but may differ greatly after 
correction (Thble 15). Conversely, two estimates could be 
different before correction bot imilar after correction (Ta-
ble 1 • 
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Table 14. Criti al values of Srudent' 
Degrees 
of 
freedom 
M 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
40 
60 
120 
00 
.40 
.325b 
.289 
.277 
.271 
.267 
.265 
.263 
.262 
.261 
.260 
.260 
.259 
.259 
.258 
.258 
.258 
.257 
.257 
.257 
.257 
.257 
.256 
.256 
.256 
.256 
.256 
.256 
.256 
.256 
.256 
.255 
.254 
.254 
.253 
.30 
727 
.617 
584 
.569 
.559 
.553 
.549 
.546 
.543 
.542 
.540 
.539 
.538 
537 
.536 
.535 
534 
.534 
.533 
.533 
.532 
.532 
.532 
.531 
.531 
.531 
.531 
.530 
.530 
.530 
.529 
.527 
.526 
.524 
.20 
1.376 
1.061 
.978 
.941 
.920 
.906 
.896 
.889 
. 83 
.879 
.876 
.873 
.870 
.868 
.866 
.865 
.863 
.862 
.861 
.860 
.859 
.858 
.858 
.857 
.856 
856 
855 
.855 
.854 
.854 
.851 
.848 
.845 
.842 
a DiscussiOn of Type n (tf} error is found in section 4 .2 .1.1. 
(a) and 1)'pe n error ({I). 
a 81ld (j probability 
. IS 
1.963 
1.386 
1.250 
1.190 
1.156 
1.134 
1119 
1.108 
1.100 
1.093 
1.088 
1.083 
1.079 
1.076 
1.074 
1.071 
1.069 
1.067 
1.066 
1.064 
1.063 
1.061 
1.060 
1.059 
1.058 
1 058 
1.057 
1.056 
1.055 
1 055 
1.050 
1.046 
1.041 
1.036 
.10 
3.078 
1.886 
1.638 
1.533 
1.476 
1.440 
1.415 
1.397 
1.383 
1.372 
1.363 
1.356 
1.350 
I 345 
1.341 
1.337 
1.333 
1.330 
1.328 
1.325 
1.323 
1.321 
1.319 
1.318 
1 316 
1.315 
1.314 
1.313 
1.311 
1.310 
1.303 
1.296 
1.289 
1.282 
.OS 
6.314 
2.920 
2.353 
2.132 
2.015 
1.943 
1.895 
1.860 
1.833 
1.812 
1.796 
1.782 
1.771 
1.761 
1.753 
1.746 
I 740 
1.734 
1.729 
1.725 
1.721 
1.717 
1.714 
1.711 
1.708 
1.706 
1.703 
1.701 
1.699 
1.697 
1.684 
1.671 
1 658 
1.645 
.025 
12.706 
4.303 
3.182 
2.776 
2.571 
2.447 
2.365 
2.306 
2.262 
2.228 
2.201 
2.179 
2.160 
2.145 
2.131 
2.120 
2 110 
2.101 
2.093 
2.086 
2.080 
2.074 
2.069 
2.064 
2.060 
2.056 
2.052 
2.048 
2.045 
2.042 
2.021 
2.000 
1.980 
1.960 
.01 
31.821 
6.965 
4.541 
3.747 
3.365 
3.143 
2.998 
2.896 
2.821 
2.764 
2.718 
2.681 
2.650 
2.624 
2.602 
2.583 
2.567 
2.552 
2.539 
2 528 
2.518 
2.508 
2.500 
2.492 
2.485 
2.479 
2.473 
2.467 
2.462 
2.457 
2.423 
2.390 
2.358 
2.326 
b These values w~n: e.xtracted from Appendix Table II of Simpson et al. (1960). 
4.2.1.2 Two-tailed r~test 
Hypothese for a two-tailed te t are 
H0 : Th population size bas not changed, i.e., T 1 = 
T2 
H
1
: The population size has increased or decreased, 
i.e., T 1 :1= T2 
where T 1 is the population size at time I and T 2 is the 
population size at time 2. 
The /·statistic, r', is the lest tatistic and is calculated a 
where T1 e ·timate T 1 T~ estimate· T and V(T) i the 
variance of the estimate ij, i = 1, 2. 
An e timate of th number of degrees of freedom (vJ 
associated ith the test statistic, t', is calculated as 
1.1 = t • 
-- + 
where vd represents the degrees of freedom of the e timate 
i;, i = l , 2. Th valu v1 may be rounded to the nearest 
inh:ger. 
To make the test coru ult the table of critical t-values for 
two-tailed tests (Thblc 8) nd find t0 v for a t tailed t t. • I 
Reject HQ in favor of H. 
Thble 15. The e.ffect of variable &ightability on estimated total 
moose. 
Ealimllled no Siahtabllity 1btal 
ofob:;crvable • c:om:ction population 
Ytat IDOOSe fiiCtor estimate 
1,000 1.10 1,100 
2 1,000 1.25 1,250 
t' :;;.. t 
0!, "t 
or if 
If you accept H. and conclude (with probability of error 
a) that population ize has changed, then compare the e ti-
mated change, ~T = T2 - T1, with the CD. Determine if 
the statistically significant ~T is of practical significance 
and address what thls means, in biological tenns, for the 
population. 
If you do not reject H0 , you mu t detennine if Ho an 
actually be accepted with a tolerable probability of error, {3 
The following procedure allows you to qualify a conclusion 
of no change in population me by establishing a confidence 
level associated with that conclusion. Calculate 
CD - V V('t2 ) + V('ft} x tcx.. 11 
to = t 
V V(1'2 ) + V(1' 1) 
Then, go to the table of t-values for Type II error ({3) 
(Table 14) and fmd the row of t-values for the proper v1• 
Move across the row until t0 fits between two t-values, or t 
= t0 is found. Now visually interpo~te to find the probabil-
ity (130) of f , using the probability in Thble 14 for {30 • 
The value, 1 - f3 0 , is the probability that a difference of 
size CD could have been detected, if that difference existed. 
Thi is called the power of the test. If {3
0 
is equal to or less 
than {3, then accept Ho wtth the predetermined acceptable 
error probability and conclude that if any change in popula-
tion size occurred, it was smaller than CD and not of practi-
cal importance. If {3
0 
is greater than {3 then you are left 
without a satisfactory conclusion. A preci e statement of the 
test results would be: you were unable to detect a significant 
change in population size at the a level of error proba-
bility. The probability of detecting a change in population 
size of CD was 1 - {3 
0
• If you conclude that no change m 
size as large as CD occurred, you do so with f3 probability 
of error. 
Comment: Critical t-valu for Type II error (ff) and figur-
ing the power of a test are alway taken from Thble 14, 
whether the test is one- or two-tailed. 
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Thble 16. The effect of variable sightabllity on timated tal 
m e. 
Estimalcd no. 1ghtab1Uty Total 
ofo rvable lt correcuon populalion 
Year ITIOOie fac r cstimale 
909 1.10 1,000 
2 800 1 25 1,000 
4.2.1.3 Example: two-tailed t-test 
Moo population e timate were made during 1975 and 
1980 in the Square Mountain urvey area. The following 
dam were collected: 
T1 = 755 moose 
v(i'1) = 2619 
Vet = 14 
T2 = 830 moose 
v<iv = 2163 
ve2 = 14. 
You decide to use a two-tailed Student's t-test to deter-
mine if there h been a ignificant change in the siz of the 
Square Mountain moo herd during the 5-year period . Hy-
pothese for the test are 
Ha: The population size has not changed, i.e., T1 = 
T2, and 
Ha: The population size has increased or decreased, 
i.e., T1 -4= T2• 
The following criteria are established for the t-test: 
CD = 30% ofT1 = 227 
oc = 0.10 
{3 = 0.20 
Student's t-statistic i 
t' ... 830- 755 ----- .. 1.085. 
y2,163 + 2,619 
Refer to Section 4.2.1.2 for formulae corresponding to cal-
culations in this Section. Degrees of freedom fur t' are 
(2163 + 2619)2 
lit .. - 27.7 ~ 28. 
21632 26192 
--+--
14 14 
Now consult Thble 8 and locate t0.10,28, which equals 
1.701. You find t' less than t, i.e., 1.085 less than 1.701. 
Therefore, you fail to reject H0 : T1 = T2• Because H0 was 
not reJected, it is necessary t determine if H~.~ can be ac-
cepted with a tolerable probability of commirung a Type ll 
error ({3). Calculate 
227 - v' 2163 + 2619 (1.701) -
t 0 ~ 1.579 · 
v' 2163 + 26lll 
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Thm to Thble 14 nd find that for v1 = 28, t i between 
1.313 and 1.701. By vi ua1ly interpol ·ng. you e tim e {J
0 = Cl(Jl. Th valu of 1- (30 or 1 - 0.(]7 equal 0.93, which 
i the probability of detecting a difference of ize CD, if it 
em ted. This is the power of the test. Because (30 is less than 
fJ (I.e • 0 fJ7 0.20), you accept H., w1th a 0.20 probabtUty 
of error and conclude that if any change occurred, it was 
maller than CD (i.e., 227) and not of practical importance. 
4.1.1.4 One-tailed t~test 
Hypotheses for a one-tailed test to test for n increase in 
population size are 
Ho: The population ize not increased i.e., T 1 
equal to or greater than T2, and 
H.: The population size has increased, i.e., T1 less 
than T2• 
The test statistic i calculated as 
T2- t, 
Degrees of freedom ( vJ is calculated as in the two-tailed 
t-test (Section 4.2.1.2, also see Section 4 .2. I .2 for defini-
tion of notations, e.g., V('f~ or vJ. 
To make the test, consutt the t-table for one-tailed tests 
(Thble 14) and find t4 ,vt' Reject H0 in favor of H. if r' equal 
to or greater than tn,Vc 
If you accept Ha and conclude (with probability of error 
o:) that a statistically significant increase in population size 
occurred, compare the estimated increase, Dr == T1 - T2, 
with CD and establi h whether this difference is of practical 
importance. 
If you do not reject H0 • you can fmd the power of the test 
by calculating 
CD- J V(T2 ) + V(Tt) x ta,vt 
J V('f2) + V('rt) 
Then, by interpolating from the table of r-values (Thble 
14), a described for the two~tailed te t, find the probability 
(/3J associated with t0 , using probabilities in Thble 14 for a 
one-tailed test The value (1 - {3
0
) is the probability that an 
increase of size CD could have been detected, if an increase 
of thi ize had occurred. If {30 is equal to or Jess than {3 
conclude (with probability of error {3) that no increase a 
large as CD occurred. If {30 is greater than {3 then the 
results are inconclusive with respect to your e tablished 
criteria of CD, a, and {3. 
Hypothese for a one-tailed t:e:.t to test for a d creas in 
populirtion size are 
Ho: T 1 equal to or less than T2, and 
H.: T 1 gre.iter than T2• 
Procedures are the arne as testing for an increase m 
PQpul tion iz ify~u replace (i2 - T1) with (t,- T~ in the 
al u1 tions f t', 4r. and f. 
4.2.1.S ComblnJn two independent estima from 
singl population 
A procedure i available that allows two independent esti-
mat from a single popula ·on to be combined to obtain a 
more preciSe overall estimate. The procedure weights each 
independent estimate by the inverse of the sampling vari-
ance of that estimate o that the combined estimate has the 
mallest variance possible of any weighted unbiased combi-
nation of the two independent estimates. The application of 
thi method i limited by the critical assumption that !he two 
independent estimates estimate the arne population param-
eter. This procedure accounts only for sampling variation 
around the two independent estimates and does not address 
variation in actual population ize over time. Therefore, you 
must be satisfied that population size did not vary when the 
two estimates were made. To test the validity of this assump-
tion, decide, based on the dynamic of the tudy population, 
if variation in actual population size between estimate was 
negligible. If atisfied that the expected temporal variation 
was negligible, then test the independent estimates quantita-
tively by determining a CD (based on what you consider 
negligible), an a, and a {3. Then compute a two-tailed t-test 
(Section 4.2.1.2). If, at an acceptable level of {3, there is no 
difference between the two e timate , combine them to 
form an improved estimator. The improved estimator t•is 
calculated 
or 
T ·v(t ) + T ·V(T ) 
1 2 2 1 
V(T
1
) + V(1'
2
) 
and its variance, vrr·) i calculated 
V('f
1
)V(1'
2
) 
V(T*) = 
V(T
1
) + V(T 2 ) 
where "ii is one of the independent estimates, i = 1, 2; and 
V('TJ is the variance of e timate i;. 
To construct a CI around the estimator t•, estimate the 
degree of freedom by 
v* .. 
where v is the number of degree of freedom associated ~ A • 
with the e. tim te Ti- i = l. 2. and elt(;l the appr pna r-
value from Table 8. 
The CJ is calculated as described in Section 3. 7. 5. 
4.2.2 Planning Surveys to Detect Spedfied Population 
Cbanges 
The precision of both population estimates influences 
your ability to detect a given change; therefore, control over 
precision of estimates is nece sa.ry when attempting to de-
tect specified change . To determine precision needed to 
detect a change, first specify the CD, i.e., the minimum 
difference to be detected. Then decide how sure you must be 
that a change equal to or greater than CD occurred before 
you will conclude that there wa a change. If one needs to be 
95% sure that a change occurred the acceptable error for 
thi type of conclusion is 5%, giving a = 0.05 Next, 
decide how ure you need to be that any change was less 
than CD before you will conclude that no consequential 
change occurred. If you need to be 80% ure that no conse-
quential change occurred, i.e., an 80% probability of de-
tecting a change as large as CD, then the tolerable error for 
this type of conclusion i 20%, giving (j = 0.20. 
Once realistic values for CD, a and (j are established, 
known and estimated value are entered into an equation and 
the unknown sampling variance or variance are computed. 
This process determines the maximum sampling variance 
that will allow you to detect a change in numbers with 
required precision. The general f~ of th: equation that 
describes the relationship among V(T1), V(T~. CD, a, and 
(jis 
CD 
t~.v + t{3,v 
It is closely related to the t-test formula in Section 
4.2.1.2. The changes are that CD i ub tituted for T2 -
T1 and tfJ v is added to allow you to guard against a Type n 
error during the planning phase of your study. 
Two po ible ituation exist for estimating the required 
precision: (1) when the first survey ha been completed, 
which fixes the precision required for the second urvey, 
and (2) when neither survey has been completed. Each of 
these is di cussed below. Note that within each of these 
situations either a one-tailed or a two-tailed test can be used, 
depending upon the nature of the experiment and hypothe-
ses (see Sections 4.2.1.2 and 4.2.1.4). Select the appropri-
ate t-value for the type of test (Thbles 8, 14). 
4.2.2.1 Estimating required preclsi n of econd estimate 
when fir t urvey Is completed 
Determine the m imum allowable sampling variance of 
the econd popul tion e timate, VcT2), as follows: 
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cn2 
V('f'
2
) - - V('f'
1
) . 
<ta.v + 1~, v>2 
This i the general equati n (Section 4 .2.2) olved for 
V cTv. For example. as ume you want to detect a 4Q% m-
crease in population size, based oo the first estimate T1 • You 
want to be 90% certain that you are correct if you conclude 
that an increase of 40% occurred (a = 0.1), and you would 
be atisfied with 80% probability of detecting an increas ... e, if 
it occurred,~. (/3 = 0.2). Data for the first estimate wereT1 = 
2,000, V(T1) = 90,000, and vel = 12. A 40% increase 
make CD = 800. Because you are only intere ted in testing 
for a population increase, u e a one-tailed test. The final v, 
cannot be accurately estimated at this point. The adjusted v1 
will be at least as large as vel for the fir t estimate, and an 
error in estimating v1 of that ize will have little effect on the 
t-value or the estimated required pret..ision. Therefore, u e 
ve1 from the ftr t estimate, which is Vel = 12 in this exam-
ple. 
Solvmg the example problem, where ta,v = 1.356 and 
t~.v = 0.873, produces 
8002 
V(T 
2
) = - 90,000 = 38,813. 
(1.356 + 0.873)2 
Therefore, when making the second estimate, a sampling 
variance equal to or Jess than 38,813 must be obtained if a 
40% increase i to be detected with a= O.l and (j = 0.2. Lf 
the population increase is larger than 40%, a significant 
change can be detected with a variance greater than 38,813. 
Commonly, (j is not considered in statistical tests. Tn ef-
fect, {j becomes 0.5, at which tfJ = 0, i.e., there is a 50:50 
chance of detecting a change if it occurred. Note that in the 
above equation ta and tfJ are additive· as the probability of 
making a Type II error decreases the sum of the /-values 
increases. The larger the t-value, the greater precision re-
quired to detect a change. Increased precision tran Jates into 
increased dollars. We believe the increased co t often pre-
vents biologists from incorporating Type n error con ider-
ation in tatements of required precision. Additionally lack 
of appreciation for the con. equences of Type n error and 
the lack of understanding of interrelationships between 
Types I and II errors are probably major causes for neglect 
of fJ specification. 
4.2.2.2 Estimating required precision before mnking the 
first of two population estimates 
Because ·ampling variances VO\) and VIT2) are additive 
in the formula, 
CD 
tO/.,v + tjJ.v = 
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Figure 21. Generalized curves for population growth and decline models. 
the maximum total variance is estimated when planning two 
surveys that will detect specified differences between popu-
lation estimate . Tius variance is then ubjectively allocated 
between the two estimates of T1 and f 2. In theory, it should 
not matter whether the variance is larger or smaller for the 
first estimate. However, in practice, strive for about half the 
total variance in each estimate or slightly over half for the 
one you think will be higher. Avoid allowing uch a large 
sampling variance on the first survey that an unobtainably 
small sampling variance is required for the second estimate. 
Solve the equation for the total variance, 
The t-values are dependent on the probability levels se-
lected, the estimated v, and the hypothesis being tested, i.e., 
one-tailed or two-tailed tests. 
This method of estimating precision is useful only in the 
planning stage . As soon as the first population survey is in 
progress (before completion), l.he required precision should 
be reevaluated using the tentatjve estimate T1 and v('f 1) 
(Section 4.2.2.1). 
4.3 ESTIMATING RATE OF POPULATION CHANGE 
.Rate of change reflects the net increase or decrease in a 
population after recruitment and mortality. Rate of change is 
one of the more valuable figure that managers can obtain. 
It measures the ucce or failure of management actions 
and forecast the short-term future of the population, as-
uming constancy of controlling factors. However, rate of 
change estimates are ubject to substantial error because 
they are based on population e timates that contain sam-
pling errors and sometimes bias. Assumptions also have to 
be made on the shape of the population growth curve be-
tween estimates. 
The accuracy of the estimated rate of change depends, in 
part, on choosing the appropriate model. The two most 
common population growth and decline models are the ex-
ponential and linear (Fig. 21) of which the exponential is 
probably most widely used. See Caughley (1977) for a good 
discus ·ion of growth rate. 
Plotting a data set with three or more population estinlates 
will assist in selecting the model most closely fitting that 
data set. First, plot on straight numerical scales. If data 
show a curve, plot on semilog paper or plot the loge of 
population size against time in years (Pig. 22). The log 
transformation of numbers of moose (Pig. 22c) will 
straighten exponential growth or decline. 
Choose the best fitting model and estimate rate of change 
using the appropriate estimator. If there are only two esti-
mates of population size, choose a model based on what 
shape you thlnk the curve is. Trend, recruitment, and mor-
tality data help in making the decision. 
Population estimates must be significantly different for an 
estimated rate of change to have meaning. See Section 4.2.1 
for method of calculating the test statistic. 
4.3.1 Exponential Model 
A population exhibiting exponential change grow or de-
clines at a constant rate, i.e .• the number of animals added 
or lost v-.uies among Lime periods, but that number, as a 
percentage of population siz • 1. constant. The observed 
exponential rate of chanl!e is defmed here as r . The simplest 
case for calculating r is where only two population esti-
mates exi t. Here. 
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Figure 12. Plotting population estimates in graph (a), on a log scale (b), or a a log transfonnation (c) litraightens exponential growth 
curves. 
.. r • no. years between estimates 
where T1 is the initial population estimate, f is the second 
populanon e timate, and logt indicate· taking the natural 
logarithm ofT,, where i = 1, 2. For example, ifT1 = 2,000, 
T2 = 3,000, and there was a 4-year interval between esti-
mates, then 
8.006 - 7.601 
4 
0.101. 
The logt can be easily calculated on most scientific pocket 
calculators. Commonly, the symbol ln is used for loge on 
these calculators. Be sure not to u e common logarithms. 
The precision of r can be estimated. Because T 1 and 
T2 are estimates rather than exact counts of numbers of 
moose, r al o has an error component. 
Calculating variance and confidence intervals for r is fa-
cilitated by defining 
Lt c loge Tl 
and approximating 
where the variance formula is based on the variance e ti-
mate transformation for log normally distributed data 
(Pritsker 1974). Then 
V(f) ~ 
where ~. i the number of years between estimate . To 
coru;tru t a confidence interval, we need to calculate the 
degrees of freedom for r : 
IJ 
r 
+---
From the example above, uppo e V(i'1) = 96,000, V('f2) 
= 139 000, vel = 14, and vc2 = 22. Then L 1 = 7.601 and 
~ = 8.006 with variance of 
(
96,000 
V(Ll) loge 2,0002 + 1). 0.0237, 
and 
V(L
2
) log (
139
,000 + ~ ~ 0.0153. 
= 3 0002 • 
The variance of r is 
V(r) -
0.0237 + 0.0153 
42 
0.0390 
- 0.00244. 
To calculate a confidence in~rval. degrees of freedom are 
needed. 
IJ -r 
(0.0390)2 
0.02372 
14 
0.01532 
+---
22 
~ 30 
From Table 8, t0_10,30 = 1.697. Therefore, a 90% Cl for r 
I 
; ± tQ: 11 v"Vm • r 
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r 0.101 ± 1.697 
When more than rwo population estin1Bte · exist, the im-
plcst method of e tunating the exponential rate i to calcu-
late f u ing only the first and l t LlD'Iates. The obvious 
drewha i th t inwrim e timat have n influence n the 
rate of change; the estimated rate depends olely on the 
precision of two estimates. 
A method that u. e all population estimates i based on 
weighted regression. While useful, this method assume the 
aptne of an exponential model for the population being 
tudied. If the model i appropriate, the estimate r may be 
interpreted in the standard manner. II the model is not ap-
propriate over the course of the tudy (due perbap to 
changing population dynami ) the estimate r will be a 
weighted average of exponential growth rates over the 
cour e of the study. 
Be aware that rh method we present will yield different 
re ults from a linear regression of Li on t1 The variance of 
r (V( r)) that we present ls based on tbe sampling variances 
of the population estimate whereas lhe vanance of an esti-
mate of r from the linear regre sion is based on the devia-
tions of bserved population estimates from the fitted 
growth curve. 
To estimate f from everal population timates ('f;). a 
variable repr senting time, ~. 1s assigned to each population 
estimate. Ge'!erally, iJ is in terms of }ears, and t 1 = lA. For 
example if T1 was made m 1976, T 2 m 1980, and T 3 in 
1982, then the values of ti would be t1 = 1, t2 = 5, and t3 = 
7. 
For each Ti, values for Li and V(Li) are calculated a 
defined above. Then, for each population estimate, calcu-
late 
1 
a. 
y'v(Q' I 
t, 
bl y'V(EJ' 
and 
c = 
y'v(Q' ' 
From these values, calculate E1a~, E1bf, E1a1 b1 , and then 
for ea h population estimate calculate 
di - <f a~ )bi - (r ajbj)~. 
The estimate ; is calculated 
; -
and its variance is 
1,; d. I 
I I 
Thble 17. EQD'Iple data used to calculate the exponentiaJ rate of 
change fur a moo. population 
Estimate 
Pantmeter 2 
Year 1976 1980 
A 
T, 2,000 3,000 
A 
V(T,) 96,000 139,000 
IJ 5 
l'ej 14 22 
V(i') = 
[(fa~) (t b~) -
The degrees of freedom for ; are 
/) 
r 
3 
1982 
3,400 
42,000 
7 
9 
For example, r ,V(r), and a 90% CI around r are calcu-
lated from the set of population estimates in Table 17. The 
calculation are presented with as many as 10 digits of accu-
racy because the final e timate i ensitive to roundoff of 
intermedjate values. First calculate Li, V(LJ, ~. b,, and c1 
for each estimate (Thble 18). Then calculate ~ for each 
estimate with 
and 
~ a2 7 l = 383.172514, 
t b~ - 15,185.6219, 
f a1b1 - 2,298.72562. 
The estimate of r is 
r = C- 613,914.946) + (- 2oo.oo4.196) + (859,903.947) 
(383.172514)(15,185.6219) - (2,298.72562)2 
45,984.805 
= 0.086 
534,573.44 
and 
- 12,438.517 48)2+(- 3,092.69834)2+(6,368.12086)2 
V(r)~ ___________ __:__: _ ___.:_:...._ 
(534,573. 4)2 
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'Dible 18. Eumple pmmcter estima used to calcul te the exponential rate of ch11nge for a moo e population. 
Parameter 
Year 1976 
L, 7.60090246 
V(Li) 0.02371653 
a 6.4934339 
bi 6.4934339 
Ci 49.3559580 
di -12,438.51748 
204,833,844.9 
285,768,762,800 
~ 0.000717. 
The degrees of freedom are 
(204,833,844.9)2 
~------------------------------------
(-12,438.51748)4 +(- 3,092.59834)4 +(6,368.12086)4 
14 22 9 
- 22.1 ::!!!. 22. 
A 90% CI for r is 
p ± t0.10.22~ 
0.086 ± 1.717vf 0.000717 
0.086 ± 0.046. 
A rate of increase that is closely related to the exponential 
rate is the finite rate of change (A). The estimated fmite rate 
of change is the ratio of population size in year 1 to popula-
tion size 1 year later. 
A tl+l 
X --
"' Ti 
where i is time in years. For example, in 1980 and 1981. 
population estinlates were 2,000 and 2,500, respectively, 
and 
2500 
)_ - - -
2000 
- 1.25. 
When estimating >.. over a time interval of 2 or more 
years, a constant rate of increase is assumed as for expo-
nential rate r For example, in year 1 th population 
equaled T1 and 3 years later the population equaled T4• The 
growth sequence was as follows. 
Estima 
2 3 
1980 1982 
8.00636757 8 13153071 
0.01532639 0.00362663 
8.0TI5576 16.6060499 
40.3877880 116.2423493 
64.6718952 135.0326047 
-3,092.59834 6,368.12086 
Year: 1 2 3 4 
ize: 
or 
Tl 'A = Tz 
T2X - T3 
T3X - T4 
where >.. is simply the annual growth multiplier. 
The implest way to estimate >.. when the interval between 
population estimates exceeds 1 year is to estimate r (as in 
this Section), and then calculate 
on a suitable pocket calculator. Tne constant e equals 
2. 7183. Using the example earlier in this section where r = 
0.101, the finite rate of change is 
The population in reased 1.106 times each year. equivalent 
to 10.6% compounded annually. 
The annual percentage change i calculated a follow : 
% change = 6. - 1)100. 
For example, when a population is increasing at a finite rate 
= 1.106, the 
% change = (1.106 - 1)100 
0 106 X 100 = 10.6. 
When the population is declining, the percentage change 
becom negauve. For example, wher. a population is de-
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dining at the same rate as the one in the above example is 
incr ing i.e., r = 0.101), then 
r - -o.101 
nd 
i ~ 0.904. 
The percentage change is 
%change= (0.904- 1)100 
= - 0.096 X 100 = - 9.6. 
Note lhat with r, equal rate of m rease and decrea e are 
symmetrical around 0.0 and differ only by a + or - sign. 
In contrast, with>-~ equal rate of increase and decrease are 
not symmetrical around 1.0 and both are positive (percent-
1\ge changes calculated from >.. do have ;- and - signs, 
however). Therefore, comparison u mg finite rates of 
change can be m re diffi ult t quickly inlerprel lhan expo-
nential rates; however, all thing con idered, finite rates are 
generally easier for people to work with and visualize. 
To calculat a confidence interval around ~. first calculate 
the CI for r. Let 
and 
;: _ ; - tCl!,v..[V(?). 
The upper confidence limit for ~ is 
~ - er+ + 
and the lower limit is 
~ = er- . 
4.3.2 Linear Model 
With linear change, a population grow or declines by a 
onstant number of animal each year. However, the growth 
rate of an increasing population declines because the con-
stant number is an ever-decreasing proportion of the in-
creasing population. Conversely, in a declining population, 
the rnte of decline increases each year because the constant 
number is an ever-increasing proponion of the declining 
population. You can ea ily demonstrate this by plotting hy-
pothetical data ets that change annually by a constant num-
ber and alculating the percentage change for each 1 year 
interval . 
To estimate the annual linear rate of change in population 
size t.i> between two estimates, calculate 
i ~ 
1'2- tl 
The variance of g 1s 
V('i\) + V(T 2) 
V(g) = 
t:,2 
l 
The number of degrees of freedom IS 
[V(T
1
) + V(T
2
)]
2 
1b e timate g from more than two population estimates, 
assign a t1 to each ij a in Section 5.2.1. Then for each T i• 
calculate 
1 
and 
t 
C - I 
i ~
Calculate E 1a
2
1• E,b
2
•• and I:ia1b1• and then for each 
T, calcula 
d1 - (1: a~)b. - (l: a.bj)a1 .• j l 1 j l 
The estimate cC) is then calculated 
l:dc 
I I 
g..-. --- ----
and its variance is 
with degree of freedom 
(~ d~)2 
", d'l 
1 
L 
i ~· el 
4.J.3 Sugg sled Frequenc. of E! timating Population 
Size 
Prom an econ mic view, uccessive population estimates 
should be sepantted hy ·uffi ient time to allow a detectable 
change to occur. The precision level of population estimates 
does not allow annual change to be detected, except when 
there is catastrophic morta1ity. The minimum interval for 
detectable population change may be as little as 2 years or 
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more than 5 years, depending on lhe dynamics of the spe-
cific population. Population estimates are expensive and 
their infrequent use will minimize expense and sure effi-
ciency. 
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S. ESTIM TING SEX AND GE COMPOSmO. OF POPULATIONS 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
Sex and age compo ilion estunates for moo ·e populations 
re con ounded by m se beh i r (Link.swil r 1982, Gasa-
way et al. 1985). Moo e segregate by sex and age cla ses 
(Peek et al . 1974) and orne classes are more rufficult to see 
than other . Therefore, biases occur with subjective selec-
tion of sampled areas and not observing moo e in ampled 
areas. Nevertheles . compo ition data, wtuch had relatively 
constant ias, have been u ed to signal changes in moose 
population dynamic . Thu , composition estimate allered 
by bias may not materially affect lhe interpretation of ·ome 
population change . However, with representative compo i-
tion data (unbiased ampling) and population estimates, 
numb rs of calve .• yearlings, adult bulls, and adult cows 
can be estimated. The ·e data are valuable for estimating 
recrujtment. etting hunting seasons for specific cohorts, 
'Uld modeling populallon dynamics. 
The following method of estimating compo ition has min-
imum bias becau e areas to be searched during the urvey 
are randomly selected and the prescribed ear h intensity 
allows you to see a rugh percentage of moose in the SUs 
earched. Population composHion is calculated for each 
stratum in the survey area, and overall composition is calcu-
lated by summing strata estimates. 
Number of moose in particular ex-age classes and com-
position ratios may be e timated from survey data if moose 
observed during standard searches are cJassified into sex 
and age classes. Fonn 8 ummarizes composition data from 
SUs (see Appendix 2 for blank fonn). 
5.2 ESTIMATING NUMBER OF MOOSE IN SEX 
AND AGE CLASSES 
5.2.1 Definition of Symbols 
w j = number of moo e in a ex-age class observed · 
in the jth SU 
w = a. a ub cript, denotes that the parameter is 
calculated for a pecific sex-age clas 
W, = stratum population estimate of moo e in a sex-
age class . 
All other symbols are defined in Section 3.7.1.1. 
5.2.2 Step I.-Calculating the Observable Stratum Sex-
age Class Estimate and Its Sampling Variance 
Estimate of numbers of moose in sex-age clru are 
calculated u ing procedures similar to population estimate 
in Section 3. 7. I. The observable tratum estimate of buUs, 
for example, i lhe number of bulls that could have been 
seen if lhe entire stratum had been earcbed wilh the tand-
, rei earch ffort (e.g .• 4 t 6 min/mi2 in early wint r). Fi r 
the uh :strata, e timnte the number of ob ·ervable moo e in 
the ex-age clas (\\'1) by calculating 
W, = density of sex-age cia x area of slrarum 
or 
where 
total number of moo e in the ex-age 
clas ob erved m all SUs surveyed 
in the ith tratum ~w = --------------------------------
or 
I:w 
i J 
fxl 
total surface area of all SUs surveyed 
in the ith tratum 
The sampling variance of Wi i 
where 
n. - 1 
1 
5.2.3 tep 2.-Cakulating the Observable Sex-age Class 
Estimate and Its Sampling Variance for the Survey 
Area 
The observable ex-age class estimate for the urvey area 
{WJ is the summation of the strata estimates, uncorrected 
for sightability. 
wo = wh + wm + w, 
and the ampling variance i me sum of arnpling variances 
of observable stratum sex-age class estimate • or 
V(W0 ) = v(Wh) + V('Nm) + VrW,) 
where h. m, and t are the high-. medium- and low-density 
strata, respectively. Degrees of freedom are calculated as 
/1 ow 
l v(Wm)J2 [V(WQ)]2 
--I-
na,- • nQ- 1 
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Form 8. Summary information of sample unit (SO) sex and age class data. 
survey Area --~-'-~-~-'-~_o_u._~--~-..... u._CL_'f' _ ~-~-~-- Date ______________ __ 
Game Management Uni (s) ________ \ ______ ~------------- A Subunit(s) ---------------
Stratum ~\U.~ Stratum Area .;)4Q. ~ mi 2 Total SUs in stratum -'.0 
SCF 1.~ c _....;_-==----
su Bulls 
so area No. of No. of Total No. of No. of 
no. (mi 2) yearlings adults no . cows calves 
?.~ \:l.o ' ' ~ q b 
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5.2.4 Step 3.-Cakulating the Expanded 
Estimate and Its Samp · \Wiance 
The ob rvable sex-age cl estimate for the survey area 
is multiplied by the ob erved sightability correction factor 
(Section 3.6.5. 1) to produce th expanded sex-ag etas 
estimate (WJ. 
with a sampling wriance 
V(W)- (SCF2)V(W ) + (W2)V(SCF ) - V(W )V(SCF ) e o o o o o o 
and degrees of freedom 
v.,w = minimum of [vow• vJ, 
Where v.,w is the smaller of the two values, v0 w or v,. 
5.2.5 Step 4.-Calcul.ating the Thtal Sex-age Class Esti-
mate and Its V&riance 
Tbe expanded sex-age class e timate cWJ is multiplied by 
the igbtability correction factor constant (SCF J to produce 
the total sex-age class population estimate (W). 
W =W · SCF e c: 
with a sampling variance 
5.2.6 Step 5.-Calculating the Confidence Interval ofthe 
Thtal Sa-age Class Estimate 
The Cl for W is calculated as 
total sex-age variance of total 
CI "' class estimate ± tOt,u sex-age class estimate 
or 
CI = W ±. ta 11 
' 
where degrees of freedom v = Vew• and Student's t-values 
are found in Thble 8. 
5.3 EXAMPLE: F.STIMATING NUMBER OF MOOSE 
IN A SEX-AGE CLASS 
The following example is a step-by-step procedwe for 
calculating the number of cows for the Sq\Ull'e Mountain 
urvey area. Data used include data in Thble 19 and the 
foUowing sightability data: SCF0 = 1 08, V(SCF0 ) = 
0 003400, CFc = 1.02. and v. = 9 Calculations for the 
number of c in the medium tmtum are presented in 
detail. r to Section 5.2 r formula whil eking 
through calculations in thil; section. 
5.3.1 tep I.-Calculating the Observed tratom 
.............. te and Its Sampling fo C 
5.3.1.1 Low-density stratum estimates 
Density estimate: 
d,w = 0.082508 cow /mi-. 
Observed stratum estimate: 
w, = 23 cows. 
Sampling variance e ti.mate: 
v(Wv = 76.941. 
5.3.1.2 Medium-density stratum estJmates 
Density estimate: 
40 cows seen in medium stratum SUs ~w =-----------------------
71.6 mi2 surveyed in medium tratum 
= 0.558659 cows/mi2• 
Observed cow estimate: 
Wm = 0.558659 cow /mi2 X 240.2 mi2 stratum area 
= 134 cows. 
Sampling variance estimate: 
First olve for s~mw . 
324- [2(0.558659)495.80] +[ (0.558659) 2(861.7 4) 1 
6-1 
-7.815965. 
Use the vaJue of ~mw to solve for VcWm>· 
V('W ) = 240.22 ~ 2 X 7"815962 ~_!__\l ... 368 528 
m lll.93 6 \ 2ojj · · 
5.3.1.3 Btgb-densily tum estimates 
Density estimate: 
d = I .4052 8 caw /mi2• 
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'Thble 19. C m siti n data collected during a fictitious urvey of the Square Mountain survey area . 
No of 
tratum sus" Bull 
Low I 0 2 
2 2 0 
3 1 0 
4 I 2 
5 0 1 
Medium I 3 4 
2 7 5 
3 7 12 
4 5 3 
5 3 9 
6 3 7 
High I 14 25 
2 9 33 
3 10 22 
4 6 15 
5 18 9 
6 2 4 
7 9 18 
8 18 14 
9 4 15 
asu equals sample unit. 
Observed cow estimate: 
wh = 223 cows. 
Sampling variance estimate: 
5.3.2 Step 2.-CaJculating tbe Observed Cow Estimate 
and Its Sampling Variance for the Survey Area 
Observed cow estimate: 
W
0 
= 223 in high tratum + 134 in medium tratum 
+ 23 in low tratum 
= 380 cows. 
Sampling variance estimate: 
VcWJ = 275.910 high tratum + 368.528 medium 
strntum + 76.941 10\lv' tratum 
= 721 .379. 
Degree of freedom: 
Calve 
0 
0 
0 
I 
0 
2 
2 
3 
2 
5 
2 
]0 
15 
9 
2 
5 
0 
8 
3 
0 
su 
~ 
(mi~ 
12.4 
10.9 
12.9 
13.1 
11.3 
11 .5 
11.2 
14.3 
11 .0 
12.0 
11 .6 
14.7 
15.0 
12.0 
10.7 
10.3 
11.9 
13.4 
11.4 
10.9 
(275.910) 2 
9 - 1 + 
Tolltl 
trntum 
area 
(mi~ 
277.7 
240.2 
158.9 
(721.379)2 
lblAI 
u in 
t..ratum 
23 
20 
13 
(368.528) 2 (76.941) 2 
6-1 +5 - 1 
== 14. 
5.3.3 Step 3.-CaJculatlng the Expanded Cow Estimate 
and Its Sampling Variance 
Expanded cow estimate: 
We = 380 cows X CF0 of 1.08 = 410. 
Sampling variance estimate: 
We = 1.082(721.379) + 3802(0 .003400) 
- 721.379(0.003400) 
1329.924. 
Degrees of freedom: 
Vew = minimum of [14, 9] = 9. 
5.3.4 St p 4.-CalcnJatlng the Total Cow Estim te and 
Its Sampling Variance 
Total cow estimate: 
W = 410c v X SCFc:ofl.02 =418co s 
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mpling varian e timate: 
V( = 1.022(1329.924) = 1383.653. 
S.J.S t p S.-Calculatin the 90~ Confldenc Interval 
for the TotaJ Cow Estimate 
Confidence interval: 
CI - 418 ± 1.833 ..j 1383.653 "' 418 ± 68 cows. 
Confidence lim•b: 
CL.. = 4 6 cows 
c~ = 350 cows. 
5.4 HEWLEIT-PACKARD 97 PROGRAM: FSfiMAT-
ING NUMBER OF MOO E IN SEX AND AGE 
c~.,_,~.., 
5.4.1 Program Instructions 
HP 97 program l in Appendix I is used both t estimate 
population ize (Section 3.9) and toe timate the number of 
moo e m a ex-age class. However, instead f entering the 
total number of moo e in a SU (yj), enter the number of 
moose in a sex-age class in a SU (wj). The toral number of 
moo e in a sex.-age class IS then e timated cW). instead of 
the total population estimate (T). 
The HP 97 program in tructions in Section 3.9 (Thble 10) 
have been revi ed by ubstiruting the appropriate statistical 
symbols and eliminating unnecessary portions of the pro-
gram (Th.ble 20). The calculator display, which appears after 
a function key is depressed, indicates the step in the pro-
gram and indicates the calculator i ready for data or an 
action appropriate for that step. For example, when the 
calculator display is " - UJ .", you are at tep 3 and need to 
press function key D. 
5.4.2 Program Printout 
The HP 97 printout format shown in Figure 23 u e data 
from the example in Section 5.3. The HP 97 print only 
numbers and asterisks. Three asteri ks are nonnally printed 
at the right of each number; asterisks have been omitted in 
this example to conserve space. Symbols were added in this 
example to facilitate the identification of each number. 
5.5 ESTIMATING SEX AND AGE RATIO 
Composition ratios are calculated using estimates of ob-
servable moose from tw ex-age clas e . Each rauo ha a 
numerator ex-age cl · and denomin tor e ·age das . In 
an estimate of calves! cows, "calve " i the numerator class 
and "cow ' i the denominator cia s. In e timating the 
proportion of a populatton that 1 "ccw.: :· or "cows/total 
moose," "cows" is the nwnerator class and "total moo e" 
IS lhe denominator cla . 
Let w111 be Lhe number of moose in the. numerator sex-age 
cla ob rved in the jth SU and let wJd be lhe number of 
moo e in e denonunal r ex-age cl ob erved in the jth 
SU. The e ttmated ob rvable moo e m the numerator and 
denominator classes is calculated ns in the previous section 
(5.2). 
The estimate of the composition ratio cP) is 
w 
on 
p -
aJw, 
I n 
r.w.d I t 
An approxjmation~ for the llll!.Pling variance of p re-
quire Won• Wo.~. V(W uJ, and VCW oo), which can be calcu 
lated by methods previo~usJy ~iven, plus the Cov(Win• Wid) 
for each trarum. Cov(Wm• Ww) is calculated as 
[ 
1 s l:nd ~ n1 )~ Cov(\V , W ) ~ A2 - x _q_ 1 - -rn td 1 _
2 x 
1 
n1 N1 
where (Cochran 1977) 
fwJn wJd- dinfxJwJd- dtdTxlwJn + dindtdTX: 
n1 - 1 
The sampling variance of p is calculated 
2r~ov(~ln' wld)] 
w w 
on od 
and the degree of freedom are 
It is ometimes preferable to pre ent a compo ition ratio 
as numerator moose/100 denominator moose, e.g., calves/ 
100 cow , rather than calves/cow. By calculating 
P1oo = lOOp 
and 
the rati can be presented as p11)J numerator animal 1100 
denominator animals. 
A Cl for p100 i · calculated 
Cl • P1 oo ± 101,11 Y V(pl oo> 
where degrees of fre ·dom v = rP and Student' r-values are 
found in Table 
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Table 20. Hewlett-Packard 97 program instructions for calculating the estimated number of moose in seJit and ge clas s. 
Step 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
Diapllly 
value 
equala 
0.00 
0. 
-111. 
-222. 
V(SCFJ 
-333. 
-444. 
0.0 or 
no. of data 
ets entered 
wj or 
no. of data 
sets entered 
no. of data 
set entered 
-444. 
- 444. 
Instruction 
LOAD both sides of card I 
PRESS A 
PRESS D 
ENTER SCF0 (observed sightability correction factor) 
PRESS RJS 
ENTER V(SCFJ (variance of SCF0) 
PRESS RJS 
ENTER v4 (degrees of freedom of CFJ 
PRESS RJS 
PRESSE 
ENTER Ai (total area for stratum) 
PRESS RJSt 
ENTER Ni (total SUs for stratum) 
PRESS RJSt 
ENTER wj (no. moose in a ex and 
age class counted in SUJ) 
PRESS RIS t• tt 
ENTER xJ (area of SUJ) 
PRESS RJS f.tt 
Repeat steps 10 and 11 until all SUs are entered for a stratum 
PRESS f, c 
Choose either: 
(1) To enter more strata, go to tep 8; or 
(2) If all trata are entered, go to tep 14 
PRESS f, d 
Printout 
valu 
equals 
V(SCFJ 
v 
n1 (no. SUs surveyed 
in stratum) 
~w (stratum density) 
W i (stratum sex-age 
cia s population 
~t.) 
V(W i) (variance) 
W 0(observed 
~x-age t.) 
V(W o> (variance) 
vow (degrees 
freedom for W o> 
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'Thble 20. Continued. 
Display 
value 
Step equal! In truction 
15 -555. LOAD both sides of card 2 
16 -555 . PRESS A 
Printout 
value 
equals 
~ 
W e(expanded 
sex-age est.) 
V('W J (variance) 
Vew (degree 
freedom for W J 
17 -666. ENTER SCFc ( ightability com:ction factor constant) 
PRESS R/S 
SCFc 
W (total sex-age est.) 
VcW) (variance) 
18 -777. Choos : % CI selected 
(I) 1b enter new SCFc• PRES B, and return ro step 17, CI. (lower 
confidence limit) 
Ciu (upper 
confidence limit) 
Clas±%ofW 
END OF PROGRAM 
(2) 1b calculate 90% CI, PRESS D; or 
(3) To calculate 95% CJ, PRESS E 
(i.e., W ± %) 
To rerun th program it is necessary 
to rerum to step l and reload card 1 
t If an error is made entering A1 or Ni, or l f the entry of yjs and xjs is in a shambles, all information for current strata can be retracted by 
pressing E. All previous smt.a (strata for which f and c were pressed in step 18) will not be affected. 
tt If an error is made in entering ~ and xi• finish entering both wi and x1 until positioned at step 10, then PRESS f and b. 
ENTER erroneous wi, PRESS R/S, and it will be printed. 
ENTER erroneous xj, PRESS R/S, and it will be printed. 
You will be positioned again at step lO. Note that the display number is 1 less than previously displayed. Proceed with tep 10 and enter 
correct wJ and 'S 
5.6 EXAMPLE: CALCULATING ESTIMATED SEX-
AGE RATIOS 
The following example demonstrate the procedure for 
calculating a bull/cow ratio from data pre ented in Table 19. 
The HP 97 program (Section 5.7) calculates ratios from 
uncorrected estimates cW ) of sex-age population size. 
The estimated composition ratio (p) is calculated using 
method de cribed in Section 5.4. The only calculation 
that have n 1 been previously de cnbed are those for V p), 
which require. a1 ulati n of a covariance for each . tratum 
{Cov(W1n, Wu1)] Theretbre, value · for the ob erved tratum 
estimate will be li ted but not calculated in this section. 
Calculation of covariance for the medium strarum will be 
demonstrated in detail. Refer to Section 5.5 for formulae 
while working through calculations in this ection. 
The values derived in these calculations will vary stightly 
from the HP 97 program and from your hand calculations 
becau e of rounding differen e . 
5.6.1 Low-den ity tratum Estimates 
\\'tn 18 bulls 
VcWrn) = 59.705 
Printout Symbol 
1.08 SCF 
0 
0.003400 V(SCF 
0
) 
9. ,, 
I 
277.7 At 
23. Nl 
2 . 0 Wj 
12.4 Xj 
0.0 
10 .9 
o.o 
12.9 
2.0 
13.1 
1.0 
11.3 
5. "t 
0.082508251 dtw 
22.9 -w, 
76.941 vcw,> 
240.2 A 
m 
20. N 
m 
4.0 Wj 
11.5 ltl 
5.0 
11.2 
Printout 
12.0 
14.3 
3.0 
11.0 
9.0 
12.0 
7.0 
11.6 
6. 
0.558659218 
134.2 
368.528 
158.9 
13. 
25.0 
14.7 
33.0 
15.0 
22.0 
12.0 
15.0 
10.7 
9.0 
10.3 
4 . 0 
11.9 
18.0 
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Symbol 
n 
m 
d 
mw w 
m 
v~ > m 
Printout 
13.4 
14.0 
11.4 
15.0 
10.9 
9. 
1.405258386 
223.3 
275.910 
380.4 
721.38 
14. 
411. 
1331. 
9. 
1.02 
419. 
1385. 
90. 
351. 
487. 
16.3 
Symbol 
w 
0 
v(W' > 
0 
" ow 
w 
II 
v(W' > e 
II 
ew 
SCF w c 
V('IV) 
909& CI 
CLt 
CL 
u 
Ciaa~W 
Figure 13. Example of the Hewlett-Packard 97 printout of the program the estimated number of moose in sex and age classes. These data 
are from Thble 19 and estimate the number of cow moose in the Square Mountain survey area. The tape printout has been divided into 
three columns; complete column 1, proceed to column 2, and finally to 3 . 
76.941 
5.6.2 Medium-Density Stratum Estimates 
Wmn = 94 bulls 
v(W m.J = 158.839 
Wmd 134 cows 
To estimate covariance [CovcW mn• ~ld)J fir t olve for 
Sqmnd· 
194- 0.391061(495.80) 
s ~ 
qmnd 6 _ 1 
-(0.558659)338.80 
+-------
6- 1 
0.391061(0.558669)861. 7 4 
+ 
6- 1 
-0.168301. 
The value of qmnd is used to solve for CovcW mn• Wmd). 
Cov{Wmn' wmd)- 240.2 --X 1- -• - 2 [ ] -0.168301~ 6 )~ 
11.932 6 20 
- - 7.959648. 
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Thble 21. H wlett·Packard 97 program in truttions for culating eslimat.ed · and age ratios. 
St p 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
II 
D1splay 
value 
equals 
0.00 
0 . 
-511. 
or 
-533. 
0 or 
no. of data 
se entered 
No. of data 
sets entered 
-522. 
-533. 
-533. 
lns1ructlon 
LOAD both sides of card 1 
PRES A 
PRESS B 
ENTER wJn (no moose in the numerator (numer.] sex-age 
class counted in SUJ) 
PRESS R/St 
ENTER wjd (no. moose in the demonimaLOr [denom.J sex-age 
class counted m SUj) 
PRESS RJSt 
ENTER xj (area of SU1) 
PRESS R/St 
Repeat steps 4-6 until all SUs tn stratum are entered. 
PRESS C 
ENTER A, (total area for stratum) 
PRESS RJS 
ENTER Ni (total SUs in stratum) 
PRESS RJS 
Choose either· 
(1} To entcr m re • go to step 3; or 
(2) If all strata are ntercd, go to step II 
LOAD both ide. of card 2 
Printout 
wlue 
equal 
Ni 
d10 (density in 
numer.) 
A 
Win (est. observable 
no. moose in numer.) 
v(W tn> (varian e) 
d,d (density 
in denom.) 
W Kl (est. observable 
n~. moo e m denom.) 
V(W id) (variance) 
Cov('\V im Wid) 
(covariance) 
Th.ble 21. Continued. 
12 
13 
Display 
value 
Cl:jllais 
-533. 
-544. 
END OF PROGRAM 
Instruction 
PRESS A 
Choose either: 
(I) 90% CI ofp, PRESS D, or 
(2) 95% CI of p , PRESS E 
1b rerun the program it is necessary 
to return to step 1 and reload card 1. 
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PrintDUI 
Juc 
equals 
A 
W 00 (observable moose 
~ numer.) 
V(W 00) (variance) 
vwn (degrees freedom of 
numer.) 
A 
W oc1 (observable moose in 
denom.) 
A 
V(W oo) (variance) 
Ywd (degrees freedom of 
denorn.) 
~ CovcWin• Wid) 
(summation of strata 
ovariances) 
p(est. ratio of numer. 
and denom.) 
V(p) (variance) 
vp (degrees freedom of p) 
% CI selected 
Cit (lower 
confidence limit) 
Clu (upper 
confidence limit) 
Cl as ± % of p (i.e. , 
p ± %) 
t ff an error is made entering wJo• wjd, or llt• finish entering all data for SUJ (wjo• wjd• and Xj) until po ilioned at step 4 again. Then PRESS 
f, b and ENTER initial wJn (whether erroneous or correct), PRESS R/S, and wJn (erroneous or correct) will be printed, ENTER initial 
wjd• PRESS R/S, and wjd will be printed, and ENTER initial j• PRESS R/S, and Xj will be printed. Now you have removed the series of 
values for SUJ that contained rhe error, and you are positioned again at step 4. Notice that the display value bas decreased by one because 
the erroneous values have been extracted. Proceed from step 4 by entering the correct series of values. 
5.6.3 High-Density Stratum Estimates 
~o 130 bull 5.6.4 Calculating the Estimated Bull/Cow Ratio 
v{WhJ = 198.9ll 
242 buUs 
~d 223 cows p • • 0.636842 bullsfcow. 380 cows 
Samphn varian e e timate: 
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Printout Symbol Printout Symbol Printout Symbol 
o. W}n 3. 18. 
2. Wjd 9. 14. 
12.4 ll: 12.0 11.4 j 
2. 3. 4. 
0. 7. 15. 
10.9 11.6 10.9 
1. 240.2 A 158.9 Ab o. 20. m N 13. Nb 
12.9 o .. 391061453 m d 0.815956482 ~:n 93.9 wmn 129.7 
1. 158.839 v~n > 198.911 vc'l > 
2. 0.558659218 
mn bn 
d 1.405258386 dhd 
13.1 134.2 
mn 
wmd 223.3 ~bd 
368.528 V(.md) 275.910 V(~ ) 
o. -8.486 Cove* • W d) 1. 734 Cov ~ bn''lt-hd) 
1. 
mn m 
11.3 14. wjn 242. w 
25. 
on 
wjd 417. V(W ) 
277.7 14.7 
on 
Af ltl 16. II wn 
23. Nr 380. *od 
0.066006601 d!n 9. 721. YcWod) 
18.3 ~ln 33 . 14. 11wd 
59.705 V<11ro> 15.0 -49. !: Cov cW ln'wld> 
0.082508251 ~ld 
22.9 wtd 10. 0.635961418 ~ 
76.941 Y(W tdl 22. 0.005328062 V(fl) 
-41.812 Cov(Wtn· wtd> 12.0 14. II p 
3. wJn 6. 90. 90% Cl 
4. wld 15. 0.507384910 CLI 
11.5 xj 10.7 0. 764537927 CL u 
20.2 Clas±~D 
7. 18. 
5. 9. 
11.2 10.3 
7. 2. 
12. 4. 
14.3 11.9 
5. 9. 
3. 18. 
11.0 13.4 
Figure 24. Example of the Hewlett-P-ickard 97 printout of the program for calculating eslimated ex and age ratio . These data are from 
Th:ble 19 and estunate the bull/cow mtio. The printout has been divided into three columns: wmplete column l p"'Ceed to column 2, and 
finally to 3. 
2 t417 721 2[(- 41.812)+(-7.959)+1.734~ 
(0.636842) --2 + -2- 80 
2.42 380 242 X 3 
= 0.005124. 
Degree of freedom: 
vP = minimum f L16, 14] - 14. 
5.6.5 Calculating the EstilllJlted Bulls/100 Cows 
Ptoo 100 X 0.636842 
= 64 bulls/100 cow 
5.6.6 Calculating the 90% Confidence Interval for the 
timated Bulls/100 ows 
CI = 64 ± 1.761 V 51.24 
Confidence limits: 
CLu 
Cl...r 
64 ± 13 bulls/100 cows. 
77 bulls/100 cows 
51 bulls/ 100 cows. 
5.7 HEWLETT-PACKARD f)7 PROGRAM: FS11MAT-
ING SEX AND AGE RATIOS 
5.7.1 Program Instructions 
HP 97 program 3 in Appendix 1 calculates estimates of: 
(1) the observable number of moose in each sex-age class, 
and (2) the ratio of animals between two sex-age classes. 
Define the des.ired ratio in terms of the numerator and de-
nominator ex-age classes. For example, to calculate a bull! 
cow ratio, bulls are in the numerator and cows are in the 
denominator. Program instructions are in Thble 21. 
At flrst glance, it may appear that the HP 97 programs in 
Section 5.4 and this section will both calculate the number 
of moose in a sex-age class. This is not the case. Even 
though this program calculate the observed number of 
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Table 22 Calve /100 cow moo e e tima1ed from campo ition 
urve and population e timaHon urvcys in the same 
area and t the :arne time Thlal numbers of moose 
observed are in parentheses. 
Calvc:.'l/100 rw 
Game 
Management Composiuon Populatmn e~~umation 
Unit survey survey 
13 31 (344) 45 (459) 
13 23 (1,393) 32 (742) 
12 20 (525) 26 (526) 
moo e cW o) for the numemtor and denorrunator of n ratio. it 
cannot be used to calculate tJ-.e total moo e in a sex-age class 
('W) bccau e it doe n t correct W0 by CF 0 and CFc. Nor 
doe thi program calculate V(SCFo), so it will not calculate 
a Cl for the e timates of numbers. Similarly, the sex-age 
clas e timation program in Section 5.4 will not calculate 
ex-age rdtios or their Cis. 
The calculator display listed in Table 2 t, which ap 
after a function key is depressed, indicates the step in the 
program that requires data or an action. For example, when 
me cal ulator di play is '- 5ll . ', you are at step 3 and 
need to press function key B. 
5. 7.2 Program Printout 
The HP 97 printout format shown in Figure 24 uses data 
from the example in Se.ction 5.6. The HP 97 prints only 
numbers and asterisks . Three asterisks are normally printed 
at the right of each number· asterisks have been omitted in 
thls example to conserve pace. Symbol were added in this 
example to facilitate the identification of each number. 
5.8 BIAS IN COMPOSmON ESTIMATES 
Data from population estimation surveys produce higher 
and more representative calf/cow ratios than Alaska Depart-
ment of Fish and Game composition surveys (Thble 22). We 
have found that the calfJcow ratio is inversely related to 
density within a urvey area. Composition surveys focu 
primarily on high-density portions of the survey area, 
whereas population estimation surveys randomly select 
SUs. Therefore, composition survey methods are more bi-
ased. So far, we have not detected consistent differences in 
bull/cow ratios produced by the two survey techniques; 
however, experimental earches using radio-collared moose 
indicate bulls are more easily seen than cows. Therefore, if 
bias exists, lower intensity composition surveys will likely 
overestimate bulls relative to cows. 
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6. ESTIMATING RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF MOOSE 
6.1 JNTRODU 0 
A rapid, inexpensive measure of relative abundance of 
moose i obtained by using only the stratification process 
descnbed for estliDating population size ( ectwn 3.4). 
Stratification allows qualitative judgments of relative den-
sity over large areas to be ystematically recorded in a form 
easily used by others-the end product is a moose distribu-
tion map showing relative density. Thi type of information 
i especially useful for area where no previou u.rvey bas 
been conducted or where survey coverage is incomplete 
(e.g., much of Alaska and northern Canada). 
6.2 SURVEY MEmOD 
Stratification is carried out as described for population 
estimation surveys (Section 3.4). The only variation in the 
above method is the option to use a 1:250,000 scale map, 
instead of a 1:63,360, assuming SU boundaries are easily 
found. most u efuJ end product t u ually a 1:2 0,000 
map delineating regions of relative density and the location 
and numbers of moose sighted. If 1:63 360 maps are used 
for tratifying, transfer data to a 1:250 000 map. 
We recommend drawing SU on stratification maps. 
Stratification is easiest and most accurate when SU are 
classified into one of several strata rather than trying to 
identify actual strata boundaries, i.e., where density 
change . 
6.3 STRATIFYING AREAS ADJACENT 10 SURVEY 
AREAS 
Maximum infonnation on relative abundance can be 
achieved by extending the stratification fa population esti-
mation survey to adjacent areas following the population 
e timate. These areas should be tratified by the ame crew 
that stratified the survey area. and tratification hould be 
done immediately upon completion of the population e ti-
mate. Strcttifi ation should be based on the same moose 
densities used for the stmta in the survey area. U habitat and 
snow conditions are similar in both areas, a rough estimate 
of moose abundance can be made by applying the respective 
e timated strata densities (corrected for sightability) from 
the surveyed area to the newly stratified area. However, the 
estimate in the tratified-only area has no tatistical validity 
becau e it was not sampled. 
Rough estimate of moose numbers during early winter 
can also be made from tratification flights by muJtiplying 
the number of moose seen by a range of correction factors . 
The mean number of moose seen during six early winter 
stratification f1ights was 37% (range 27-50%) of the esti-
mated population (Thble 23). We included the late winter 
Alaska Peninsula survey with those from early winter be-
cause the SCF in this hrub-dominated habitat was imilar 
to SCF estimates during early winter survey (Thble 7). 
Dividing 100 by 27 and 50 produces correction factors of 
'Thble 23. Correction factors used to calculate rough estimates of moose population size from numbers of moose seen on 
stratification flights. 
Period 
and 
drainage 
Early winter (Oct-Nov) 
Upper Nowitna 
Upper Su itna 
Upper Susitna 
Thnana Flats 
Fortymile 
Late winter (Feb) 
Nushagak8 
Alaska Peninsulab 
No. seen n 
stratifica.tion 
(A) 
Sl5 
S81 
187 
1,252 
257 
198 
566 
1 
Late winter survey in coniferous-dominated fon:st IIJU. 
Estimated 
no. 
(B) 
1,883 
2,081 
496 
3,242 
630 
1,276 
1,129 
b Late Winter urvey in shrub-dominated area conwning II? c nikrotls treca 
Percent 
af estimated 
no. seen on 
stratification 
27 
28 
38 
39 
41 
16 
50 
Multiplier 
oom:c:tion 
factor 
(1! + A) 
3.7 
3.6 
2.7 
2.6 
2.5 
6.4 
2.0 
3.7 and 2.0, respectively. Multiplying the number of moo 
seen by 2.0 and 3. 7 g1ves an intervnl which tnay contain e 
llmated number of moose, if tratification i flown with 
conditions comparable to early winter survey in Thble 23. 
This relationship i not universal , and the percentage of 
moose n on future r.raufication flights may be out o 1tis 
range. As crude as these estimates may seem, they have 
proven valuable in areas where little was known about 
moose numbers. Most commonly these crude estimates 
have indicated that moose were more abundant than previ-
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ously thought. Insufficient data exist to provid similar 
guide lin r late winter stratification if conilerou!; fo t is 
present. 
We recommend use of the stratification p in all 
areas where it can be applied and wh quantitativ infor-
mation has not been collected. Using thi approach, biolo-
gists can rapidly become acquainted with moose 
distribution and relative abundance in their areas of respon-
sibility and gain new insight by collecting these data in a 
systematic manner. 
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GWSSARY 
GREEK AND ARITHMETIC SYMBOLS 
a For confidence intervals: proportion of confi-
dence intervals, from all possible amples and 
their estimates, th t would not include the ac-
tual value p.) 
For hypothesis testing: the acceptable probabil-
ity of error if you were to conclude that a 
change in abundance had occurred when in fact 
it had not changed, i.e . • a Type I error . 
1 - a Specified probability for the confidence interval 
(3 The acceptable probability of error if you were 
to conclude that no change in abundance larger 
than th consequential difference had occurred 
when in fact it had changed, i.e., a Type n error 
{3 0 Probability as ociated with t0 
~ Number of years between population size esti-
mates 
AT Change in estimated population size 
~ Random sampling error for the ith estimate 
). Finite rate of change in population size 
p. True value of parameter, e.g., number of ani-
mals or density 
v Degrees of freedom 
v• Degrees of freedom for the population size esti-
mate t•, which is based on combining two inde-
pendent population estimates 
vc Degree of freedom for the expanded popula-
tion size estimate (i'J 
vei Degrees of freedom for the total population size 
estimate ('fJ in year i 
vcs Degrees of freedom for the summed population 
size estimate rfJ 
vew Degrees of freedom for the expanded e timate 
of moose in a sex-age class cWJ 
v 1 Degrees of freedom for the estimated linear rate 
of change in population size 00 
v0 Degrees of freedom for the observable popula-
tion size estimate (i0 ) 
Vow Degrees of freedom for the estimated observ-
able number of moose in a sex-age class cWJ 
vP Degree of m for the timated composi-
tion tio@. 
vr Degrees of freedom for the estimated exponen-
tial rate of change (r) 
V5 Degrees of freedom for the ob ervable sighta-
bility correction factor (SCF J 
v1 Degrees of freedom associated with the test ta-
tistic, t' 
:I; ~Ummation of the variable that follows :I;. The 
E has a sub cript that corresponds to the sub-
cript on the variable, e.g. , I;i":i i the summa-
tion of numbers of moose in the jth sample unit 
where j = sample units 1 through o 
= Approximate1y equal to 
> Gre ter than 
~ Equal to or greater than 
< Les than 
EO; Equal to or less than 
Indicates an estimate of the actual value when 
used as a cap above a symbol, e.g., f 
I The ab olute value, e.g. , jSI= 5,1-SI=S 
ROMAN SYMBOLS 
~ Area (mi2) of the ith stratum 
CD The consequential difference of interest 
CI Confidence interval 
CLu Upper confidence limit 
Clt Lower confidence limit 
Cov( ) Covariance of the two variables in parentheses 
c. Number of minutes required to fly an intensive 
search of a 2-mi2 sightability plot 
C, Number of minutes required to fly a regular 
search of a sample unit 
d As subscript, indicates the variable is in the de-
nominator of a sex-age class ratio calculation, 
e.g., wod 
~ Observable density (moose/mi2) in the ith stra-
tum 
~w Observable density o moose in a sex-age etas 
in the ilh stratum 
e Base of the natural logarithm; a constant -
2.71828 
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g 
g 
j 
n 
n 
A 
p 
RV~ 
2 
qiw 
Annual linear rate of change in population size 
Esumated annual linear rate of change m popu-
lation size 
Alternate hypothesis 
Null hypolh . lS 
Subscript denoting a specific member in a se-
ries, e.g., i commonly denotes the tratum ash 
(high), m (medium), or t Oow) 
Subscript denoting a pecific ample unit in a 
serie of ample orut , j = sample units 1 
through n 
Log of the population e. rimate in year i, i.e., 
log~ iJ 
Sample size 
As ub cript indicate the vanable i in the nu-
merator of a sex-age ratio 
Number of ample units surveyed in the ith stm-
tum 
Optimum number of sample units that should be 
searched in the ith tratum 
Number of 2-m? plots surveyed with an inten-
sive search and used for estimating the ob erved 
sightability correction factor (SCF 0 ) 
Optimum number of ightabiJity plots to be in-
ten ively earched 
Total number of sample units in the ith stratum 
Estimated ratio between two sex-age classes 
Observed exponential rate of population growth 
Relative variation factor of the itlt stratum's ob-
servable moose estimate used for between strata 
allocation of sampling effort 
Relative variation factor of the ilh stratum's ob-
servable moo e estimate used for allocating ef-
fort between sightability estimate and stratum 
i 's observable moose estimate 
Relative variation factor of the observed sighta-
bility correction factor (SCF0 ) estimate for allo-
cation of sampling effort between sightability 
estimate and individual strata observable moo e 
estimate 
Sample variance for estimate of population size. 
Subscripts added to s~ indicate the specific 
sample variance, e.g., see sq, below 
Sample variance for the estimate of population 
size in the ilh stratum 
ample variance for a ex-age clas in the irh 
tratum 
SU Sample unit 
CF Total ightability correction factor. which is the 
product of SCF0 x SCFc 
SCF Mean of two or more sightability correction fac-
tors 
SCFc Constant ightability correction factor e timated 
from independent experimental work 
SCF0 Observed lghtability c rrection factor e ti-
mated from a low and bigh intenJ>ity search of 
selected plots 
r Student's /-statistic 
1° Calculated t-statisuc used for evaluating the 
probability of making a Type IT error, {3 
t' Caltulated t- tatistic used for detecting signifi-
cant difference between two population ize 
e timates 
ti A variable representing time in years that is 
asstgned to a population size estin1ate that is 
used for calculating rate of growth 
f Total population ize e timate (expanded popu-
lation estimate x con tant sightability correc-
tion factor) 
Te Expanded population size e timate (observed 
population estimate x observed sightability 
correction factor) 
T, Actual populatJon size in the ith year 
iJ Observable population size estimate in the ith 
tratum (all Section except 3.12 and 4), or 
Estimated total population in the ith year (Sec-
tions 3.12 and 4) 
T0 Observable population size estimate for the en-
tire survey area 
f. The sum of two or more population size esti-
mates from adjacent areas 
t• Population size estimated by combining two in-
dependent estimates of the same population 
uk Number of moose seen during the intensive 
search in the kth plot; k = 1 through n0 
vk Number of moose seen during the standard 
search in the krh plot; k = I through ll0 
V ( ) Sampling variance of the parameter in parenthe-
ses 
Number of moose in a ex-age class ob erved in 
the jth sample unit 
Number of moose in the denominator sex-age 
class in the Jtll amp! unit 
Number of m ·e in the num rator sex-age 
clas in the jrlr ample urut 
W Estimated number of moose in a sex-age class, 
i.e., the expanded e timate corrected for the 
con tant sightabiliry correction mctor 
We The estimated observable number of moose ex-
panded by the ob ern:d ig.htability correction 
factor 
~ Estimated number of observable moose in a 
ex-age class in the ith stratum 
W0 Estimated number of observable moose in a 
sex-age class in the urvey area 
W00 Estimated observable number of moose in the 
sex-age class in the denominator of a campo i-
tion ratio 
Won Estimated observable number of moo e in the 
ex-age class in the numerator of a composition 
ratio 
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i Mean of measurements in sample units 
ii Mean area (mi2) of all sample uruts surveyed in 
the ith tratum 
xJ The measurement in the jth sample unit {Sec-
tion 2, REVIEW OF SAMPLING ERROR 
AND PRECISION), or 
Number of mi2 in the jth sample unit {all sec-
tions other than Section 2) 
Yj Number of observed moose in the jth sample 
unit 
TERMS 
Population estimate-Estimated number of moo e in a 
population 
Population estimation survey-Survey to estimate num-
ber of moo e in a population 
Appendix 1. 
Program Listings for the 
Hewlett-Packard 97 Calculator 
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APPENDIX l. 
Program Listings for 
the Hewlett-Packard 97 
Calculator 
Listings of programs used in this manual allow you to program 
your HP 97 calculator. To enter programs, press keys in the 
order indicated by me sequential steps. Once entered, store 
programs on magnetic cards. Refer to your HP 97 Operators 
Manual for details on program entry and use. 
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Program 1. Estimation of population size (Section 3) and numbers in sex-age 
classes (Section 5). The same program is used for both types of calculations. 
The format for the listing is the sequential step number followed by the key 
instruction. 
Card 1 
001 
002 
003 
004 
005 
006 
007 
008 
009 
010 
011 
012 
013 
014 
015 
016 
017 
018 
019 
020 
021 
022 
023 
024 
025 
026 
027 
028 
029 
030 
031 
032 
033 
034 
035 
036 
037 
038 
039 
040 
041 
042 
043 
044 
045 
ffLBLA 
CLRG 
P=S 
CLRG 
1 
1 
1 
CHS 
DSP!2S 
RTN 
*LBLB 
!2S 
ST04 
ST05 
ST06 
ST07 
ST08 
ST09 
P=S 
SPC 
*LBLl 
R/S 
ENTt 
PRTX 
R/S 
PRTX 
I:+ 
GT01 
*LBLb 
SPC 
R/S 
ENTt 
PRTX 
R/S 
PRTX 
E-
SPC 
GTOl 
ffLBLC 
P=S 
SPC 
RCL6 
RCL4 
STQ!2S 
046 
047 
048 
049 
050 
051 
052 
053 
054 
055 
056 
057 
058 
059 
060 
061 
062 
063 
064 
065 
066 
067 
068 
069 
070 
071 
072 
073 
074 
075 
076 
077 
078 
079 
080 
081 
082 
083 
084 
085 
086 
087 
088 
089 
090 
RCL4 
RCL6 
X 
RCL9 
PRTX 
CBS 
RCL8 
+ 
STOA 
RCL4 
'x2 
RCL9 
RCL5 
RCLf(J 
X 
RCLA 
+ 
RCL9 
1 
T 
RCL9 
X 
RCL4 
x2 
RCL!2S 
+ 
STQ!2S 
STOA 
DSP6 
PRTX 
GSB2 
STOB 
PRTX 
RCL9 
1 
STOC 
DSP¢ 
PRTX 
GT03 
091 
092 
093 
094 
095 
096 
097 
098 
099 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
*LBL2 
RCL7 
RCL8 
RCLf(J 
X 
2 
X 
RCL5 
RCL!2S 
x2 
X 
+ 
RCL9 
1 
RCL9 
X 
RCL4 
x2 
STOE 
RTN 
*LBLD 
SPC 
2 
2 
2 
CHS 
DSP¢ 
R/S 
DSP2 
PRTX 
STOA 
R/S 
DSP6 
PRTX 
STOB 
R/S 
DSP¢ 
PRTX 
STOC 
*LBL3 
DSP!2S 
136 
137 
138 
139 
140 
141 
142 
143 
144 
145 
146 
147 
148 
149 
150 
151 
152 
153 
154 
155 
156 
157 
158 
159 
160 
161 
162 
163 
164 
165 
166 
167 
168 
169 
170 
171 
172 
173 
174 
175 
176 
177 
178 
179 
180 
SPC 
3 
3 
3 
CBS 
RTN 
*LBLE 
SPC 
4 
4 
4 
CHS 
DSPf(J 
R/S 
STOD 
DSP1 
PRTX 
R/S 
STOI 
DSP¢ 
PRTX 
SPC 
DSP1 
GTOB 
*LBLc 
P=S 
SPC 
RCL9 
DSP!2S 
PRTX 
RCL6 
RCL4 
STQ¢ 
DSP9 
PRTX 
RCLD 
X 
DSP1 
PRTX 
ST+l 
GSB2 
RCLD 
x2 
X 
181 
182 
183 
184 
185 
186 
187 
188 
189 
190 
191 
192 
193 
194 
195 
196 
197 
198 
199 
200 
201 
202 
203 
204 
205 
206 
207 
208 
209 
210 
211 
212 
213 
214 
215 
216 
217 
218 
219 
220 
221 
222 
223 
224 
RCL9 
RCLI 
CHS 
1 
+ 
X 
DSP3 
PRTX 
ST+2 
x2 
RCL9 
1 
ST+3 
SPC 
GTOE 
*LBLd 
SPC 
RCL1 
DSP1 
PRTX 
STOD 
RCL2 
DSP2 
PRTX 
STOE 
x2 
RCL3 
f 
5 
+ 
INT 
STOI 
DSP¢ 
PRTX 
SPC 
5 
5 
5 
CHS 
RTN 
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Card 2 (Program 1 continued) 
001 *LBLA 
002 DSP~ 
003 SPC 
004 RCLl 
005 RCLA 
006 X 
007 PRTX 
008 ST07 
009 RCLl 
010 x2 
011 RCLB 
012 X 
013 RCLA 
014 x2 
015 RCLB 
016 
017 RCL2 
018 X 
019 + 
020 PRTX 
021 ST08 
022 ~ 
023 RCLC 
024 X<Y? 
025 GT01 
026 ST09 
027 RCLI 
028 X<Y? 
029 ST09 
030 GT02 
031 *LBL1 
032 RCLI 
033 ST09 
034 *LBL2 
035 RCL9 
036 PRTX 
037 SPC 
038 SPC 
039 *LBLB 
040 6 
041 6 
042 6 
043 CHS 
044 R/S 
045 DSP2 
046 PRTX 
047 ST06 
048 RCL7 
049 X 
050 DSP~ 
051 PRTX 
052 RCL6 
053 x2 
054 RCL8 
055 X 
056 PRTX 
057 SPC 
058 *LBL3 
059 7 
060 7 
061 7 
062 CHS 
063 RTN 
064 *LBLD 
065 9 
066 0 
067 PRTX 
068 1 
069 RCL9 
070 X>Y? 
071 GT05 
072 6 
073 
074 3 
075 1 
076 4 
077 GT09 
078 *LBL5 
079 1 
080 
081 6 
082 4 
083 5 
084 STO~ 
085 1 
086 
087 5 
088 2 
089 4 
090 ST01 
091 1 
092 
093 4 
094 2 
095 1 
096 ST02 
097 
098 9 
099 8 
100 3 
101 ST03 
102 
103 4 
104 3 
105 4 
106 ST04 
107 
108 2 
109 3 
110 2 
111 ST05 
112 GTOB 
113 *LBLE 
114 9 
115 5 
116 PRTX 
117 1 
118 RCL9 
119 X>Y? 
120 GT06 
121 1 
122 2 
123 
124 7 
125 !3 
126 6 
127 GT09 
128 *LBL6 
129 1 
130 
131 9 
132 6 
133 STO~ 
134 2 
135 
136 3 
137 7 
138 2 
139 STOl 
140 2 
141 
142 8 
143 2 
144 3 
145 ST02 
146 2 
147 
148 5 
149 5 
150 6 
151 ST03 
152 1 
153 
154 5 
155 9 
156 ST04 
157 1 
158 
159 !i'J 
160 2 
161 ST05 
162 GTOS 
163 *LBL8 
164 RCL5 
165 RCL9 
166 
167 RCL4 
168 + 
169 RCL9 
170 
171 RCL3 
172 + 
173 RCL9 
174 + 
175 RCL2 
176 + 
177 RCL9 
178 f 
179 RCL1 
180 + 
181 RCL9 
182 
183 RCL¢ 
184 + 
185 *LBL9 
186 RCL8 
187 IX 
188 X 
189 ST~ 
190 CHS 
191 RCL7 
192 + 
193 RCL6 
194 X 
195 PRTX 
196 RCL0 
197 RCL7 
198 + 
199 RCL6 
200 X 
201 PRTX 
202 RCL0 
203 RCL7 
204 
205 1 
206 0 
207 !3 
208 X 
209 DSPl 
210 PRTX 
211 SPC 
212 DSP!21 
213 GT03 
214 R/S 
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Program 2. Optimal allocation of sampling effort (Section 3) . The format for 
the listing is the sequential step number followed by the key instructions. 
Card 1 
001 *LBLA 038 RCLC 075 rx 112 OSP9 149 
002 CLRG 039 ST03 076 DSP9 113 PRTX 150 + 
003 P=S 040 P=S 077 PRTX 114 RCLl 151 RCL{2J 
004 CLRG 041 GTOl 078 RTN 115 RCLE 152 + 
005 *LBL1 042 *LBL2 079 *LBLE 116 X 153 RCL8 
006 2 043 2 080 2 117 ST01 154 X 
007 1 044 2 081 3 118 PRTX 155 ST09 
008 1 045 2 082 3 119 RCL2 156 RCL4 
009 CHS 046 CHS 083 CHS 120 RCLE 157 RCLS 
010 OSP¢ 047 SPC 084 SPC 121 X 158 + 
011 RTN 048 R/S 085 R/S 122 ST02 159 RCL6 
012 *LBLB 049 STOA 086 STOA 123 PR'l'X 160 + 
013 GSB2 050 OSP3 087 OSP6 124 RCL3 161 RCL7 
014 ST01 051 PRTX 088 PRTX 125 RCLE 162 X 
015 P=S 052 R/S 089 R/S 126 X 163 ST+9 
016 RCLB 053 GSB3 090 STOB 127 ST03 164 P=S 
017 ST04 054 STOB 091 P=S 128 PRTX 165 OSP¢ 
018 RCLC 055 DSP¢ 092 STO¢ 129 SPC 166 2 
019 ST01 056 PRTX 093 P=S 130 CLX 167 4 
020 P=S 057 R/S 094 OSP¢ 131 DSP1 168 4 
021 GT01 058 GSB3 095 PRTX 132 P=S 169 CHS 
022 *LBLC 059 STOC 096 SPC 133 R/S 170 R/S 
023 GSB2 060 PRTX 097 R/S 134 PRTX 171 *LBL3 
024 ST02 061 CBS 098 STOD 135 ST07 172 
025 P=S 062 RCLB 099 PRTX 136 R/S 173 5 
026 RCLB 063 + 100 R/S 137 PRTX 174 + 
027 ST05 064 X=¢? 101 STOE 138 ST08 175 INT 
028 RCLC 065 GT04 102 DSP6 139 P=S 176 RTN 
029 ST02 066 RCLB 103 PRTX 140 i- 177 *LBL4 
030 P=S 067 ... 104 SPC 141 rx 178 1 
031 GTOl 068 RCLC 105 RCLA 142 STx¢ 179 DSP9 
032 *LBLD 069 ... 106 RCLB 143 P=S 180 PRTX 
033 GSB2 070 1/X 107 X 144 RCLS 181 RTN 
034 ST03 071 RCLA 108 IX 145 RCL2 182 R/S 
035 P=S 072 X 109 RCLD 146 
036 RCLB 073 X=¢? 110 X 147 RCL6 
037 ST06 074 GT04 111 STQ¢ 148 RCL3 
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Card 2 (Program 2 continued) 
001 *LBLA 
002 2 
003 5 
004 5 
005 CBS 
006 DSP~ 
007 R/S 
008 *LBLB 
009 RCL1 
010 STOA 
011 GT01 
012 *LBLC 
013 RCL2 
014 STOA 
015 GT01 
016 *LBLD 
017 RCL3 
018 STOA 
019 GT01 
020 *LBL1 
021 SJ?C 
022 SPC 
023 2 
024 6 
025 6 
026 CHS 
027 R/S 
028 DSP4 
029 PRTX 
030 DSP~ 
031 RCL1 
032 X 
033 RCLA 
034 
035 ST04 
036 GSB2 
037 GSB4 
038 GTOA 
039 *LBL2 
040 P=S 
041 RCL6 
042 RCL3 
043 
044 RCL5 
045 RCL2 
046 
047 + 
048 RC~ 
049 + 
050 STOB 
051 RCLl 
052 STOC 
053 RCL4 
054 STOD 
055 P=S 
056 RCLl 
057 STOA 
058 GSB3 
059 ST07 
060 ST06 
061 P=S 
062 RCL2 
063 STOC 
064 RCL5 
065 STOD 
066 P="S 
067 RCL2 
068 STOA 
069 GSB3 
070 ST08 
071 ST+6 
072 P=S 
073 RCL3 
074 STOC 
075 RCL6 
076 STOD 
077 P=S 
078 RCL3 
079 STOA 
080 GSB3 
081 ST09 
082 ST+6 
083 RCLC 
084 
085 RCL8 
086 P=S 
087 RCL2 
088 
089 + 
090 RC~ 
091 + 
092 STOE 
093 RCLB 
094 RCLE 
095 X<Y? 
096 STOB 
097 RCLB 
098 GSB5 
099 STOB 
100 RCL8 
101 X 
102 RCL7 
103 P=S 
104 RCL6 
105 X 
106 + 
107 STOI 
108 RTN 
109 *LBL3 
110 RCLA 
111 RCL4 
112 X 
113 RCL1 
114 ';' 
115 STOI 
116 RCLD 
117 X<Y? 
118 RTN 
119 RCLI 
120 RCLC 
121 X>Y? 
122 STOI 
123 RCLI 
124 R~ 
125 X 
126 RCLA 
127 f 
128 STOE 
129 RCLB 
130 RLCE 
131 X<Y? 
132 STOB 
133 RCLI 
134 GSB5 
135 RTN 
136 *LBL4 
137 SPC 
138 RCL7 
139 PRTX 
140 RCL8 
141 PRTX 
142 RCL9 
143 PRTX 
144 RCLB 
145 PRTX 
146 RCLI 
147 PRTX 
148 RTN 
149 *LBLS 
150 
151 5 
152 + 
153 INT 
154 RTN 
155 *LBLE 
156 SPC 
157 SPC 
158 2 
159 7 
160 7 
161 CHS 
162 R/S 
163 DSPl 
164 PRTX 
165 ST05 
166 DSP~ 
167 P=S 
168 RCL9 
169 P=S 
170 X<Y? 
171 ST05 
172 CLX 
173 ST04 
174 *LBL6 
175 1 
176 ST+4 
177 GSB2 
178 RCLS 
179 RCL 
180 
181 X>~? 
182 GT06 
183 X=~? 
184 GT09 
185 1 
186 ST-4 
187 *LBL7 
188 
189 1 
190 ST+4 
191 GSB2 
192 RCL5 
193 RCLI 
194 
195 X>~? 
196 GT07 
197 X=~? 
198 GT09 
199 
200 1 
201 ST-4 
202 *LBL8 
203 
204 ~ 
205 1 
206 ST+4 
207 GSB2 
208 RCLS 
209 RCLI 
210 
211 X>~? 
212 GT08 
213 X~? 
214 GT09 
215 
216 ~ 
217 1 
218 ST-4 
219 GSB2 
220 *LBL9 
221 GSB4 
222 GTOA 
223 R/S 
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Program 3. Estimation of sex-age ratios (Section 5). The format for the 
listing is the sequential step number followed by the key instruction. 
Card 1 
001 
002 
003 
004 
005 
006 
007 
008 
009 
010 
011 
012 
013 
014 
015 
016 
017 
018 
019 
020 
021 
022 
023 
024 
025 
026 
027 
0 28 
029 
030 
031 
032 
033 
034 
035 
036 
037 
038 
039 
040 
041 
042 
043 
044 
045 
*LBLA 
CLRG 
P=S 
5 
1 
1 
CHS 
DSP~ 
RTN 
*LBLB 
CLRG 
*LBLJ. 
RCL¢ 
DSP~ 
SPC 
R/S 
PRTX 
STOA 
R/S 
PRTX 
STOB 
R/S 
DSPl 
PRTX 
STOC 
1 
ST+¢ 
RCLA 
ST+1 
x2 
ST+2 
RCLB 
ST+3 
x2 
ST+4 
RCLC 
ST+5 
x2 
ST+6 
RCLA 
RCLB 
X 
ST+7 
RCLA 
RCLC 
046 
047 
048 
049 
050 
051 
052 
053 
054 
055 
056 
057 
058 
059 
060 
061 
062 
063 
064 
065 
066 
067 
068 
069 
070 
071 
072 
073 
074 
075 
076 
077 
078 
079 
080 
081 
082 
083 
084 
085 
086 
087 
088 
089 
090 
X 
ST+8 
RCLB 
RCLC 
X 
ST+9 
GT01 
*LBLC 
SPC 
5 
2 
2 
CBS 
DSPI?f 
R/S 
DSP1 
PRTX 
STOA 
R/S 
DSP¢ 
PRTX 
STOB 
RCL¢ 
RCLB 
RCLA 
x2 
X 
RCL5 
x2 
RCL¢ 
X 
RCL¢ 
1 
STOI 
STOC 
RCL1 
RCL5 
STOD 
DSP9 
091 
092 
093 
094 
095 
096 
097 
098 
099 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
PRTX 
RCLA 
X 
DSP1 
PRTX 
P=S 
ST+3 
P=S 
RCL2 
RCL8 
RCLD 
X 
2 
X 
RCL6 
RCLD 
x2 
X 
+ 
RCLC 
X 
DSP3 
PRTX 
P=S 
ST+S 
x2 
RCLI 
ST+B 
P=S 
RCL3 
RCL5 
STOE 
DSP9 
PRTX 
RCLA 
X 
DSP1 
PRTX 
P=S 
ST+4 
P=S 
RCL4 
136 
137 
138 
139 
140 
141 
142 
143 
144 
145 
146 
147 
148 
149 
150 
151 
152 
153 
154 
155 
156 
157 
158 
159 
160 
161 
162 
163 
164 
165 
166 
167 
168 
169 
170 
171 
172 
173 
174 
175 
176 
177 
178 
179 
180 
RCL9 
RCLE 
X 
2 
X 
RCL6 
RCLE 
x2 
X 
+ 
RCLC 
X 
DSP3 
PRTX 
P=S 
ST+6 
x2 
RCLI 
ST+9 
P=S 
RCL7 
RCL9 
RCLD 
X 
RCLB 
RCLE 
X 
RCL6 
RCLD 
X 
RCLE 
X 
+ 
RCLC 
X 
PRTX 
P=S 
ST+7 
P=S 
SPC 
5 
181 
182 
183 
184 
185 
186 
187 
188 
189 
190 
191 
192 
193 
194 
195 
196 
197 
198 
199 
200 
201 
202 
203 
204 
205 
206 
207 
208 
209 
210 
211 
212 
213 
214 
215 
216 
217 
218 
219 
220 
221 
222 
223 
224 
3 
3 
CHS 
DSP¢ 
RTN 
*LBLb 
DSP9 
R/S 
PRTX 
STOA 
R/S 
PRTX 
STOB 
R/S 
PRTX 
STOC 
1 
ST-!21 
RCLA 
ST-1 
x2 
ST-2 
RCLB 
ST-3 
x2 
ST-4 
RCLC 
ST-5 
x2 
ST-6 
RCLA 
RCLB 
X 
ST-7 
RCLA 
RCLC 
X 
ST-8 
RCLB 
RCLC 
X 
ST-9 
GT01 
R/S 
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Card 2 (Program 3 continued) 
001 
002 
003 
004 
005 
006 
007 
008 
009 
010 
011 
012 
013 
014 
015 
016 
017 
018 
019 
020 
021 
022 
023 
024 
025 
026 
027 
028 
029 
030 
031 
032 
033 
034 
035 
036 
037 
038 
039 
040 
041 
042 
043 
044 
045 
*LBLA 
P=S 
SPC 
RCL3 
DSP~ 
PRTX 
RCL5 
PRTX 
x2 
RCL8 
5 
+ 
INT 
ST08 
PRTX 
RCL4 
PRTX 
RCL6 
PRTX 
x2 
RCL9 
5 
+ 
INT 
ST09 
PRTX 
RCL7 
PRTX 
SPC 
RCL3 
RCL4 
STQ9j 
DSP9 
PRTX 
RCLS 
.RCL3 
x2 
RCL6 
RCL4 
046 
047 
048 
049 
050 
051 
052 
053 
054 
055 
056 
057 
058 
059 
060 
061 
062 
063 
064 
065 
066 
067 
068 
069 
070 
071 
072 
073 
074 
075 
076 
077 
078 
079 
080 
081 
082 
083 
084 
085 
086 
087 
088 
089 
090 
+ 
RCL7 
2 
X 
RCL3 
RCL4 
RCL~ 
x2 
X 
ST01 
PRTX 
RCL8 
ST02 
RCL9 
X<Y? 
ST02 
RCL2 
DSP~ 
PRTX 
*LBL3 
5 
4 
4 
CHS 
DSP~ 
RTN 
*LBLD 
SPC 
9 
~ 
PRTX 
1 
RCL2 
X>Y? 
GTOS 
6 
3 
1 
4 
091 GT09 
092 *LBL5 
093 1 
094 
095 6 
096 4 
097 5 
098 ST04 
099 1 
100 
101 5 
102 2 
103 4 
104 ST05 
105 1 
106 
107 4 
108 2 
109 1 
110 ST06 
111 
112 9 
113 8 
114 3 
115 ST07 
116 
117 4 
118 3 
119 4 
120 ST08 
121 
122 2 
123 3 
124 2 
125 ST09 
126 GT08 
127 *LBLE 
128 SPC 
129 9 
130 5 
131 PRTX 
132 1 
133 RCL2 
134 X>Y? 
135 GT06 
136 
137 
138 
139 
140 
141 
142 
143 
144 
145 
146 
147 
148 
149 
150 
151 
152 
153 
154 
155 
156 
157 
158 
159 
160 
161 
162 
163 
164 
165 
166 
167 
168 
169 
170 
171 
172 
173 
174 
175 
176 
177 
178 
179 
180 
1 
2 
7 
~ 
6 
GT09 
*LBL6 
1 
9 
6 
ST04 
2 
3 
7 
2 
STOS 
2 
8 
2 
3 
ST06 
2 
5 
5 
6 
ST07 
1 
5 
9 
ST08 
1 
~ 
2 
ST09 
GT08 
*LBL8 
RCL9 
RCL2 
181 
182 
183 
184 
185 
186 
187 
188 
189 
190 
191 
192 
193 
194 
195 
196 
197 
198 
199 
200 
201 
202 
203 
204 
205 
206 
207 
208 
209 
210 
211 
212 
213 
214 
215 
216 
217 
218 
219 
220 
221 
222 
223 
224 
+ 
RCLB 
+ 
RCL2 
RCL7 
+ 
RCL2 
RCL6 
+ 
RCL2 
RCL5 
+ 
RCL2 
RCL4 
+ 
*LBL9 
DSP9 
RCLl rx 
X 
ST03 
CHS 
RCL~ 
+ 
PRTX 
RCL3 
RCL¢ 
+ 
PRTX 
RCL3 
RCL~ 
1 
~ 
~ 
X 
DSPl 
PRTX 
GT03 
R/S 
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APPENDIX2. 
Data Forms 
Photocopy and use these forms until you develop ones meeting 
your specific needs. 
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Form 1. Simple random sample of sample unit numbers drawn from a random number 
table. List numbers in the order of selection within columns. Place L, M, or H 
after each number to indicate the assigned stratum. 
survey Area~-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Game Management Unit(s) ____________________ ___ Subunit(s) ________________________ __ 
Date~-------------------------- Range of SU Numbers ________________________________ __ 
Column 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
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Form 2. Stratified random sample of sample units by stratum. Numbers are listed in 
order o selection within strata. 
Survey Area ..... --------------------------------------------------------------------------
Game Management Unit(s) ____________________________ Subunit(s) ____________________ ___ 
Date ________________________________ __ Range of su numbers 
Stratum 
Low Medium High Other 
-
Form 3. Moose survey data gathered dun.ng 
atandard or int nsive s arch s of sample units. 
su no·-------- Date. _____________ __ Page __ of ___ 
Survey area. ________________________________________ _ 
Pilot/obs. Est. area mi 2 ----------------- ---~ 
Type of search: Standard (e.g. , 4-6 min/mi 2) 0 
Intensive (e.g., 2 min/mi2) 0 
Dominant habitat 
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STANDARD SEARCH DATA SUMMARY 
Strata H 0 , M 0 , L 0 , 0 0 
Total moose seen 
Min. searched ---------------
Measured rea (mi2 ) 
Search effort (min/~mi~z~)--------
Obs. density (moose(mi2) 
INTENSIVE SEARCH DATA SUMMARY 
No. moose std. search 
No. moose int. search ________ __ 
Int. search time (min) 
WEATHER: Clouds Precipitation Temperature Wind Turbulence 
LIGHT 
TYPE 
BrightO 
PlatO 
REMARKS 
In 
INTENSITY 
HighO 
Med. 0 
Low 0 
SNOW AGE 
FreshO 
ModerateD 
Old 0 
AND COVER 
Complete 0 
Some low veg. 
showing 0 
Bare ground showing 0 
Cows and calves/Activ. 
SCF Group Bulls/Activ. ~/1 ~/2 wne 
plot(l) no. Yrlg Med Lge ~ calf calf calf 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
Sex-age totals Y= M- L= ~- ~= ~= Ca= 
Ca= Ca• 
SEARCH TIME 
Stop time -------------
Start time ---------
Unk. 
sex- Total Habitat moose 
age moose are in 
H LS TS D ss s L 
H LS TS D ss s L 
HLS TS D SS s L 
B LS TS D ss S L 
H LS TS D ss s L 
H LS TS D ss s L 
H LS TS D ss s L 
H LS TS D ss s L 
H LS TS D ss s L 
H LS TS D ss s L 
R LS TS D ss s L 
H LS TS D ss s L 
H LS TS D ss s L 
H LS TS D ss s L 
U= 
= Total Moose 
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Form 4. Daily tally of count data by stratum for moose population 
estimation survey. 
Survey Area -----------------------------------------------------------------------
Game Management Onit(s) Subunit(s) 
Stratum ------
so 
no. 
Date 
searched 
--------------------- -----------------------------
Stratum Area mi2 Total SUs In Stratum 
No. 
moose 
in so 
-----
so 
area 
(mi 2 ) 
Search 
effort 
(min/mi 2 ) 
su 
density 
(moose/mi 2 ) 
----------
No. moose in 
SCF searches 
Std. Int. 
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Form 5. Moose population estimation survey--data summary. 
Survey Area. ________________________________________________________________________ _ 
Game Management Unit(s) ____________________________ ___ Subunit(s) ______________ __ 
Date of Survey Survey Supervisor 
DATA SUMMARY FOR STRATUM 
STRATUM POPULATION 
ESTIMATE 
2 A
1 
~ area (mi J 
N
1 
= total sus 
n
1 
= no. SUs searched 
d • obs. density 
Ai 
T
1 
= est. no. moose 
(uncorrected} 
V(T
1
) = variance of T
1 
Low 
stratum 
Medium 
stratum 
High 
stratum 
DATA SUMMARY FOR SURVEY AREA 
SURVEY AREA INFORMATION 
Total area (mi
2
) = --------------------
Total No. SUs = -----------------------
Total No . SUs searched = ------------
OBSERVED POPULATION ESTIMATE 
T
0 
= obs. pop. est. 
(uncorrected) 
V(T ) = variance cbs. est. = 
0 ------
v
0 
=degrees of freedom=-----------
SCF 
0 
V(SCF 
n = 
0 
\i = 
s 
= obs. sight. correction 
factor =-----------------
) = variance of SCF = 
0 0 
no. SCF plots searched = 
degrees freedom of SCF = 
0 
SCF 
c 
EXPANDED POPULATION ESTIMATE 
sight. correction 
constant =---------------
T = expand.Apop. est. 
e 
(T x SCF ) = 
0 c --------
V(T ) = variance of T 
e e 
ve = degrees of freedom =---------
TOTAL POPULATION ESTIMATE 
T total pop. est. (T >< SCF ) e c: 
d = density 
90% CI as \ of T 
CL 
u 
upper confidence limit 
CLt = lower confidence limit = 
SCF = sight. correc . factor 
(SCF " SCF ) = 0 c 
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Form 6. Daily aircraft charter expenses during a moose population estimation survey. 
Survey Area----------------------------------------------------------------------
Game Management Unit(s) Subunit(s) 
Date 
I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Air taxi No. h.rs No. hrs No. hrs No. hrs No. hrs No. hrs 
Hourly rate Cost Cost Cost Cost Cost Cost 
~ 
Daily costs 
CUmulative 
daily costs 
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Form 7. Daily food and lodging expenses during a moose population estimation survey. 
Survey Area-------------------------------------------------------------------------~-
Game Management Unit(s) ______________ ~-----Subunit(s) __________________________ ~ 
Date 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Room Room Room Room Room Room Room Room Room Room ----- -----Person Board Board Board Board Board Board Board Board Board Board 
-- -- -- -- --- -- -- -- -- --
--- -- -- -- -- -- --- -- -- --
~ 
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ---
-- -- -- -- -- -- --- -- -- --
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ---
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
-- -- -- -- --- -- -- -- -- ---
-- --- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
-- -- -- --- -- -- -- -- -- --
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
-- -- -- -- --- -- -- -- -- --
Daily Costs 
Cumulative 
Daily costs 
.. 
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Form 8 . Summary information of sample unit (SU) sex and age class data. 
Survey Area -------------------------------------------
Date -----------------
Game Management Onit(s ) ____________________________ ___ Subunit(s) ----------------
Stratum Stratum Area mi2 Tota l sus in stratum ---------------- ------------- ------
SCF 0 ------------- V(SCF ) 0 v SCF s c -------------
su Bulls 
su area No. o f No. o f Total No . o f No . o f 
no. (mi 2> yearlings adults no. cows calves 
-
I t 
I 
I t 
I , 
BIOLOGICAL PAPERS.OF THE UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA 
BEHAVIOR, MECHANICS AND 
ENERGETICS ASSOCIATED WITH 
WINTER CRA TERING BY 
CARIBOU IN 
NORTHWESTERN ALASKA 
HENNING THING 
IIOLOGICAL PAPERS OF THE UNIVERSITY Of ALASKA 
Number 18 1977 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE 
FIRST INTERNATIONAL MUSKOX SYMPOSIUM 
Edited by David R. Klein, Robert G. White and Sue Keller 
Btological Papers of the Umversiry of Alaska 
Special Report No. 4 De<:ember 1984 
- ADDmONAL ISSUES OF BIOWGICA.L PAPERS 
OF THE UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA Forthcoming in 
1986-87: 
No.l3 
BlOLOGJCAL PAPERS 
0 THE 
UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA 
A Re¥1ew of Arttlc 1J'11Yiio& stwll In Alaska. 
Robm H. Amurrrmg 
llaclaH Blblloenpby of the n Thymol/u.s (&ray ling) to 1.985. 
Ro#Hn H. Armstrong. HaolcCHJ J(op. alld Julia H. Tripldrom 
INS11TU1E OF AJtcnC BIOLOGY 
ISS).~ 
DECEMBER .,_ 
--This issue wil be an indi pensable reference and review 
volume for students of high latitude fi beries science and 
freshwater ecology. The authors have amassed over 1 ,300 
citations from 16 different language · of original publication . 
No. 24 
[A review and synlhesJ of research on anadromous fishes 
of the Beaufon Sea in Alaska and Canada-provisional title] 
- Thi. i' u will n. ist of -1 pape on aspect the 
biology of arcti anadromou fi ·bel.. These in Jude: A re-
view of the life cycle strut gy of anadromy (amphidromy) 
m the Arcttc; tgnificance of overwrntering condibons; Re-
sponses by arctic anadrom u fishe to barriers to migra-
tion; Mathematical modeling of population under varying 
harv t regimes, Geneuc analy ·es and tock identities of 
Arctic ci co; Overv1ew of methodology for impact as e s-
ments and monitoring of MCti fi ·hes. Th efforts by hun-
dred of per on-years of biologists will be di tilled in thi 
publication, repre~nting the investment of about $20 m.il-
hon by governments and petroleum companies in arctic 
ftShene research. primarily srnce the hue 1960s. Th.ts is to 
be the fir t major, multidi c1plinary attempt to place the 
information from hundred. of unpubli hed research reports 
into the open, peer-reviewed c1enufic literature. 
Back I u and I qulri : 
Address orders and inquiri to: The Editor, Biological Pa-
p r ofth Uni r.sil} uf Alruka, Irving Building, University 
f AI lui, Fairbanks. AK 775. 
ALASKA TREES AND SHRUBS 
Leslie A. Viereck and 
Elbert L. Uttle, Jr. 
1986 Paper ISBN 0-912006-19-6 $12.95 
265 pages, 6 x 9, 269 illustrations and maps 
Alaska Tree and Shrubs describes and illustrates the native woody plants of the 49th 
State. This invaluable reference provides information enabling readers to identify the 
different species, in different seasons, and to learn whether they are native or intro-
duced, where they grow, and what their uses are. It is not only a botanist's manual, 
but belongs al ·o in the library of anyone interested in landscaping with the native 
plants of the north- or thanks to the numerous and clear illustrations, of anyone who 
wants to know which tree is which. 
Forthcoming Publications 
Alaska Sea Week Curriculum Series: Ill. Shells and Insects 
This unbound; three-hole punched teacher's workbook is the third of Alaska Sea Grants 
seven curriculum guides. Although geared for second grade, it bas been adapted effec-
tively to preschool, secondary and adult education; both adults and children have found 
it an enjoyable way to learn about Alaska's nearshore animals. The guide focuses on two 
groups of aquatic invertebrates, shells and insects, and is full of illustrations and work-
sheets for students. 
The Alaska Exploration History Map Series, 1728-1941 
Here for the first time is a concise and comprehensive graphic survey of Alaska's geo-
graphic history . The 4-color map set consists of four sheets, each covering a different 
era of exploration, with captions that explain the significance of the expeditions and 
give details of these tales of exploration. References are listed on the back of each map. 
Our catalogue contains many publications on various northern-related subjects. Topics 
include Russian-American studies, political biographies, Native studies, contemporary 
political works, historical translations and oral biographies. Catalogue available upon 
request. 
For more information or to order, call (907)474-6389 or write to; 
University of Alaska Press 
Signers' HaJJ - BP 
University o{ Alaska 
Fairbanks, Alaska 99775-1580 
Please include ::til. 50 per book for postage and handling. Individuals must enclose a check or money 
ord r in U.S. fund . Booksellers and in titutions will bf' billed according to our regular trade terms; 
please include a purchase order number. 
BIOLOGICAL PAPERS 
OF THE 
UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA 
ADVICE 'IO AUTHORS 
Biological Paper of the Universiry of Alaska are pub-
lished occasionally. Authors are encouraged to consider chi 
journal as a forum for publication of originaJ works in any 
phase of circumpolar arctic or subarctJC lifi sciences. Con-
tributions are emphatically welcomed from outside the Uni· 
versity of Alaska, and need not deal with research m 
Alaska. Longer works that are monographic, interdiscipli-
nary, synthetic, descriptive, or c nsist of review treatments 
of a single topic from everal perspectives are especially 
welcome. 
The style for a given issue will vary as a function of the 
subject matter or ctiscipline wttlun biology. Therefore, mter-
e ted authors and ontributors should communica1e with the 
editor as early as possible in the phases of preparing manu-
scripts . The use of outlines for potential submissions is 
helpful in permitting the editor and authors LO agree on 
detailed guideline for spe ific manuscript in dvance. 
Such communication will also generally reduce the delay 
between manuscript submission and actual publica ion. 
All manuscripts are refereed by at le-ast two e;<ternal re-
viewers conversant with appropriate field · of e. perti e. 
